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To the President
of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Herewith is our report-on
the review of the Manned Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion
Program of the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Defense,
The Aircraft
Nuclear
Propulsion
Program was a joint project
of the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Air Force to develop a nuclear-powered
airplane
for military
purposes; the Navy was a minor participant in the program.
Work relating
to the nuclear propulsion
of aircraft
was initiated
in 1946 and continued until
the entire program was terminated
in 1.961.. TJne total cost of the program
was about $1 billion.
the Aircraft
r\Juclear ProAt the time of termination,
pulsion Program was still
in the research and development
stage, with primary emphasis on high performance reactors.
Although a number of research and development achievements
can be credited
to this program, at the time of termination
an airplane
had never been flown on nuclear power nor had a
prototype
airplane
been built.
The benefits
accruing to
the Government from the Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
Program
are dependent upon the present and subsequent use of facilities
constructed
and the technology
gained.
The Atomic
Energy Commission stated that these facilities
and the technology became the basis of much of the research and development now being conducted as a part of the space reactor development programs.
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Although the Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
Program has
been terminated,
we have found deficiencies
in administration of this program and have certain
observations
which we
are reporting
for the information
of the Congress and for
consideration
by executive
agencies so that appropriate
steps can be taken to minimize the possibility
of similar
situations
in future research and development programs.
The Aircraft'
Nuclear Propulsion
Program was a technically complex and difficult
research and development program
carried out in competition
with other programs for national
defense.
As a result,
the importance attached to the program varied greatly
throughout
its history,
and frequent
changes in emphasis and direction
of the program occurredc
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Although it was outside our scope to examine into the reasonableness of or justification
for the frequent
changes
we do not believe that a research
in program objectives
and magnitude'of
and development effor e of the complexity
Program can reach its goal
the Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
in an effective
and efficient
manner unless a certain
degree of stability
in objectives
is accorded to the program.
During our review we noted various indications
that the Department of Defense did not furnish
sufficient
and timely
guidance for the Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
Program and
that program reorientations
were not formalized
on a timely
A summary of our observations
and findings
is prebasis.
sented in the forepart
of the report.
The Department of Defense, in commenting on this report, has stated that it agrees that the program suffered
considerably
from lack of prompt decisions
and from frequent changes in emphasis and goals and that it is for the
purpose of minimizing
the impact of such conditions
in the
future that it has instituted
many new management proceTh.e detailed
staff comments from
dures in the Department.
items
the Army and Air Force, with respect to the specific
concerning
their respective
roles in the program, are included at appropriate
sections throughout
the report.
The
Atomic kergy
Commission has stated that the report provides a history
of the major problems which influenced
the
execution
of this difficult
and complex research and deThe comments of the Atomic Energy Comvelop:!:ent effort.
mission pertinent
to particular
observations
within the
report are included in the appropriate
sections
throughout
Comments were solicited
from the major conthe report.
tractors
engaged in the Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
Proand
the
replies
received
indicated
basic
agreement
gram,
with the facts presented in this report.
Copies of
of the United
the Navy, and
Atomic Energy

this report are being sent to the President
of Defense, the Army,
States; the Secretaries
the Air Force; and the Commissioners of the
Commission.

Comptroller
General
of the United States
-2-
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MANNEDAIRCRAFT NUCLEARPROPULSIONPROGRAM
ATOMIC ENERGYCOMMISSION
AND
DEPARTMENTOF DEFENSE
INTRODUCTION
The General
Aircraft

Nuclear

mission

Accounting

Office

Propulsion

(ANP) Program of the Atomic Energy Com-

(AEC) and the Department

made pursuant

has made a review

of Defense

to the Budget and Accounting

531, the Accounting

and Auditing

forth

General

in 10 U.S.C.

Act,

2206),

67),

the

and the authority

of

to examine contractors'

records,

project

nuclear-powered

airplane

nor participant

in the program.

and the related
for

chinery,

the remaining
airframe,

The major
craft

Nuclear

(GE), the Pratt

as set

2313(b).

and was a joint

sible

was

1921 (31 U.S.C.

The ANP program was based upon requirements

reactor

This review

Act of 1950 (31U.S.C.

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.
the Comptroller

(DOD).

of the Manned

of AEC and the Air
for

military

Propulsion

purposes.

while

by DOD

developing

a

The Navy was a mi-

the Air

of the airplane,

and auxiliary

contractors

Force for

The AEC was responsible

shielding,
parts

established

for

the

Force was respon-

mainly

the turboma-

components.

engaged in the ANP program were the AirDepartment

& Wh't
1 ney Aircraft

of the General Electric
Division

of the United

Company
Aircraft

Corporation

(P&W), the Convair

Corporation

(Convair),

craft

Corporation

Division

the Georgia

of the Lockheed

Air-

Laboratory

. -'

After

15 years

opment effort,

of feasibility

and research

million

and develThe

in March 1961.

as of June 30, 1961, was about

cost of the ANP program

facilities

studies

the ANP program was terminated

$1,040 million--$839
for

Division

Dynamics

and the Oak Ridge National

(Lockheed),

(GRNL).

total

of the General

for

operating
The Air

and equipment.

and $201 million

Force furnished

$518 million,

the AEC about $508 million,

$14 million.

For a detailed

breakdown

costs

about

and the Navy about
of the costs

of the ANP pro-

gram, see pages 110 to 113.
At the time of its
rected

termination,

to the research

on high-performance

and development

reactors.

had been carried

been ground

tested

an airplane

had never been flown

with

out and turbojet

nuclear

been built.

energy

summarizing
started

The benefits

constructed

accomplishments,

at the upper

limits

"break-throughs"

strumentation,

shielding,
provided

engines

that

technology

in materials,

a tremendous

had

however,

to the Government
and subsequent

and the technology

and controls

shield-

power nor had a proto-

upon the present

of nuclear

emphasis

reactor

aircraft

accruing

AEC has stated

many so-called

automatically

primary

as the heat source;

on nuclear

from the ANP program are dependent
use of the facilities

stage with

A number of airborne

ing studies

type airplane

the ANP program had been redi-

and that
acceleration

gained.

In

the ANP program
which required'

reactor
these

concepts,

in-

circumstances

in the advancement
2

of nuclear

reactor

technology.

plishments

of the

ANP program

that

it

is not

benefits

derived

that

extent

possible

AEC has enumerated
(see

appendix

now to inventory,

V) and has

accom-

concluded

realistically,

the

total

ANP program.
AEC has stated
further
that
-’
the high-,temperature
materials
and radiation
shielding
information
.
was undoubtedly
of great value to the national
space effort
and
the

expedited
would

from

various

to which

program

attached

for

to the

and frequent

Because

15 years

and involved

the

in

time

and other

varied

emphasis

and money and

important

programs

out

and difficult

in

As a result,
greatly

in

limited,

the

importance

excess

The scope

its

the

history,

program

out

over

of

a billion

of necessity,

pro.gram.

with

throughout

was carried

re-

competition

and direction-of

expenditures

of the

complex

carried

ANP program

was generally
phases

space

defense.

ANP program

curred.

istrative

the

program

national

changes

our review

in

saved

was a technically

and development
programs

information

to calculate.

The ANP program

other

this

efforts

be impossible

search

the

a period

our

of

dollars,

to selected
of

oc-

review

adminappears

on page 107.
Although

the ANP program

deficiencies
we are

taken
future

in administration

reporting

sideration

has been

for’the

by executive

to minimize
research

the

and have

information
agencies
possibility

and development

of
so that
of

terminated,
certain
the

we have
observations

Congress

appropriate

similar

found

situations

which

and for
steps

concan be

arising

in

programs.

3

The policy-making

and other

interested

principal

the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department
listed

in appendix

VI.
-’

offic-lals

of Defense are

in

SU!JMARYOF OBSERVATIONSAND FINDINGS
Our major
is given
with

for

comments are summarized

a more complete

discussion

of the subjects,together

comments, in subsequent

agencies'

A page reference

below,

sections

of this

report.

CHANGESTN EMPHASIS AND DIRECTION
OF T1IE ANP PROGRAr4
The ANP program was characterized
phasis

and objectives,

gram to an accelerated
Air

varying

from a research

program to develop

changes in em-

and development

a weapon system for

prothe

Force.
The ANP program was carried

grams for

national

defense.

to the AN? program varied
it

by frequent

was outside

ity

for

greatly

that

the frequent
a research

and magnitude

fective

As a result,

in objectives

other

history.

Although

can reach
a certain

to the program.

of or

objectives,

effort

pro-

attached

the reasonableness

and development

manner unless

is accorded

its

changes in program

of the ANP program

and efficient

with

the importance

throughout

our scope to examine into

justification
not believe

out in competition

we do

of the complex-

its

goal

in an ef-

degree of stability
(See pp. 31 to 35.1

LITTLE OR NO USE MADE OF CERTAIN FACILITIES
@XWJSE OF PROGRAMREORIENTATIONS
During

our review

been constructed
never used,

we noted that

at a total

cost

or used very little,

cause of program reorientations.
the Flight
tional

Engine Test facility

Reactor

Testing

Station,

various

major

of about $17,147,000
for

their

intended

The two largest
that
Idaho,

had

but were
purposes

facilities

was constructed
at a cost

facilities

bewere

at the AEC Na-

of $89061,000

to

AEC, and the Radiator
necticut
a cost

Aircraft

disclosed

costs

and related

of the costs

peared

questionable

initiated

only
costs

to

at

39.)

were never used.

about $997,000
(1) timely
projects

decision

appears

designs

studies

for

were incurred

for

that

most

to cancel

a project

and tests

for

and could

at the time when the need for

that

or

them aphad been

had been made.

designs,

relating

were not used because AEC reconsidered

Reactor

costing

It

had been taken

and would not permit

at the National
designs

action

appropriate

base,

were incurred

were unnecessary

and (2) certain

after

test

major ANP facilities

work that

of about $780,000

to a flight

of certain

about $2,953,000

if

to suspend certain

the other

at the Con-

Connecticut,

(See ~36

totaling

totaling

have been avoided

built

Middletown,

to the Air Force.

of the designs

that

a previous

was constructed

DESIGN WORKNOT USED,

Our review

design

that

Engine Laboratory,

of $6,306,000

FACILITIES

Also,

Laboratory

Testing

Station

about $1,176,000

of program reorientations.

a flight

test

in Idaho.

base to be
Most of

were unused as a result

(See pp* 39 to 53.)

REORIENTATIONOF AI'JP PROGRAMNOT FORMALIZED
ON A TIMELY BASIS
We made a review
tion

of the reorientation

velopment

of the documents

on a timely
were required

basis,

the implementa-

of the ANP program to an experimelttal

program at GE after

125-A program in 1956.

supporting

cancellation

The reorientation

in our opinion,

between the contractor,

of the Weapon System
was not fully

since

formalized

months of negotiations

and the Air

Force and AEC

de-

before

an agreement

writing.

on the current

We believe

that

the Government should
tion

the current

Of

work program could

communication

be reduced

between the contractor

have been improved
work program,after
-'

to expedite

to
and

the formaliza(See

the reorientation.

pp* % to 57.1
VARIOUS IKDICATIONS THAT THE DEPARTXENTOF DEFENSE
%-D XOT FURNISH SUFFICIENT AND TIMZLY GUIDANCE
FOR ANP PROGRAM
Our review
the Department

d;scLosed
of Defense

timely

guidance

gram.

In one instance,

affecting

stance,
until

ANP program.
would indeed
reactor

also

that
that

it

there

before

guidance

be deplorable

if,

provide,

was a lack

the Joint

Also,
of firm

Committee

program still

had no firm

effort,

requested

for

this

that,

if

to reorient
that

proper

it

advanced

would
AEC stated

DOD requirements

and direction

set of objectives.

the

AEC was to continue

group stated

Energy stated

it

reactor.

establish

a DOD review
decision

flight,

specific

AEC could

in-

adequate

the next

nuclear

but

In another

when AEC developed

suStained

on Atomic

defense

vitally

AFX stated

seemed only reasonable

and parameters.

and

reorientation,

was no requirement

in order,that

a decision

AEC considered

AEC was first

that

out the APlP pro-

a decision.

that

appeared

sufficient

carrying

DOD for

DOD reached

the DOD in the AMP program,

be provided

where it

in the national

At the time of that

there

for

AEC requested

8 months after

which could

support

ria

responsible

participation

elapsed

instances

(DOD) did not furnish

DOD did not provide
almost

evolve

to those

AK's

over 2 years

various

nuclear

to

must
crite-

in 1957 that

in the program and

in 1959 that

the ANP

(See pp. 58 to 65.)

BENEFITS OF UNIFIED ORGANIZATIONALARRANGEMENT
NOT FULLY REALIZED
The benefits

of the organizational

program were not fully

arrangement

for

the ANP

realized,

in our opinion,
because the Air
\
Force and AEC each awarded separate contracts
to GE and P&W for
work on the development
accounting,

the lack

to expedite

negotiations

future

projects

gle contract
program.

Furthermore,

nature,

tee for

both agencies,

justify

Large Surface

similar

Ship Reactor,

which we reported

explore,

we believe

with

and

that,

of awarding

strengthen

early

of having

conclusions

cost

in the

congressional

on January

prototype

commit-

one of the agenof joint-agency

from our review

AlW land-based

in

a sin-

the congressional

fund the entire

to the Congress

provisions;

be considered

that,to

the desirability

and subsequently
We reached

should

the

of the project;

in contractual

the feasibility

we believe
should

aspects

the contractors,

to each contractor

each-agency

projects.

with

of this

control,

cies

of uniformity

To simplify

system.

and administrative

budgetary,

to eliminate

of the propulsion

of the

project

10, 1962.

on

(See

pp. 66 to 74.)
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Our review

disclosed

that

gram were made by temporary
were based on brief

that

generally,

advice

a permanent

have been more efficient
with

was carried

the,joint
out.

by these

to evaluate

groups.

Since

results

groups

review
with

group comprised

some continuity

and effective
project

these

re-

accomplished

to top management on direction

and AK representatives

keeping

(2) the reviews

co-uld be found among the review

and to provide

of the ANP pro-

to the contractors!
plants and brief-'
in Washington,
and (3) little
continuity
in

views were intended,

appears

groups,

reviews

visits

ings and discussions
membership

(1) frequent

of effort,

it

of appropriate

DOD

in membership would

and would have been more in

concept

under which

the ANP program

(See pp= 75 to 79J

UNNECESSARY
COSTS INClTRRRDBY AK! FOR
CO?TTINUEDPROWSSING%-F YTTRIUM OXIDE
Our review

disclosed

that

about gq
tk517,000 by extending
processing
duction

of high-purity

capability

:;t:andby condition
contractor
condition.

alive.

AEC incurred

for

a T-month period

yttrium
Placing

oxide

in order

the production

would have accomplished

was willing

unnecessary

to negotiate

costs

a contract

of
for

to keep the profacility

the same purpose,

to keep the plant

in a
and the

in standby

(See pp. 80 to 83.)

DZLAY IN AGREEINGON INDEMNITY PROVISION
OF WE AEC COWTRl$T WITH GE RF,:;Ur,TED
IN
-A DELAY IN REACTORDl?VET,OPMl~:r
!*!i'IiK
___-Our review
on an indemnity

disclosed

that

a delay

provision

in the contract

in AK's

the

and GE's agreeing

may have resulted

in

ill

de lays

the

certain

inefficient

significant
USC of certain

delay

of about

ments

because 9 although

pared

to

were

that

experiments

out

not

concurrently

developm(:tit

GE employees

had been

until

were

on critical

in

experiments

necessary

trained

195%.

and should

the development

of

was a

experiand were

December

abou-t J-uly

and in

There

personnel.
work

started

with

reactor

contractor

on critical

periments

of

in initiating

I-8 months

proceed

such

areas

1952,

pre-

the

cx-

We understand

have

been

the: reactor.

c;irried

(See pp.

83

to 86.)

Certain
elnployed
ate

uneconomical

by the

Force

gineers
stantial
already

of the

because
to n:eet

contract
under

the
the

facilities

large

contract

o

believe

that

orders

of

the

and cost
basic

the work

change
for

major

of the
contract.

method

the

portions

Engine
by the

The Corps

of En-

by negotiating

for

providing
,

an appropriate
of consl,.ructil~lt

motli.f’i.c~~-tions

far

subfirms

use of negotiated

construction

and specifications.
are

to acceler-

competition--with
that

were

to be needed

system.

to fixed-price

and economical
plans

scope

of

Army,
Nuclear

expected

a weapon

segments

orders

to existing

providing

of

We believe

changes

for

were

practices

States

Aircraft

modifications--without

or change

a customary

United

Connecticut

demands

for

provided

ifications
is

of Engineers,

construction

the

Laboratory
Air

Corps

and contracting

procurement

excee~I

mod-

contracts

for

However,

minor
we do not

or et:onomical

met.ilod

work when the
the

SC:I’)~);~:ind cost

work covered

In one instance,
modifications

was almost

allowances

entirely

resulting

subcontracted,

totaling

subcontractor

in a pyramiding

that

a substantial

allowances

were unnecessary

Corps of Engineers

steps

and in turn

and the

by the sub-subcontractor.
of such overhead

and profit

and could have been avoided

the required

competitive

construction

use of the tiers

sub-

and profit

to the prime contractor

portion

(1) obtained

to eliminate

contract

of overhead

work done princjypally

We believe

negotiated

subcontracted

over $237,000

for

able to provide

by large

proposals
services

involved

had the
from firms

or (2) taken

in the successive

sub-

(See pp. 87 to 95.1

contracting.

AIR FORCE AND AEC DID NOT REQUIRE
MEANINGFULCOST DATA FROM GE
DURING j--YEAR PERIOD
The formal

monthly

tain+::d from GE during
contain

meaningful

be related
by GE.

to the various

As a result

projects.

that

cost data because
experimental

monthly

this

basis.

being

incurred

1956, 1957, and 3.958.
to correct

detail

Duri11~: fiscal
these def!ciencies.

major

costs

because they were not
the projects

reports
years

out

not be

by GE for

cost data should

monthly

not

carried
could

every 6 months under AEC's normal

more meaningful

could

AEC's actual

costs

Although

the costs

evaluation

period

to the estimated

from GE in the formal

was taken

projects

of the costs

during

on a comparable

viewed in detail

the Air Force and AEC ob-

1956, 1957? and 1958 did not

years

reports

Furthermore,

reported

that

7 an effective

(;ould not be related

quired

fiscal

detailed

made from the formal

believe

reports

during

were re-

procedures,

we

have been refiscal

years

1959 and 1960, action
(See pp. 96 to 98,)

I,11

OTHER DEFICIENCIES XOTED DURING
-%W
-OUR REVIEW OF GE AND
m--M
Cur review

of the activities

ciencies

in property

internal

audits

showed also

cial

counting

of the activities
controls
weak.

records

costs

certain

ineffi-

improvement

Fqrce and AEC.
were charged

in'the

Our review

to the AEC and Air

(See pp. 98 to 102.1

and quantity

were generally

by the-A_lr

unallowable

Force contracts.
Our review

management and a need for

performed

that

of GE disclosed

of P&W disclosed

over materials

Our review

to support

that

and supplies

showed also

the financial

a lack

reports

the finaninventories

of formal

prepared

ac-

by P&W.

(See pp. 103 to 106,)
Similar
internal

deficiencies

audit-reports;

had been found and commented on in AEC
however,

corrective

taken at the time of our review.

During

the deficiencies

AEC, Air

with

appropriate

officials.

They generally

discussions

with

ciencies
rect-l-vc

these

were being
action.

agreed with

officials,

corrected

action
our review
Force,

that

we discussed
and contractor

our findings.

we noted

had not been

After

our

many of the defi-

or plans had been made to take cor-

BACKGROTJND
INFORMATION
GENERAL
The basic
new approach
clear

reason

for

pursuing

the ANP program was to provide

to the propulsion

of\ manned aircraft
by the use of nuas the power source, thereby overcoming the range and

fission

endurance

limitations

objective

of the ANP program appeared

militarily

useful

and strategic

of chemically

aircraft

that

missile

program

consequence,

of a

reconnaissance

proceeded

during

the importance

defense

varied

The major

the same time

a time when great
of chemically

attached

greatly,

components

program and the Air

about

The major

the result

tem were the Aircraft

Nuclear

Propulsion

Company (GE), Evendale,

that

Ohio,

for

for

As a
future

frequent

occurred.

airplane

Five major

contractors

were

powered aircraft.

of a nuclear-powered

in the APJPprogram.

and

advancements

of the program

system1 and the airframe.

Force

(1946),

to the ANP program

with

changes in emphasis and direction

Electric

to be the development

airplane

started

being made in the improvement

propulsion

The ultimate

purposes.

both programs

national

powered aircraft.

could be used for

The manned nuclear-powered
ballistic

a

are the

contractors

worked

the propulsion

sys-

Department
and the Pratt

of the General
& Whitney

'A propulsion
system is referred
to as a power plant before the
unit is geared to a specific
airplane.
A power plant is an unrefined propulsion
system containing
the same major components but
may not contain certain
auxiliary
parts,
such as controls
and instrumentation.
A power plant is assembled for test purposes only.

Aircraft

Division

Middletown,

of the United

Worth,

Division

Dawsonville,

operator
Tennessee,

was the major

for

Labogatory

contractor

the airframe
Fort

of Lockheed Aircraft

The Union earbide

of the Oak Ridge National

(P&W),

Dynamics Corporation,

Division

Georgia.

Corporation

contractors

of General

and the Georgia

Texas,

ration,

The major

Connect~!cut.

were the Convair

Aircraft

Nuclear

CorpoCompany,

(ORWL), Oak Ridge,

in the general

support

area for

the ANP program.
AEC financed
consisting
financed

the nuclear

of the reactor
the nonnucI.ear

portion

?e total

costs

incurred

Operating costst
?ropuLsion system:
0:rect cycle
Indirect
cycle
Total

Total
Facilities
ar.d equipment:
PropulBion system:
Direct cycle
indirect
cycla
Total
hirfreme
General suljport
Total
Totzl

$

costs

system

Censrul w.lpporr.
TotuL cotit

financing

contractors.

system,
the Air

system,
The Air

468.0
209.1

various

Fol.lowing

$219.7
i’i.g

$246.7
171.4

255.6

418.1

102.1
60.4

-22

&

819.6

Ii81.8

4J&fJ

94.8
--zL.d
166.1

96.4

Force

consistForce fi-

The Navy was a mistudies

with

,is a summary of

on the AEP program to June 30,

677.1

AiI%"~f?
GeneraZ support

sxzzmy:
?ropulsLon
kirP2e.m

airframe

components.

to the airframe.

in the ANP program,

3, P&W, and other

shielding;

of the,propul.sion

and other

the work relating

or participant

of the propulsion

and the related

ing of the turbomachizery
lanced also

portion

1961.

FEASIBILITY

STUDIES

Work relating
tiated

in May 1946, when the Air

W-33-O38ac-14801

(14250)

poration

(Fairchild).

finitive

contract

bility

energy

to conduct

this

under

provided

During
the Air

in the aircraft

vited

in the recognized

to participate

Force,

aircraft

in the project.

a group of interested

Fairchild

companies
ipating

aircraft

Ten other

in the NEPA project

a de-

a feasi-

of tactical

of
utilEnergy

selection

of Fairchild

the months immediately
Force decided
nuclear

engine

industry

At the request
engine

companies
by assigning

a

field,

which all

the

would be inof the Air

companies

selected

and the recipient
participated
personnel

follow-

to sponsor

propulsion

company with

to be the manager of the project

Air Force contract.

for

was known as the Nuclear

Force did not make the actual

project

into

the adoption

aircraft

the management of one industrial

companies

toward

Cor-

(NEPA) project.

the NEPA project.

unified

The contract

contract

of Aircraft

and Airplane

was converted

leading

was ini-

contract

contract

and research

ing the end of- World War II,
single

Engine

as a means of propelling

the Propulsion
The Air

to the Fairchild

in May 1948.

The work under

ity.

airplane

Force awarded letter

The letter

investigation

nuclear

for

to a manned nuclear-propelled

of an

as member
and by partic-

as subcontractors.
In November 1950, AEC awarded to Fairchild

providing

for

work relating

project.

Soon thereafter

nate the NEPA project.

to the nuclear
AEC and the Air

For several

a letter

aspects

contract

of the NEPA

Force decided

to termi-

months work had been done under

the AEC letter
the Air

contract;

however,

Force reimbursed

contract

with

Fairchild

AEC had initiated
Oak Ridge,

Tennessee,

Force work under

Fairchild

were made whereby
The Air

AEC costs.
in April

in the fall

of 19’t9 in support

Laboratory,
of the Air

The ANP work at thk Laboratory

W-7405-ENG-26 with

the operation

Force

1951.

work at the Oak Ridge Nati.onal

the NEPA project.

Company for

for

was terminated

was done under AEC contract
Il'uclear

arrangements

the Union Carbide

of the Laboratory.

Aircraft

Division

Middletown,

of the United

Worth,

Texas,

ration,

Division

Georgia.

was the major

the airframe

Dynamics Corporation,

The Union Carbide
Laboratory

contractor

(P&W),

for

DJ.vi-sion of Lockheed

of the Oak Ridge National

Tennessee,

Corporation

contractors

of General

and the Georgia

Dawsonville,

operator

The major

Connecticut.

were the Convair

Aircraft

Fort

Aircraft

Nuclear

CorpoCompany,

(ORNL), Oak Ridge,

in the general

support

area for

the ANP program.
AEC financed
consisting
financed

the nuclear

of the reactor

portion

ing of the turbomachinery

the total

costs

airframe

incurred

components.

ta the airframe.

in the ANP program,

GE, P&W, and other

shielding;

of the propulsion

and other

the work relating

nor participant

of the propulsion

and the related

the nonnuclear

nanced also

portion

financing

contractors,

The Air

Total
Airfrarce
Genaral. support
Total
Facilities
and equipment:
Prnpulsion systam:
Direct cycle
indirect
cycle
Total

various

costs

Tots1 coute

2Lu

677.1

255.6

3.4

6.’
&.$

.:
2
-22

839.6

3R1.8

14.0

94.8
71.3

20.9
--&XL
x0.7

TotKL

5 1.6
1.8

5219.7

S&&d

52.4
b.7

consistForce fi-

studies

wi.th

,is a summary of

to June 30,

102.1
A 60 4

166.1

Alrfreme
Ganeral support
Total

$ 468.0
209.1

Force

The Navy was a mi-

operattng costa:

Propulsion system
Direct cycle
Indirect
cycle

the Air
system,

Following

on the ANP program

system,

1961.

PROPULSIGN SYSTEM
Tkre

were

clear

propulsion

cycle

of P&W.

sor,

is

two major

approaches
the

system,
In the

direct

cycle,

air

enters

through

and is

heated

by the

ments.

After

passing

tracted

to drive

the

compressor,

velocity

through

the

exhaust

flowing

through

flows

through

the -jet
is

flowing

rectly

by the

heated

indirectly

Direct

through
reactor

and IV.)

cycle

propulsion

Tne research
propulsion
sion
gines

search

The hot

reactor

in

carried

out

(ANPD) of GE in

Flight

and development

indirect

is

exat

cycle,

where

the

air

then

heat

is
then

radiators,
to

the

cycle

as contrasted
indirect

coolant

is

Thus,

is

high

the

coolant

and imparted

the

ele-

expelled

contains

liquid-metal

direct

compres-

fuel

liquid-metal

engine

engine.

the

by a liquid-metal

exchanger

loop.

indirect

energy.
is

nu-

where

the

heated

airdi-

with

cycle.

being

(See

ap-

system

were

was done under

and operated

heat

the

the

The liquid-metal

and development

system

Department

in

air

the

absorbed

The jet

by the

III

In

core.

the

where

the heated

is

up by the

of GE and

turbine,

nozzle.

reactor

engine.

given

stream

pendixes

the

reactor

to a secondary

pumped to
heat

through

the

the

reactor,

an intermediate

transferred

the

in

an aircraft

cycle

into

generated

developing

direct

forced

heat

the

for

activities

for

by the

Aircraft

Evendale,

an intercompany
Propulsion
effort

Ohio.

arrangement

Division,
at Evendale

also

the

direct

cycle

Nuclear

Propul-

Work on the
with-the
at Evendale.

was supported

en-

GE owned
!The seby testing

activities

at the Idaho Test Station,

GE-ANPD within

the AK National

an AEC facility

Reactor

Testing

operated

Station

by

(NRTS) in

Idaho.
The Air

Force awarded CPFF letter

GE in March 1751, for

certain

work relating

system which was not specifically
The letter

contract

a part

was superseded

The definitive

19%.

contract

contract

AF 33(038)-21102

to a

remained

of the nuclear

in effect

until

definitive

AF 33(600)-38062,

until

in effect

reactor.

contract

1958 when the Air Force awarded GE another
which remained

propulsion

nuclear

by a definitive

to

in May

October
contract,

the termination

of

the ANP program.
Negotiations
contract

for

the reactor

March 19 51.
parent

between AEC and GE leading

However,

to AEC that,

portion

portion

agreement

nation

contract

it

became ap-

AEC would have to finance

could be reached

definitive

continued

delayed,

of the propulsion

was converted

system began in

work on the propulsion

AEC awarded CPFF letter
tract

a definitive

development

was not to be seriously
actor

of the propulsion

as the negotiations

if

toward

system by a letter

on a definitive

contract

into

a definitive

was extended

contract

at various

the re-

contract

until

In June 1951,

contract.

AT(ll-l)-171

system

to GE, and the con-

1954.

in July
times

until

The

the termi-

of the ANP program in March 1961.
During

a conference

concerning

the NEPA project

in February

1951, AEC and the Air Force agreed that GX would take over the NEPA
project.

Although

Forcers

justification

available
for

documents
the selection

did not contain
of GE, we noted

the Air
that

the

AEC based its

decision

Hoc Committee

on the ANP program,

tives

of the Air

mittee

for

craft

system,

that

other

Air

by an aircraft

GE had experience
Force contracts

most readily
Indirect

adaptable

cycle

development

to a nuclear

the indirect

several
tivities

locations

cycle

propulsion

in Connecticut.

Ridge National

personnel

Laboratory

In May 1951, the Air
propulsion

as providing

fur-

of
for
by the

the engine

system.

contract

and development

Connecticut

out by P&W at

Aircraft

Connecticut.

to work directly
cycle

Force initiated

in effect

with

Nuclear

En-

Between 195%
the Oak

propulsion

system.

work on an-indirect

CPFF contract

was converted

in December 1951 and continued

activities

In 1957, P&Wmoved the ANP ac-

on an indirect

system by awarding

P&W. The letter

stated

AEC contracts

system were carried

(CANEL) near Middletown,

and 1957, P&W assigned

with

system

to the newly constructed

gine Laboratory

and engine

program sponsored

propulsion

it

propulsion

company familiar

and other

Between 1951 and 1957, the research
for

nuclear

of work as a result

engines

air-

that

in both types

by the committee

propulsion

stated

of both reactor

engine

Com-

strong

The committee

for

Force was-considered

four

of aircraft.

and GE's J-53 engine

reactors,
Air

and construction

requirements

Advisory

The committee
and useful

of an Ad

of representa-

considered

a successful

the development

had to be undertaken

ther

companies.

to obtain

the propulsion

which consisted

The committee

development

that,

GE on the recommendations

Force, .AEC, Navy, and the National

Aeronautics.

engine

believed

to select

AF 33(038)-27341

into
until

a definitive
it

cycle
to
contract

was terminated

in

October

P&W did no further

1957m

the ANP program for
tive

contract

the Air

the Air

Force and P&W recognized

tract

that

at the proper

from AEC.

it

CPFF contract

Force initiated
AEC support

pulsion

on this

NEPA project.
work,

the difficult

the power plant
P&W's previous

that

efficient

by assigning

experience

water

but

program
for

In addition,

in the NEPA project
engine

cycle

pro-

a propul-

and P&W had
under

the

the indirect

and economical

cycle

prosecution

of

contemplated

could

all

of

portions

AEC considered
and regarded

P&W as

manufacturers

in the busi-

P&W the final

contract

Force considered

the only

contractor

which had the capability

ties

performing

the necessary

for

reactor,

responsibility

aircraft

the Air

l952,

the indirect

AEC to support

In December 1959, when awarding

the AfTP program,

con-

May 1953 when defini-

for

propulsion

to one contractor.

one of the outstanding
ness.

in February

type of system as a subcontractor

type of nuclear

be best achieved

a collateral

Force wanted to evaluate

When P&W requested

AEC recognized

and

was awarded.

sion system ba-sed on a supercritical
done studies

would be nece'ssary

until

as the contractor

system because the Air

contract

work at P&W, the Air

AECIs support

AT(ll-l)-229

P&W was selected

was awarded CPFF defini-

"time P&Wwould request

P&W requested

work on

of the ANP program.

AX and P&W did not agree on a contract
tive

and development

in December 1959, and this

at the termination

At the time that

that

Force until

AF 33(600)-40548

was in effect

agreed

research

research

only P&W because
and the proper
and development

for
it

was
facili-

work.

AIRFRAMES
In conjunction
a parallel

effort

was developed

and construction
contractors

of the related

design

activities

Aircraft

Research

Lockheed's

Radiation

effects

work was planned

tory

(GNL) near Dawsonville,

tors

consisted-primarily

port

and guidance

struction
contractor's

plant

Studies
carried

cycle

leading

however,

airframe

studies

system contractors

while

out to the extent

effects

toward

since

designs.

contracand sup-

and (2)

laboratory

Convair's

con-

at each

however,

activities

to support

were

both the di-

systems.

the development

aircraft

Labora-

systems and subsystems.

necessary

propulsion

ect was to work on power plant
detailed

design

of aircraft

basis,

Georgia.

Nuclear

of the ANP program in March 1961,

out by several

NEPA project;

the Georgia

out at the

The work of these

Georgia.

the test

Lockheed was on a standby

and indirect

at Marietta,

of a radiation

for

At the termination

carried

located

of (1) airframe

and operation

Worth,

of the Texas plant.

were carried

to the propulsion

Convairls

at the Nuclear

design

for

design
airframe

out at the Fort

(NARF), one portion

Company facility

for

and Lockheed.

were investigated

on airframe

system,

The two major

airframe.

effects

Facility

activities

Lockheed-Georgia

rect

the ANP program

were carried

Radiation

plant.

being

within

of the propulsion

in the ANP program were Convair

airframe
Texas,

the development

with

manufacturers
the primary
problems,

of an airframe
doing

purpose

were

work on the

of the NEPA proj-

no attempts

were made on

The Air
craft

Force awarded Convair

Corporation)
The letter

ary 1951.
tract

CPFF letter

in September

in connection

with

B-36 type of test

tion,

operation,

research

studies.

ect,

The definitive

and testing

analysis

was converted

airplanes.

of flight
Convair,

had previously

contract

investigation

problem

low altitude;
propulsion

system.

aircraft

designs

nuclear

In April
contractsfor
tegic

also

reactors

for

with

contract

Lockheed
under

was converted
provided

of high-speed,
an investigation
and flight

of airframes,
had previously

Company.
as part

These studies
of a design

and 0

AF 33(038)into
for

a
an

lowof the

techniques
utilizing

of

a nu-

done studies

awarded f‘ixed-price

on

redeterminable

for anuclear-powered

33-(600)-30291

and investigations

competition

and

the NEPA project.

and investigations

to Lockheed,

suitable

the PTEPAproj-

bombardment weapon system---M? 33(600)-30292toConvair,

(600)-30293

construc-

contract

The contract

of a series

work

on the B-36 airplane.

CPFF letter

of aircraft;

1955' the Air Force
studies

of

studies

pay load delivery,

and design

the construction

under

feasibility

confor

as a subcontractor

in August 1951.

of navigation,

a definitive

and propulsion

The letter

bombardment type

in Febru-

base requirements;

of the tactical

altitude,

clear

1951.

Air-

provided

provided

of low-power

The Air Force awarded Lockheed

definitive

into

contract

It

made preliminary

21118 in Fetruary

Vultee

AF 33(038)-a21117

the GE program covering

three

shields;

Consolidated

contract

contract
1952.

(then

leading

straAf 33-

to Boeing Airplane

were to be considered
to the award of development

22

contracts

for

Propulsion

9 the

panies

for
to

official
Air

such

in

studies

fox

the

Force

AF 33(600)-32054

were

AF 33(038)-211-17
the

airframe

Convair

for

on weapon
with

cmise,

propulsion

cation
fort

e

In August
to Convair
for

a&.

a development

definitive

while

Lockheed
system,
propulsion

tomaintain
revi-ews

3.958 the
contract
program

was also

cognizance

Air

Force

for

at

awarded

two aircraft

of

contractors-The

paired.

and provided

for

for nuclear

penetration
the

to review

the appli-

program.,

ofefLockheed

system,

AF 33(600)-38003

to Lockheed
utilizing

the

level

propuI.si&

contract

GEnuclear

to utilize

a reduced

of that

GE: nuclear

AF 33(600)-38004
-

a pairing

designed

continue

system

dn the

for

to utilize

was to
Convair

contracts

contracts,

permitted

was to continue

X955--

the

and P&W were

augmentation

contrac-

December

system

of aircraft

fuel

par-

to Lockheed*

and provided

consisting

not

from

as.the

in

of

propulsion

com-

program.

system

only

was to make similar

bomber)
contracts

into

aircraft

eliminated

f s in May 1957,

P&W nuclear

sufficient

the

of these

companies:dfd

1956 and Lockheed

propulsion

of the

six

six

Nuclear

award

was chosen

and Lockheed

Convair

syst~,m,

P&W nuclear

it

(chemical

converted

chemical

zone performance

the

a continuation

with

were

from

and AF 33(600)-32055

paired,

in April

work

because

essentially

contractors

contracts

Convair’s

of

and AF 33(038)-21118

and GE w&e

letter

three

CPFF letter

to Convair

contracts

to the

was subsequently

110-A

awarded

prior

proposals

that

ANP program

Weapon System

The Air

These

but

An Aircraft

program.

that,

solicited

Boeing

the

12’j-A

stated

Force

participate.

ticipation
tor

Weapon System

Office

contracts

wish

the

for
the

proposals
direct

23

cycle

propulsion

prototype

vehicles

Launcher

of the proposed

and Low-Level

p. 15!5'.)

The development

system.

Missile-

Weapon System (CAMAL) requirement,

(See

constituting

These proposals,

in the selectioh

the development

of the two aircraft.

fixed-price

definitive

tive

the ANP program.
development

programs;

AF 33(600)-38946

nuclear-powered
Convair
sonic

development

clear

power plants

aircraft

planned

to prepare

aircraft
of either

plane

similar

with

with

con-

design

of a

in October

1959,

testing

of two subvarious

cycle.

characteristics

nuThe

of Convair

CAMAL program,

In

to work on the 34X-2, an air-

Node1 5$-m The objective

of the NX-2

which would be able to demon-

employment.

either

under

design

the proposed

of

the two airplane

or indirect

of a nuclear-propelled

to mission

to be compatible

the direct

an airplane

the capabili,ties

be applicable

a preliminary
of flight

effec-

at the termination

Subsequently,

was authorized

to the Convair

program was to design
strate

AF 33(600)-38946

was authorized

was to have the general

1960 Convair

of the design

GE on an initial

capable

Model 5% which was associated
October

Convair

bomber prototype,

was authorized

195'8.

as winner

in effect

to work with

were converted

in September

Force did not approve

however,

were

to undertake

Both contracts

was selected

the contract

The Air

competition,

of one @on-tractor

and was awarded CPFF contract

March 309 1959,

tract

a desfgn

contracts

In March 1959 Convair
competition

Continuously

were to be
Airborne

to be considered

into

aircraft

the direct

system-which

The NX-2 airplane
or indirect

cycle

could

design

was

nuclear

power plant.
2% c

The Air Force awarded Lockheed CPFF contract

,

in March 1959? as a follow-on
awarded in 1955.
to continue
effects
April

42486

tractor

to operate

Force

basis.

Nuclear

action

design

Laboratory

of the over-all

initiated

This contract

for

radiation
In

the laboratory
Al? 33(600)-

placing

was in effect

of the ANP program in March 1961.

work and

ANP program.

to place

in December 1960, essentially
basis.

AF 33(600)-32055

limited

The Air Force awarded contract

on a standby

termination

the Georgia

in support

1.960 the Air

to Lockheed

to contract

Lockheed was to continue

expertments

on a standby

contract

AF 33(600)-38947

the conat the

GENERALSUPPORTWORK
Numerous contractors
eral

support

work for

The major

and subcontractors

the ANP program.

organization

doing work in the general

was the Oak Ridge National
the Union Carbide

Laboratory

Nuclear

Company.
materials

ORNL were in shielding,
vestigations

of components

tems designed

for

were engaged in gen-

(ORNL) operated
The major

research

of reactors

the nuclear

support

fields

AEC by

of effort

and development,

and of other

propulsion

for

area

parts

at
and in-

of sys-

of aircraft.

ORGANIZATIONAND MA??AGEXENT
The organization
evolved

through

Hoc Steering
provide

various

phases after

Committee for

program guidance

clear

propulsion

tives

from the Air

mittee

for

to formulate

Branch also

NEPA was established
to the work being

to include
programs

nuclear

in 1949 to

done in the aircraft

nu-

Advisory'Com-

AEC reorganized
the Aircraft

and policies

propulsion

as Executive

An Ad

was made up of representa-

In March 1950,

and administer

served

early

Navy, AEC, and the National

Force,

Development

in the aircraft

of the ANP program

the program started.

The committee

field.

Aeronautics.

sion of Reactor

ties

and management structure

field.

Secretary

the Divi-

Reactors
for

Branch

AEC's actjvi-

The Chief

of the

to the Ad Hoc Steering

Committee.
During

&d-1952,

management of their
a single
part

individual.

AEC and the Air Force agreed to center
respective

activities

This agreement

of 1952 in the assignment

the

in the ANP program under

culminated

during

of an Air Force officer

the latter
as Chief

of

AEC's Aircraft
of Aircraft

Nuclear

was assigned
within

Reactors

Branch and the establishment

Propulsion

within

the Air

to head both organizations

Force.

for

(a) the Commanding General,

Aircraft

of Research

Deputy Chief

Headquarters,

Force,

Development,

With the establishment

Propulsion,

The separate
person

AEC and Air

in charge of both,

was initlatad

position,

for

Assistant

(later

continued
designated

until

project

Deputy Chief

Assistant

of Staff,

for

Aircraft

the person

craft

Propulsion

Reactors,

Reactors

Aircraft

Office

of this

in the capacity
Div-lsion

office

Reactors)

at AEC Headquarters

Nu-

in the
in German-

Air Force-AEC offfce,

had dual

and in

of the ANP program,

positions.

of the Asslstant

of Reactor

Branch

known as the Aircraft

the termination

ANPOwas an integrated

in charge

AEC, he served

of the ANP pro-

management of the ANP program was centered

Nuclear

town, Maryland.

office,

the same

to this

(ANPO), was established.

the executive

Nuclear

who was assigned

clear

From November 1957 until

Air

Nuclear

project

Office

States

for

of AEC's Aircraft
Director

with

Development

November 1957 the joint
Propulsion

United

In March 1957, a new

office.

The individual

as Chief

and Development,

in I.957 when action

early

the management structure

Systems, was established.

and Development

of Aircraft

Force organizations,

a unified

Propul-

Committee was phased out.

continued

to realign

gram to provide

position

of the Office

the Ad Hoc Steering

Nuclear

Air Research

Command (ARDC) and (b) the Director
of Staff,

The officer

and was also designated

the Air Force as the Assistant

sion to:

of an Office

Development.

Director

and

For the
for

Air-

His Air Force

position

was the

Assistant

(See appendix

tems.

established
program

II.)

were

management

could

supervision

of

ANPO not

only

Roverl)

also

the

Sys-

of ANPO was

once policy

under

and

executive
the

control

and

manned ANP program

had responsibilities

comprising

the

nuclear

power

(Project

to

into

five

both

the manned

Branch

proposing

executive

supervision,

branches,

projected

assessment,

carried

and the

development

Snap).

ANPO Iieadquar-

and unmanned

programs;

formulating

similar

The

current

and providing

and direction

of

furnished

ANP programs.

technical

of

AEC-DOD manned ANP program,
out

the

of rockets

of which

for

(the

within

propulsion

three

was responsible

integrated

Branch

for

auxiliary

programs;

Project

that,

one office

Pluto)

Projects

the

order

(Project

nuclear

support

grams of

Nuclear

structure

and ramjets

was organized

Aircraft

for

at DOD and AEC levels,
from

but

report),

(Project

general

decided

in

was responsible

ANP programs,

ters

of Staff

one person.

unmanned

for

office

be conducted

of this

systems

Chief

The organizational

as an integrated
direction

subject

Deputy

approved

and
pro-

The Missiles

responsibilities

for

the un-

manned ANP program,
Technical
ANPO to ABC’s
cated

near

management
Lockland

GE, Evendale,

and was assigned

both

of the

Aircraft
Ohio.
AEC and Air

propulsion
Reactors

systems
Operations

LAROO was a field
Force

flotqed
(LAROO),
extension

responsibilities.

from
loof ANPO
LAROO

IRemoved from the cognizance
of AWO i.n August 1960 when a joint
AEC->JASA (M a t ional
Aeronautics
arif.1 Space Administration)
Nuclear
Propulsion
Office
was establisha.~
to carry
on the Rover project.

established

an office

fice)

and a division

actor

Testing

carried

at P&W (Hartford
(Idaho

Station

Test Division)

Washington,

D.C.,

representatives
ARDCwith

to the Wright

top-level

routes.

Air

at Lockheed

Contracting

the airframe

and Development

ARDC at Wright-Patterson

activities

were

ing relating

Air Development

Force Base,

Division

(WADD) of

Ohio,

to the WADD

ANPO, however,

and policy

on the ANP program.

the ANP program followed

ANPOwas responsible

while

Command, Andrews Air

for

agency
Force

Command (AMC) of the Air

the executive

of AMC's contracting
ARDC had similar

separate

provided

was done by LAROO, and the Air

was done by the Air Materiel

direction

from the Air

and Convair.

guidance
for

flowed

Force Base, Dayton,

The AEC contracting

contracting

system,

Area Of-

at the AEC J?Jational Re-

(NRTS) where GE's testing

management for

Force Air Research

nical

Reactors

out.

Technical

Force.

Aircraft

relating

responsibilities

management and techto the propulsion
for

P-MC's contract-

to the airframe.

The following

table

shows, as of December 31, 1960,

number of Air Force,

AEC, and Navy employees

secretaries,

and other

clerks,

employees

the total

of ANPO, excluding

in similar

positions.

60

&!L:Tt4~ of
Head of
m
AEC Headquarters:
Manned and unmanned ANP programs
:
Office
of the Chief
Plans and Requirements
Branch
Research
and Analysis
Branch
Program Services
Branch
Manned ANP program:
Aircraft
Projects
Branch
Unmanned AXT programs :
Missile9
Project
Branch
Total,

Air

Fcrce

Air

Force

Air Force
AEC
Air

Force

Air

Force

Headquarters

Air
Tech-

Force
Ad?inIst,ratlve

Tech-

esDloyee9

!A!!2
Administrative

Tech-

w

1

;
1
4
9

Field:
Manned ANP program:
Lockland
Aircraft
Reactors
Operatfons
Office
Assistant
blanager for
Technical
Programs
Health
and Safety
Division
Engineering
Division
Assistant
Manager for Test
Operations
(Idaho
Test
Division)
Test Division
ANP Facilities
Division
Hartford
Aircraft
Reactors
Area Cffice
Ted-d., al Hranch
Administrative
Branch
Assistant
Manager for Administration
Total,

Field

Total,
Headquarters
and Field

AEC
Air Force
Navy
AFX
Air
Air
AN

Force
Force

AX
Air
AK

Force

i

;
i

AFX

1
m

Navy
Administrative

OBSERVATIONSAND FINDINGS
CHANCESIN EMPHASIS AND DIRECTION
OF THE ANP PROGRAM
The ANP program was characterized
phasis

varying

and objectives,

gram to an accelerated

by frequent

from a research

program to develop

changes in em-

and development

a weapon system for

prothe

Air Force.
The ANP program was carried
grams for

national

defense.

to the ANP program varied
though it

was outside

of or justification

complexity

bility

that

and efficient

in objectives
Following

phasis

greatly

the frequent

with

the importance

throughout

a research

and magnitude

an effective

As a result,

its

our scope to examine into
for

we do not believe

out in competition

history.

pro-

attached
Al-

the reasonableness

.

changes in program objectives,

and development

effort

of the ANP program can reach its
manner unless

is accorded

other

a certain

of the
goal

in

degree of sta-

to the program.

is a summary of the major

changes in program em-

and direction.

Prowam

emphasis

Flight
demonstration
program
Applied research and development
Weapon System 125-A program
Experimental
development program-no flight
objectives
Zxperimental
development program-flight
objectives
'
Development program--flight
objective in militarily
useful aircraft
Development program for CB4AL mission
Research and development program
leading to major reactor
experiments

Length
of time
(monf,hs)

Period

From

To

April I.952
May 1953
November 195%

May 1953
November 1954
December 1956

January

March 1957

April

1957
1957

February

March 1953

October

October

July

July

1958

1959

1958
1958

1959

ANP termination-March 1961

11;
25

2
10

7
C

20

3P

The significant
riods

listed

craft

Nuclear

above

were

orient

used

the

tial

approximate

ented

program

contractor’s
a gradual
tion.

phasing
Therefore)

specific

were

program

appendix

I,>

and that

it

at

the

appears

that

an immediate

out

of the

old

the

length

of
could

vary

from

the

time

the
to re-

the

of

that

contractor

actually

in

many months

date

in

Air-

reorientations

the

inireori(See

changeover

of

but

the

rather

the

new opera-

attributable

to a

that

of

of

level.

transition

and phasing
time

Manned

reached

program

and the

pe-

listed

were

between

change

various

the

periods

that

required

was not

objective

of

date

operative

Furthermore,
operations

history

however,

on a specific

fully

the

when decisions

of a program

PP~ 54 to 57.)

the

the various

We noted,

became

during

(See

dates

and planning

consideration

in

System.

accomplished

consideration

occurred

to identify

the program.

were not

t’nat

are’discussed

Propulsion

The dates
table

events

shown in

the

table

above.
Pertinent
ating

the

program

comments

frequent

throughout

In a July

by responsible

changes
its

in

emphasis

history

1959 letter

man of AEC stated,

in

part,

are

to

AEC and DOD officials

the

and direction

quoted
Secretary

of

evaluthe

ANP

the

Chair-

below.
of Defense,

that:

“The his&y
of the ANP Program over the past decade
has been marked by program
reorientations
and changes in
program objectives
which have consistently
extended
the
date when a prototype
power plant
could be first
flown
or otherwise
demonstrated.
In spite
of the cyclic
nature
of these program reorientations,
consistent
progress
has
been made on the nuclear
elements
of the power plant.
In

this regard,
we had planned
a development
program which,
in our best judgment,
provided
a logical,
sequential
development
effort
oriented
to take maximum advantage
of
technological
advancements
as they appeared,
“During
this entire
period,
the Commission
has utilized
its General
Advisory
Committee
to assess technological progress
and provide
their
best judgement
as to the
timeliness
and nuclear
capabilities
of proceeding
toward
nuclear
flight.
In the GAC’s most recent
review,
as reported
on 5 Nay 195'9, it was their
considered
judgement
that we had reached a state
of reactor
technology
where
a direct
cycle nuclear
propulsion
system (XXA-1A)
could
They further
be built
to fly an experimental
aircraft.
concluded
that reactor
materials
technology
in both fuel
elements
and moderators
had reached
a sta.te of development where they could subsequently
be intergrated
in the
basic propulsion
system and provide
for increased
aircraft
performance
a.nd growth potential.
fI
In July
(DDR&E) stated,

1959, the Director,
in part,

Defense

Research

and Engineering

that:

‘*It

is our view that during
most of the past
and the expenditure
of most of the $900 million,
the ANP program has been characterized
by attempts
to
find short
cuts to early
flight
and by brute
force
and
expensive
approaches
to the problem.
Thus we find
that
only a relatively
very small fraction
of the funds and
energies
applied
to this program has gone into
trying
to
develop
a reactor
with a potentially
high performance.
&lost of the resources
have been applied
to attempts
to
develop
materials
which could
‘fly
soonest’;
to develop
turbine
machinery;
to build
facilities,
many of which
would only be needed in support
of a flight
program;
to
conduct
experiments
on the radiation
resistance
of tires,
oils,
insulation,
electronic
components,
etc; and to develop new components
for use in the unique
environment
which would be encountered
only in the divided-shield
situation
as found in CANAL and the old WS-l25A.
As a
result
of this approach
to the problem we are still
at
least
four years away from achieving
flight
with areactor-engine
combination
*** which can just barely
fly.”

13 years
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The competitive
tional

defense

Joint

Committee

position

of ANP for

program was aptly
on Atomic Energy,

priority

summarized

within

the na-

in a report1

of the

as follows:

llIt is to be noted that the period since 1946 has been
one of major transition
in the Nation’s
military
requirements o The period also has been one of swift technological change, characterized
by the emergence of ballistic
missile
system s capable of both strategic
and tactical
employment.
These considerations
have imposed upon military planners the difficult
and fluctuating
burden of allocating
available
funds between costly commitments for
wide range military
power in being able to meet the
crises of the day and research and development programs
to meet the crises of the future.
Accordingly,
the ANP
program has, from time to time, shifted
position
in the
competition
for priority.”
We do not believe
program emphasis-had
determination.
tations

that

however,

that

facilities

By memorandum dated
opment, Research

frequent

because

or no use was made of certain

to 39) and certain

observation,

that

on the ANP program are subject

We noted,

little

the effects

design

Air

in

to a precise

of program reorien-

facilities

(see pp. 36

work (see pp. 39 to 53).

September 12, 1962,

and Development,

changes

Force,

the Deputy for

Devel-

in commenting

on this

stated:

*‘The observations
that a large complex program cannot achieve its goal in an effective
and efficient
manner unless a certain
degree of stability
in objectives
is maintained
is unassailable.
The problem with ANP was
that the ultimate
goal shifted
in response to a balancing
of periodic
estimates
of achievable
technology
against
evaluations
of Air Force operational
requirements.
As a
consequence, the timing of ground test and flight‘
test

1Report of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, entitled
"Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
Program," 86th Congress, 1st session,Joint
Committee Print,
dated September 1959.

objectives
also shifted.
Obviously,
such changes in emphasis
and direction
of the ANP program were considered
appropriate
and mandatory
by the program management.”
dated

October

3, 1962, the Deputy

commenting

on this

observation,

By letter
fense , in

Secretary

of De-

stated:

“We agree that the program suffered
considerably
from lack of prompt decisions
and from frequent
changes
in emphasis and goals.
It is for the purpose
of minimizing
the impact of such conditions
in the future
that
we have instituted
many new management procedures
in the
Department
of Defense. I1
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LITTLE OR NO USE MADEOF CERTAIN FACILITIES
3ECAUSEOF Pl?OGHA@!
REORIEn'TATIOi'~S
During

our review

been constructed
their

that

but were never used,

intended

purposes

costing

facilities,

we noted

various

The Flight
AEC National

are listed

nuclear
flight

cost

and facility

Reactor

Station,

The FET facility

ing9
ity
cials

includes

operations

facilities,

a hangar-type

Idaho,

at the

at a cost of about

was to be used for

except

auxiliary

Construction
completed

building,

titilities.

had not been used,
us that

was constructed

and was to provide

aircraft,

and supporting

advised

L%r:El

testing

both on the ground and in a prototype

tember 1957 and was essentially
ity

;9 ;;9;;;
9;1 9

(FET) facility

Testing

power plant,

gency flight

$ 8,061,OOO

$17,147,000

Engine Test

test-bed

These

below.

cost

to AEC.

$8,061,000

for

because of program reorientations,

National Reactor Testing Station,
Idaho:
Flight
Engine Test Facility
Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine
Middletown,
Connecticut:
Laboratory,
Radiator Laboratory
Air Laboratory
Georgia Nuclear Laboratory,
Dawsonville,
Georgia:
Shield Development Reactor
Roads and bridges
Total

had

or used very little,

about $17,147,000,

Location

major facilities

a control

As of October
incidentally

the FET facility

for

1959.

in SepThe facil-

and equipment
1962,

build-

the FET facil-

storage.

had been assigned

the SNAP-50 program to house the Lithium-Cooled

or

and emer-

started

by July

a

Reactor

AEC offifor

use in

Experiment

and supporting
FET facility

equipment
would start

The Radiator
Aircraft

and facilities

Nuclear

tiated

Laboratory

research

oratory
tors

of the laboratory
program.
used.

completed
further

work in August 1957.
full-scale

of simulated

was used for

AEC advised

1962,

us that

the future

extraneous

testing

the Radiator

in December 1960.

under the ANP
was not being

loop corrosion
and that

test

since

No definite

was

then no
plans

had

at CANEL at a cost of about

Construction

1958.

The first

started

The facility

in July

1956 and

was used on a limited

extended

use of the facility

be-

the same month the ANP program was terminated.

As of October

1962,,

vised

us that

it

tests

under the SNAP-50 program and that

would be necessary.

A small part

Laboratory

metal

was constructed

in October

gan in March 1961,

radia-

use of the Laboratory.

$1,428,0OO to the Air Force.
was completed

TheRadiatorLab-

conditions.

use had been made of the facility.

An Air Laboratory

basis

flight

a liquid

of

liquid-metal-to-air

in August 1962 in the Laboratory

been made for

as a shell

because of the Air Force termination

to test

As of October

at a

was ini-

was completed

This facility

and development

under alargerange

Connecticut,

Construction

to the Air Force.

1957.

was designed

the

at the Connecticut

(CANEL), Middletown,

only and was not finished
its

was constructed

Laboratory

about January

work to modify

about December 1962.

of about $6,306,000

cost

and that

the Air

intended

Laboratory

to use this

was not being used.
facility
certain

for

running

modifications

P&W advacuum

Lockheed
Development
(GNL),
back

the

When the

work

Air

Force

Georgia

at

1957.

completed.

for

Laborato

for

cut

work

c

Work on the

The total

$952,000.

another

a Shie

GNL were

except

in March

was about

parts

Nuclear

SDR continued,

been used as a unit.

cutback

development

of

but

facility

under

bridges

tection

Air

Force

As of

cost

of

October

Although

it

reactor,

such

had been
use ap-

nation,

costs

of about
facilities

road

As of

to

the

road

fire

pro-

and bridges

1962,

no further

and bridges.

reorientations
$17,147,000
for

and

was canceled,
forest

October

started

leading

facility

The unfinished

a loca-

cutbackoccurred,

miles)

for

a

and ultimate
were

which

incurred

no productive

program
for

the

tcrmi-

construc-

return

has been

to date,

By memorandum
opment,

except

abandoned,

1957,
at

had not

(5.9

When the

@-tOO,OOO.

the

construction

facility

and a road

inspection,

of program

of various

realized

were

January

When the

development

construction.

GNL in

for

facilities.

two bridges

use had been made of
Because

other

about

at

was planned

shield

and roads

and ground
the

the

the

was canceled,
were

of activities

facility

from

construction

tion

on the

1956 for

activities

was canceled

of spare

to the

isolated

cost

Georgia.

November

to be inconsequential.

, shield

the

the

SDR had not

Frior

tion

use at

was essentially

to the

as a source

peared

(SDR) for

that

SDR parts

reactor

1962,

in

1957,

components

remaining

order

Reactor

January

external

used

a purchase

Dawsonville,
in

the

issued

Reasearch

observation,

dated

September

& Development

Air

12,

1962,

Force,

the Deputy
in commenting

for

Devel-

on this

stated:
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"The GAO report discusses
in great detail
the construction
of various facilities
which, due to program
reorientations
and ultimately
to program termination,
We concur in the concluremain largely
unused today.
sion that the construction
of these facilities
represents an expenditure
of Government funds from which no
productive
return has been realized
to date.
It should
be noted, however, that these facilities
were deemed essential
to the success of the ANP program at a time when
the success of the ANP program was deemed essential
to
the national
defense.
In spite of numerous program reorientations,
the facilities
remained an essential
part
They became temporarily
useless
of the ANP program.
The report
only when the program itself
was terminated.
contains no criticism
of Air Force action with respect
to their construction,
and we therefore,
assume that the
GAO discussion
intends no such criticism."
FACILITIES

DESIGN WORKNOT USED

Our review
closed
sign

that

of the designs

costs

and related

of certain

dis-

major ANP facilities
were incurred

totaling

about $2,953,000

work that

were never used.

for

de-

A summary of the un-

used work follows:
Location

cost

and facility

1Jational Reactor Testing Station,
Idaho:
Ground test facilities:
Indirect
cycle propulsion
system
Initial
Engine Test filter
system
Flight
Engine Test exhaust system
Others
Flight
test facilities:
Flight
test base
Georgia Nuclear Laboratory,
Georgia
Total
It

appears

were unnecessary
had been taken

cdsts
that

for

780,000
Dawsonville,

287,000

unused designs
costs

$29953TOO0

totaling

have been avoided

by AEC to cancel

the time when the need for

997,000
889,000

most of those

and could

s

if

about $997,000
(1) timely

or to suspend certain

them appeared

questionable

action

projects
and

at

(2)

certain

priate

studies
Most

others
tory

designs

of

the

ered

designs

(@389,000),
($287,000)

test

were

base

at

relating

of about

decision
the

National

to the

designs

unused

designs

had been

initiated

after

appro-

had been made.

and the

Costs

a previous

to be built

a project

and tests

orientations.
flight

for

on the

as a result,

ground

test

Georgia

were

incurred

were

not

used

because

and would

not

permit

that

Reactor

Nuclear

primarily,

$780,000

Testing

a flight
Station.

facilities--

of

Labora-

program

also

re-

for

AEC reconsidtest

base

Timely
action
not taken to cancel
or suspend
certain
projects
at the time when the need
for them appeareq
questionable
AEC did
design

not

take

and related

appeared
test

work

facilities

the

indirect

and related

cycle
need

nificant

changesdwere

for

the

system,

and the

future

believe

that

most

technical

July

1957)

p* 143J

related

to

filter

for

125-A
of

facilities
the

systeti

system

ground

were

appeared
made in

ground
($885,000)

($&O,OOO).

the

continued

work

did

$885,000

not

during

a time

indirect

cycle

been defined.
at

for

We

the

was canceled

incurred

sig-

encouraging,

of work

pm 140)

for

because

appear

had not

costs

facilities

on the

or suspension
(see

test

questionable

ANP program

program

the

the

system

termination

time

that

the

future

Long-term

importance
of the

the

certain

time

could

unused

designs

work.

the

defined.

suspend

for

propulsion

progress

of the

The Weapon System
During

work

being

prompt

avoided

and related

designs
cycle

facilities

course

Weapon System

have

or to

when a need

facility

propulsion

when the

the

Test

cancel

test
facilities
for
cycle
propulsion
system

The design

propulsion

indirect

Engine

Ground
indirect

to

The unused

for

Initial

action

at a time

questionable.

and the

the

timely

Joint

of

125-A

design
course

program

was canceled

and related
of the

objectives

long-term

objectives

Committee

on Atomic

for

work

entire
the

December

continued

ANP program

program

were

was recognized
Allergy

in

in

February

1956.

(January

to

had not

been

lacking.

(The

by a subcommittee
1957-l

(See

Three

DOD ad hoc groups

1957 all

and by June
be made in

the

its

investigation

the

program

magnitude

had concluded

program

and that

direction.

it

of a supersonic

the

The ground

test

were

to include

nical,

and administrative

2.956, P&Y awarded

1956, AEC awarded

engineering

services
on the

Preliminary

design

administrative
Although

work

engineering

contract

supervision

and inspection

underway

1957.

Also,

relating

on the

engineering

the

design

a contract

propulsion

the

work

of the

was not
completed

system

test,

the

in

facilities.

the

April

ground

test

was about

and the
design

by July

test

1957.

facility
The purchase

July

1957.
facilities

$885,000.

1956.

architect-

work

until

in

and

November

preliminary

plant

terminated

facilities.

technical,

of

in July

specifi-

engineering

and completed
power

October

of

test

test,

the

tech-

architect-

design

construction,

for

plant

plant

definitive

was continued

were

propulsion

for

part

such

availability

in the

the

in

cycle

was started

2957 and terminated

studies

be used

power

that

of

During

for

reactor

design

were

development

and power

the
of

time

and related
cycle

to

facilities

to equipment

the

indirect

that

in May

test

covering

preliminary

was started
order

at

the

1957 canceled

AEC in January

power

a contract

power

and service

work

for

and P&W awarded

reactor

indirect

facilities.

equipment

In November

involved

test,

should

and direction

date.

order

for

decision

the

1957,

stated

by any specific

and service

a purchase

groups

on the

for

in

changes

to plan

reactor’power

and procedures

studies

unwise

facilities

system

the

problems

system

early

significant

of firm

most

strategic

program

One of

technical

appeared

the
that

had shown lack

that

cations

reviewed

1957,

The cost
for

and
of
the
42

In addition,
not

the

been defined,

and technical
serious

progress

in mid-1956

proved
the

During

the

the

work

at P&W on both
should

funding

nated,

tivities

and October

at P&W.
By letter

commenting

(See pp.

dated

on this

single

on that

to

at P&W,

concept,

twin

reactor

reactor

concept
in

single

con-

reactor

to whether
and the

the

solid-fuel

P&W recommended
the

and

was terminated

given

one of

programs

that,

be elimi-

the

circulating-fuel

reactor.

on the

circulating-fuel

reactor.

1957 the Air

Force

withdrew

from

ANP ac-

146 to 147.)

November
matter,

the

reactor

that

work

twin

concept

was being

be given

reactor

the

to

work

had

P&W experienced

to the

of 1956,

dictated
support

made in the

In June 1957,

1957, AEC canceled

August

the

circulating-fuel

be continued.

no further

Between

part

ANP program

encouraging.

and P&W reverted

the

entire

and shifted

consideration

limitations

In October

work

the
were

appear
with

and work

of 1957,

In addition,

reactor

not

latter

unsatisfactory

of

changes

difficulties

cept.

if

did

terminated

beginning

course

significant

technical

concept.

future

9, 1962,

the

AEX General

Manager,

.stated:

If*** Concerning
the Ground Test Facility,
the report
concludes
that the design work for this
facility
should
have been cancelled
because Weapon System 12Sa was cancelled.
Actually,
this
cancellation
did not change the
requirement
for the Ground Testing
of the reactor-engine
propulsion
system.
In fact,
with
the cancellation
of
Weapon System 12Sa, the Ground’Testing
of the reactorengine propulsion
system became the prime effort-of
the
program.
This is borne out on page 145 [now p. 1401 of
your report
where you quote the Assistant
Secretary
of
Defense,
Research
and Development,
as stating:
’ the
principal
effort
of the program for the next several
years should be directed
to develop
and prove the reactorengine propulsion
system.“’

in

Upon reexamining
Defense

referred

the

to above

System

X5-A

ground

test

facilities

should

have

been canceled

System

125-A

Early
toward

period,

ant

or

than

that

cycle

suspended

at

Secretary
to

the

the

design

the

time

of

post

work

propulsion

could

indirect

time

cycle

schedule,

be achieved

Reactor

Test

technology.

the

timing

of the

concerning

discussion

relating

indirect

on a delayed

of Aircraft

Secretary

the

Assistant

Weapon
on the

system

when the

Weapon

was canceled.

performance

The uncertainty

the

believe

1957 the work on the

in

application

under

for

of

and documents

we still

program

developing,

of higher

comments

can be illustrated

by further

was reoriented

an aircraft

reactor

by “across-the-board”
(See
work

p. 142.)

on the

quoting

facilities

the

Assist-

of Defense.

I!*** It is presently
felt
that the Pratt
& Whitney
program is at least
one year behind General
Electric.
It
may be unreasonable,
therefore,
to push this
program with
the intention
of making it achieve
a capability
in the
same time period
as the General
Electric.
‘*I am asking
a group of civilian
technical
consultants to examine for me the Pratt
& Whitney
development
to
determine
the optimum rate at which this development
This group of consultants
will
proshould be pursued.
vide data as to the relative
chances of success between
the liquid-fuel
reactor
and the direct
air cycle.
Consideration
will
also be given to placing
more emphasis
on
the solid-fuel
reactor.
If the latter
is found desirable,
it should be pursued
at the proper
rate by Pratt
& Whitney
rather
than by the introduction
of another
company into
the program.
The Pratt
& Whitney
effort
should be based
on the CANEL facilities
with only those facilities
at
NRTS) Arco 9 necessary
for health
and safety.
This group
will
be expected
to continuously
examine the progress
of
the program over the next several.
years. ‘I
Furthermore,
clearly

when the

enunciated

in

objectives
April

of the

1957 (see

ANP program

p, 144),

the

were
Air

more

Force

stated

that

the

ground

tentatively

of a prototype

estimated

Because
cle

test

the

propulsion

time

and development

dovetail

as closely

or suspended

Weapon System

125-A

The de:initive
tial

&gine

been canceled

(IET)

various

power

ties

time

the

the

indirect

design

of

that

and use

facilities

the

re-

to

and development
the

cy-

been scheduled

construction

of

filter

so

recould

have

high-priority

system

on the

filter

costing

shortly

and its

for

for

the

Ini-

$-+O,OOO, could

have

initiation.

testing

tiajor

system

about

after

and equipment

design

of the

and 1 week later

of uncertainty
recommended

that
that

that

a research

test

the

most

AEC decided
finitive

of

reactors

components
building,

and engines

included

at

a test

and associated

facili-

and appurtenances.
Definitive

1956,

was

was canceled.

was used

levels,

a control

building,

the

facility,

The IET facility

have

their

design

work

or suspended

testing

research

facility

design

Test

the

program
Test

into

at

propulsion

and because

latest

that

been canceled

Engine

the

should

as possible

we believe

Initial

for

facilities

of the

cycle

or 1964,

were uncertain

advantage

quirements,

1963

schedules

system

search

as to take

for

indirect

all

GE advised
the

program
effective

work

filter

filter

system
AEC that

chosen
work

of

work

had already

would

on the

be initiated
type

to terminate

design

filter

was started
there

was a high

IET facility

on the

system.
filter

On August

system.

been completed

and

be stopped
through

and

actual
8, 1956,

However,

on August

11,

degree

be satisfactory

to determine

filter

on June

3,

de1956,

at a cost of about $40,000.
the definitive
been canceled
made its

design

cost

It
could

appears,

therefore,

have been avoided

or suspended promptly

when the using

that
if

most of

the work hat

contractor

(GE:

recommendation.

46

Changes and redesign of Flight Engine Test
exhaust system resulted
because
appropriate
studies and tests were not made
AEC incurred
Flight

costs

of about $72,OOO for

Engine Test exhaust

cause design
tests

system that

work was initiated

design

work on the

was not used,

before

appropriate

primarily
studies

be-

and

had been made.
The FET facility

was to be used for

testing

both on the ground and in a prototype

plant,
aircraft,
craft

and for

and was to provide

facilities.

means of mating

testing

cent underground

control

or flight

includes

a hangarlike

room9 and an exhaust

power

test-bed

power plants

and emergency

auxiliary

The facility

a nuclear

with

flight

operations

building,
duct

air-

an adja-

and stack

sys-

tern.
The first

preliminary

design

about $27,OOO, was included
liminary

design

cility.

Shortly

liminary

design

June 18, 1956,
cility

before

for

of the basic

a filter

designed

for

that

be stopped.

engineer

completed

finitive

design

all

filter

design

for

the Initial

costing
pre-

the exhaust
Engine Test

completed

fa-

the pre-

GE recommended to AEC, on

work on. the Initial

Engine Test fa-

(See p* h5.)
prepared

by GE in February

the second preliminary

in mid-1957

at a cost

1957 and August 1958, actual

of the calculations

system,
FET facility

the architect-engineer

of the FET facility,

Using criteria

July

the exhaust

as part

and provided

system based on the filter

for

on engine

test

1957, the architect-

design

and ihe first

of about &5,000.
and study

da-ta were incorrect

revealed
and that

de-

Between
that
part

some
of

the ez&aust

system could

As a result,

rials,

a study

architect-engineer
The study

be constructed

during

showed that

a complete

The redesign

tional

of about $45,000.

AIEX therefore
work initiated

redesign

total

sufficient

expensive

$12,000

August

was completed

incurred

before

about

the period

necessary,
cost

costing

of less

costs

was made by the

through

October

of the exhaust

in February

and tests

1958.

system was

1959 at an addi-

of about $72,000

studies

mate-

for

design

had been per-

formed.
Other ground test

facilities

Host of the designs
ities

at NRTS ($8893~~~)

program reorientations.
ities

listed

designs
relating

to the other

ground

were unused as a result,
These unused designs

test

facil-

primarily,

of

were for

the facil-

below.

Propulsion
System Test facility
Shield Test facility
Flight Engine Test facility
Initial
Engine Test facility
Radioactive
Core Service Area
Low Power Test facility
$889,000
AEC reconsidered
the use of NRTS as flight
test
after the Air Force expended substantial
funds
for nlans. studies,
and designs
After

the Air

and designs
ered its
for

relating

previous

a flight

Force spent

test

about $780,000

to the flight
decision
base,

Force was not used.

test

and stated
As a result,

base

for

facilities,
that

plans,

studies,

AEC reconsid-

NRTS could

not be used

the work done by the Air

AEC approved
flight
Air

test

plans

for

the construction

at NRTS were proceeding

would later

be integrated

stated

with

that

regard

ground and flight
tages

test

and potential

by this

move.

the Air

Force's

with

economies

ANP facilities

test

cost

The site

suitability

that

master

Air Force,
July

AEC
the

to be many advanto the ANP program

under

completed

previously,

Force contract

agency for

amount of effort
Under an Air

a contractor
master

consisted

prepared
plans

for

of an analysis

in January

the location

a site
a flight

constudy,
test

was about
comparing' the

1952,

of the flight

were completed,one

to plan-

Force

Force Base in California

completed

with

that

recommended
test

base.

each in June 1952, Decem-

1953, and June 1953.
a research
flight

and development

facility

1952 and in March 1953.

mentioned
Air

for

plans

ber 1952, February
Convair,

would accrue

at NRTS.

and four

surveys

NRTS be selected

The four

appeared

a considerable

of the Edwards Air

of NRTS, The site

they

facilities.

of the work under the contract

study

fa-

at NRTS.

facilities

'cost study,

The total

$318,000,

that

of integrating

there

dated November 26, 1951,

base.

test

the

test

AEC agreed in 1953 to act as construction

ning the flight

a preliminary

the assumption

the flight

that

month informed
the ground

of

to the possibility

The Air Force devoted

tract,

under

facilities

Force as a

of NRTS by the Air

base in May 1952 and the following

Force that

cilities

the use of a part

a fifth
in October

studies

In addition

contract
applicable

to the four

with

the

to NRTS in
master
under

plans

master

plan was initiated

an

I-955.

The plan was not completed,

and the contract

was terminated

shortly

after

the Weapon System

125-A program was canceled.
The initial
flight
for

test

project

The design

of the flight

into

test

essentially

work,

by the Air

AEC entered

runway.

the design

planned

Force

a contract

at NRTS was the

runway and related

completed

1.956

in February
facilities.

by August 1956,

cost

about

$462,000.
Construction
tives

for

contracts

reorientations
for

flight

objectives,

runway should

to 146.)

The Military'

to AEC in July

Liaison

assess the extent
group report,

testing

under rigid

unwarranted

risk

sion to locate

of the facilities

further

was

to' the public.

flight

facilities

studies,

testing

in a letter

Force was unable

hazards

mentioned

that

The MLC stated

would entail

and would probably
could

(MLC) stated

limited

be accomplished

at a site

the

(See pp. 144

Force believed
could

that

at NRTS.

the Air

of the radiation

controls

of funds,

and Engineering,

Committee

although

the Air

these

Research

not be constructed

195'7 that,

review

nuclear

Subsequent

1957 and March 1958 pro-

but contruction

of Defense,

ANP test

penditures

objectives.

and the

1957 a DOD Ad Hoc Study Group recommended to the As-

Secretary

cessitate

objec-

-

In April

fully

flight

of the ANP program in April

not started.

sistant

without

The flight

in December 1956,

the ANP program were canceled

ilNP program was reoriented

vided

were not awarded.

other

be contemplated.

in the
flight

at NRTS without

also that

a deci-

than NRTS wouldne-

appreciable
delay

to

additional

ex-

the date when initial
A request

was made

5

by MLC as to AEC's position

concerning

the location

of a runway at

In September 1.957, AEC informed

NRTS for

testing

of ANP aircraft.

ILC that

a study

was underw=J to assess the degree

risk

likely

sults

to be involved

of the study

advise

position

for

flight

in February

agreed

studies
a definite

that

any other
site.

decision

neither

for
scale

of this

search

and Engineering,

cision

in September'l959,
a decision

cal hazards

associated

in April

analysis.

ak

a unanimous

de-

Testing

Station

an ANP flight

1959 of Air

nor
test

The Director

ac-

aircraft.
was pre-

of Defense Re-

of the December 1958 de-

It

the initial

appears

to the question
testing.

Force

ANP aircraft

about 26 months after

flight

arriving

experimental

DOD, was advised

with

before

of the AEC Chairman in Janu-

the proposed

not entirely,

DOD and AEC

reached

Reactor

l:las made by MLC.
if

etc.,

flight-testing
for

base was consid-

ANP flights.

the request

was completed

experience

was due primarily,

costs,

of Defense,

of more complete

was to be used for

with

accident-probability

quest for

the results

the AEC National

AEC installation

pared on the basis

or island

the AEC Commissioners

In accordance

rate

The Ad Hoc Commit-

(See p. 148.)

about experimental

ary 195’9, an analysis
cident

testing.

base locations,

In December.1958
cision

a coastal

1958 to await

of possible

AEC would

by the Deputy Secretary

in December 1957 that

ered necessary

when the re-

and were reviewed,

in the matter.

appointed

tee on AN? Hazards,
reported

in the program and that,

became available

the b&C of its

of radiological

that

re-

the delay

of radiologi-

An

dated November 9, 1962,

By letter

commenting on this

matter

the AK! General

Manager in

stated:

ItRegarding the use of NRTS as a flight
test base,
this was
considered
to be desirable
because its
remote location
minimized the radiation
hazards in the
economies
event of a crash, and because of the potential
of combining ground and flight
test facilities
at one loAs additional
knowledge was acquired regarding
cation.
the potential
hazards that might result
from the crash of
a nuclear propelled
aircraft,
both the AEC and DOD conSpecial
sidered it necessary to reassess the situation.
studies were therefore
conducted which considered
the radiological
risks involved
and the economics and feasibilThe deciity of locating
a flight
test base elsewhere.
sion not to use NRTS for the flight
test base gave due
regard to prior Government expenditures,
but it was determined that these were more than outweighed by the potential
risks involved."
initi,ally

Unused designs
The Air
providing

for

the Georpia

Force awarded a contract

for -the design

the development

known as the Georgia

No. 6T4 started

Lockheed

of facilities

its

reduced.

funds were reduced

to support
Construction

Laboratory,

Air

The Weapon System

in December 1956,

1957 that

in January

Nuclear

in August 1956.

program was to be immediately
construction

in December 1955 to Lockheed,

and engineering

125-A program was canceled
vised

Laboratory

of the Weapon System 125'-A program*

of the facilities,
Force Plant

Nuclear

and the Air

participation
In February

Force ad-

in the ANP

1957 available

from about $28.7 million

to about

$13.6 million.
The architect-engineering
work on the facilities,
due to a reduction
engineering

firm

firm

had completed

but the facilities
in construction

received

design

were not constructed

funds.

about $287,000

certain

The architectfor

design

work which was

not used because of the cancellation

of the Weapon System 125-A

program.
I - - w
In summary, we believe
cilities

at NRTS illustrate

program and the desirability
to suspend certain
pears

questionable.

tests

should

projects

that

the unused designs

the uncertainty
of taking

for

surrounding

timely

action

the ANP
to cancel

at the time when the need for

We believe,

have been made before

also,

that

designs

appropriate
for

the ANP fa-

or

them apstudies

and

the FET facility

were initiated.

53

REORIENTATIONOF ANP PROGRAMNOT FORMALIZED
ON A TIMELY BASIS
We made a review
tion

of the documents

of the reorientation

velopment

of the ANP program

program at GE after

125-A program in 1956.
that

weapon system.

cancellation

The reorientation

basis,

in our opinion,

required

between the contractor,
on the current

We believe

ing.

that

Government should

to an experimental

contractor

since

work program

communication

conferences

in January

could

be reduced

between the contractor
to expedite

Force,

letter

discussion

was advised

that

cycle

nuclear

to justify
Air

the Air

propulsion

a continuation

letter

reduced

stated

the flight-type
planned

that

to writand the

in December 1956.
Force discussed

AEC and the Air

13, 1957, confirmed
program guidance.

performance

system did not provide

at that

sufficient

time to sponsor

system performance

the objective

of the revised

system but that,

of the prototype

promise
the

a weapon system
objectives.

The

program remained

however,

propulsion

GE

of the direct

of a weapon system program and that

propulsion

propulsion

ground test

GE.

GE and furnished

Force forecast

Force was not prepared

permitting

with

to GE dated February
with

were

the formalization

1957, AEC and the Air

of the ANP program

the January

on

the reorientation.

the reorientation
in a joint

formalized

Force and AEC before

The Weapon System 125-A program was canceled
During

de-

in

months of negotiations

and the Air

program after

involved

was not fully

have been improved

of the current-work

the implementa-

of the Weapon System

GE was the major

a timely

an agreement

supporting

the previously

system was to be

reexamined

with

the objective

leading

to significantly

quested

GE to subait

increased
to the Air

March 12, 195'7, a written
tailed

analysis

1957 (ending

of incorporating
performance.

outline

of expenditures

Force.

of its
for

the remainder

30, 1957, the Air
of work for

With the April

proposed

The letter

revised

than

program

the remainder

re-

with

a de-

of contract

year

September 3Oj.l

ment of work for

statement

improvements

Force and AEC, not later

On March 27, 1957, GE submitted

dated April

design

statement

the revised

Force advised

30 letter,

GE that

acceptable

the Air

of work "that

Force state-

year 1957.

of contract

1957 was not fully

Air

reflects

By letter

the revised
to the Air

Force forwarded
the total

Air

to GE a
Force re-

quirement."
GE was advised
oriented
Air

program

in writing

as it

related

on May LO, 1957,
to the AEC portion

Force and GE agreed on July

work for

contract

matter

stated

in less
that

this

that

on a re-

of the work.

13, 1957, on a revised

The

statement

of '

year 1957.

By memorandum dated September 12, 1962,
opment, Research

to proceed

and Development,
the Air

Air

Force statement

than 4 months of submission
time interval

Force,

in commenting

period

Deveion this

of work was on contract

of the contract

was considered

'Subsequently,
the 1957 contract
tended to November 30, 1957.

the Deputy for

proposal

and

timely.

for

the Air

Force was erw-

dated November 9, 1962, the General

By letter

commenting on this
tion

matter

the contractor

into

a firm

necessary

arrangement

resolved.

The General

malization

of the agreement

quiescing

to the contractor's

we believe

no particular

advantage

the contract
tlement
tractor's
tion

wishes,

when negotiating

already

that

gram after

the cancellation

agreed to in writing

work underway

only

of an agree-

during

could

negotiations

the time of

expect
until

that

by acquiescing

to gain
later

an early

in
set-

to the con-

be in a better

work than in negotiating

posi-

for

5 months after

advised

in writing

to the AEC work.
in writing

the reorientation

work

basis.

the reorientation

to proceed

It

was initiated.

July

on a reoriented

1957--about

The reorientation

was not
May 1957

was not until

was initiated--that

Agreement between the Air
until

of the ANP pro-

of the weapon system objectives

on a timely

--about

entation

for-

only by ac-

the formalization

the Government should

therefore,

an earlier

which would not

we do not believe

future

not

completed.

We believe,

reached

that

the Government

for

AEC'could

was satisfactorily

an action

in prolonging

since

than the

interests.

involved

could have been achieved

program

have been achieved

best

that

matter

AEC, in

time of negotia-

and that

further

wishes,

Moreover,

year.

this

could

and development

negotiations,

this

or desirable

Manager stated

Since the negotiations
research

during

upon a broader

until

have been in the Government's

ment for

that

was insisting

Government considered
enter

stated

Manager,

GE was

program as it

related

Force and GE was not

7 months after

the reori-

of the ANP program

was

not

completely

after
the

the preceding
next

Government

grams.

objectives

should

contractor

until

It
have

about

8 months

and about

was initiated.

communication
and the

therefore,

to writing,

program

reorientation

and practical
the

reduced

appears

that

been established

to formalize

current

7 months
before

more timely
between
work

pro-

VARIOUS INDICATIONS THAT TKE DEPARTMENTOF DJWENSE
DID NOT FURNISH SUWICIENT AND 1'1!4I;:I,YGUIDANCE
FOR ANP PROGRAM
Our review

disclosed

the Department

of Defense

timely

guidance

gram.

In one instance,

affecting

stance,
until

ANP program.
would indeed
reactor

also

that
that

support

it

be deplorable

in 1957 that

there

program and that

effort,

but

In another

AEC considered

adequate

it

-when AEC developed

the next

AEC could

Also,

we noted
of firm

Committee

requested

in-

stated

reasonable

the ANP program still

defense

vitally

reorientation,AEC

that

the Joint

a decision

the

sustained

was a lack

and

to reorient

was no requirement

in order

and parameters.

195'9 that

if,

provide

seemed only

that

that

out the ANP pro-

a decision.

AEC was first

the DOD in the ANP program,

be provided
ria

guidance

appeared

sufficient

carrying

DOD for

DOD reached

At the time of that

there

where it

in the national

before

8 months after

which-could

for

AEC requested

DOD did not provide
almost

evolve

responsible

participation

elapsed

instances

(DOD)! did not furnish

to those

AK's

over 2 years

various

nuclear
for

this

that,

if

flight,
reactor.

would
AEC stated

DOD requirements

establish

proper

a DOD review

decision
on Atomic

had no firm

advance

AEC was to continue

specific

that

it

that

nuclear

to

must

crite-

group stated

and direction

in the

Energy

in

stated

set of objectives.

1For convenience,
the National
Military
Establishment
(NME) is referred to in this report as DOD. MME, predecessor
to DOD,was
created by the National
Security Act of 1747. DOD was established
by the National
Security
Act Amendments of 1949.

Department of Defense delayed
for over 2 years
AEC requested
did not receive

a major

major

decision
from DOD in December 1948 but

decision

until -' March 19510 The request
cerned DOD's views on the military
worth of nuclear-powered
craft

the decision

and on the urgency

velopment

program.

need for

a decision

defense
energy

and that
field

was critical

a severe

a decision

was informed

nuclear

which DOD regarded

In December 1950,

AEC indicated

of personnel

acute

by DOD of the priority

de-

to DOD that

the

of national

in the atomic

In March 1951, AEC advised

was particularly

air-

the proposed

from the standpoint

shortage

was developing.

the need for
after

with

con-

DOD that

and shortly

to be given

there-

the aircraft

power-plant.

A review

group engaged by AEC recommended in its

port

that,

if

it

cost

could

be justified,

powered flight

was decided

should

as a national

a strong

policy

development

be undertaken.

the Lexington Report, AEC in a letter
mittee 1 in December 1948 stated:

that

Lexington

Re-

the high

program on nuclear-

(See -p- 123.)
to the Military

In view of
Liaison

Com-

"The Commission would appreciate
learning
the views
of the National Military
Establishment
with respect to
the basic conclusions
reached. by the Lexington
Project.
The Commission desires to obtain a policy decision
at

1Established
by The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 (42 U.S.C. 2037),
The Committee consists
of representatives
of the Army, Navy, and
Air Force.
AEC advises and consults with the Department of Defense through this Committee
on matters relating
to military
application
of atomic weapons or atomic energy.

the highest level which is based on a thorough evaluation
of the respective
merits of expending heavily
of national
wealth for the development of nuclear-powered
aircraft
as
compared with similar
expenditures
for development of
other means of national
defense.
Inasmuch as a decision
will aid materially
in getting
a program underway, the
Commission requests the views of the NME with respect to
the manner in which such a decision
can best be obtained
at an early date.
We would suggest that after your views
have been formulated,
this matter be made the subject of
discussion
between the AEC and the MLC."
The Military
that
Joint

Liaison

Committee

(MLC) advised

the views of DOD could not be given
Chiefs

was advised
Chiefs

of Staff1
also

of Staff

The MLC advised
had deferred
tem Evaluation

that
for

and the Research

prior

to action

and Development

a study had been introduced
the purpose

AEC in August

a decision

of obtaining
1949 that

1 pending

by the
Board,

AEC

in the Joint

a policy

the Joint

an evaluation

1949

decision.

Chiefs

of Staff

by the Weapons Sys-

Group.

In December 1950, AEC again
partment

AEC in January

of Defense.

AEC stated,

requested
in part,

a decision

from the De-

that:

"The present demand on qualified
personnel
in the
energy field
is becoming severe and it is of utmost importance that those qualified
personnel
that are
available,
apply themselves to those items
considered
to
be of greatest
importance to our national
defense.
atomic

"The present status of the program *** suggest that
the policy decision
referred
to should be made as early
as it is practical
to do so.

1Included as a statutory
agency within
the Department of Defense
under the National
Security
Act of 1947 (5 U,S.C. 171) and the
members are the principal
military
advisers
to the President,
the
National Security
Council,
and the Secretary
of Defense.
The
Joint Chiefs of Staff consist of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff;
the Chief of Staff,
United States Army; the Chief of
Naval Operations;
and the Chief of Staff,
United States Air Force.

!'In view of the above it is requested that the AEC
be informed of the views of the Department of Defense on
the military
worth of the nuclear-powered
aircraft
as
well as the urgency with which the DOD regards the proposed development program leading to the 'flying
laboratory' in 1956.1~
The MLC replied
were currently

in January-'1951

considering

the construction
the propulsion

priorities

and production
except

for

requirement

a "crash

to AEC's essential

ties

be found

the need could

really

sion,

with

projects
terials.Vf

production

for

that

of a nuclear
priority

primarily

for

progress

project

be extremely

men and facilion this
that

project,

if

the need for

a

acute.
2 years

after

AEC initially

AEC that

the Joint

'Ia military

requirement

power plant

suitable

accomplishment

concerned

including

on March 1,

program,

AEC stated

be justified.

by DOD-- the MLC informed

had determined

matters,

program I1 which could

by DOD was particularly

construction

for

suitable

AEC replied

to make reasonable

On March 13, 1951--over

Staff

power plant

on AEC's other

objectives.

disrupting

a decision

of Staff

of a requirement

AEC's views on certain

of the proposed

decision

nuclear

Chiefs

of aircraft.

the impact

could

the Joint

the establishment

of an aircraft

The MLC requested

1951, that,

that

with

Chiefs

exists
for

to be after

the production

requested
of

for

aircraft

the
propul-

any reactor
of fissionable

ma-

Degartment
of Defense did not furni.sh
AZ
with sufficient
guidance
un_t.i.1. 8 months
after
major reoric::t;;tL.ion
w:k5: ini Li:iCed
DOD initiated
but

1959

did

guidance

opment

not

until

During

a major
provide

program

for

vised

continue

necessary
craft,

the

and to defer

Defense

30,

the
flight

1959,

the

ANP program

AEC considered

in July

to be clear

the

was reoriented

for

toward

the

Air

major

to emphasize

of only
feasibility

for

from

Force

experiments.

(DDR&E),

the

development

useful

military

such

a devel-

to a research

reactor

and Engineering

be suitable

development

to establish

On July

Research

2.959,

as would

system

leading

of Defense

such reactors
to

program

7,

what

AiW program

a weapon

AEC on July

of

1960.

the

1959

and development
The Director

AEC with

February
July

reorientation

DOD, adof

only

performance,

turbomachinery

of nuclear-propelled

as might

be

air-

plans,
Chairman

of AEC advisad

the

Secretary

that:

“As a result
of the recent
review
by the Director
of
Defense Research
and Engineering,
it is und,erstood
that
the first
nuclear
developmental
reactor,
the so-called
nichrome-zirconium
hydride
reactor,
does not meet Department of Defense requirements
and that some more advanced
reactor
must be developed.
I am deeply
concerned
that
the Commission
has exper,ded such extensive
time and effort
only to find
that after
we have achieved
a capability of providing
a nuclear
system for flight,
there
is no
DOD requirement
for this system.
Since ANP is an extremely
costly
development,
it seems only reasonable
that
if the Commission
is to continue
to support
the DOD in
this
joint
effort,
specific
DOD requirements
must be provided in order that the CoAm.mission can establish
proper
nuclear
criteria
and parameters.
It would,
indead,
be
deplorable
if when we develop
the next advanced
reactor
which could provide
sustained
nuclear
flight
it would
evolve
that there was no requirement
for t-his reactor.

of

ItIn view of the above, the Commission requests that
the DOD provide at the earliest
practicable
date firm ANP
prograrltrequireIllerlts
and/or objectives
in sufficient
detail
to permit the Commission to properly
and adequately
cooperate in a joint program toward a common useful
goal. "
On September 9, 1959, DDR& advised
Navy had been furnished
appreciated

if

with

AEC would accept

of the program.

tives

of both the direct

velop

a power plant

tial

life

which could

on October

each of the direct

rate

power plants
that

development

guidance

feet

stated

cycle

it

that

programs

would be
objec-

the objec-

were to de-

a plane

similar

to

and 0.9

and which would have a poten-

and indirect

to satisfy

only
phase.

courses

guidance,

as to whether
cycle

DDR&Edid not

reply

a report

to the flight

both approaches

stage

was intended
develop

sepa-

or whether

it

study

was

the power plant

February

27,

1960,

from an Ad Hoc Group that

DDR&E concurred,

be to carry

through

until

of the Ad Hdc Group and advised

ANP program should

it

programs

one program be extended

of action.

AEC requested

the above objectives

been formed to make a more complete

with

as the initial

be used to fly

5, 1959,

because DDR&Ewas awaiting

velopments

guidance

to DDR&E's interim

that

findings

and that

of about 1,000 hours.

clarification

future

Force ant

at a speed of between Mach 0.8

of about 35,000

With reference

intended

the Air

guidance

and indirect

model 54 design

at an altitude

this

The interim

tives

the Convair

interim

AEC that

had

of ANP and to recommend
in general,
AEC that

with

the

the aim of the

only one of the two power plant
in the mid-1960's

toward achieving

a relatively

de-

but to continue
high performance

plant

until

technical

progress

or lack

of progress

enabled

DDR&E to

make a selection.
Thus it
initiated

appears

1959, DDR&Edid not furnish

in July

quirements

and objectives

sary to properly
quired

further

guidance
til

and adequately

its

guidance
During

for

apparent

indications

issued

decision
there

examination

After

a series

the ANP program,

of efforts

there

until

was a lack

(1)

(2) no decision

flight

and no target

un-

a review

of suffi-

the entire

coordinated

Committee on Atomic

the program still

there

supervision

was a

achieved.

and future

aspects

of

Energy in February

actual

set of objecnuclear

(3) administrative

as to where they stand

the annual

was

and con-

indeci-

the program from the start,

guidance
and (5)

that

had no firm

had been made regarding

had no clear

(R&D)

ANP program.

and results

on the status

had plagued

of Defense

in the program and that‘it

dates had been set,

the program was going,

Secretary

1957, stated

undertaken

of hearings

the Joint

levels

in April

must be strong

tives,

contractors

interim

was delayed

on the matter

that

and direction

I-959 commented that

sion at high

neces-

AEC re-

AEC with

clarification

1957, the Assistant

report,

that

re-

AEC considered

DOD furnished

an Ad Hoc Study Group to review

of firm

firm

the ANP program follow.

January

The group's

was

report.

Examples of other

tinuous

after

AEC with

out the program.

1960 because DDR&Ewaited

group had issued

lack

that

carry

1959, but this

in September

appointed

in the detail

clarification

February

cient

when the ANP program reorientation

that,

expenditure

(4) the
or

where

was a holding
64

operation

to avoid

clear-cut

direction

difficult

which must be made to lend

to the program.

There are indications,
sufficient

decisions

and timely

therefore,

guidance.tz

that

DOD did not furnish

those responsible

for

carrying

out the ANP program.
By letter
fense,
fered

dated October

in commenting on this
considerably

agement procedures

from lack

3, 1962,
matter,

the Deputy Secretary
stated

of prompt decisions

had been instituted

pact of such a condition.

that

(See P. 35.)

of De-

the program sufbut that

in DOD to minimize

new manthe im-

BENEFITS OF UNIFIED ORGANIZATIONALARRANGEMENT
NOT FULLY REALIZED
The benefits

of the organizational

gram were not fully

realized,

in our opinion,

and AEC each awarded separate
the development
contract

with

the lack

of the propulsion
each contractor

of uniformity

Government's
that,

contracts

to strengthen

have an in-terest

system.

aspects

with

in the project

unit

agencies,

each agency should

explore

of the agencies

for

both agencies

justify
We reached

Large Surface

Ship Reactor,

ried

similar

with

cost-plus-a-fixed-fee

November 1957 until

the termination

eliminated

and expedited
further

of personnel

the desirability

prototype

of both

one

cost

of
of the

project.1
systems was car-

integrated
with

the

congres-

from our review

on the propulsion

contracts

each

of having

fund the entire

conclusions

the

is to be under

the cognizant

out by the Air Force and AEC as a single

der parallel

the accounting

where two agencies

AlW land-based

and development

a sing1

We believe

consisting

and subseqllently

the project.

The research

provisions;

work on

that

of the project;

and the project

of an organizational

committees

We believe

control

direction

sional

because the Air Fort

the contractor.

congressional

the ANP p‘

to GE and P&W for

in contractual

negotiations

for

would have simplified

and administrative

budgetary,

arrangement

project

un-

GE and P&W. 'From

of the ANP program,

the

1Report to the Congress on review of Atomic Energy Commission and
Department of the Navy Large Surface Ship Reactor, AlW land-based
prototype
project
constructed
under contracts
with Westinghouse
Electric
Corporation
(8-114878)--issued
January 10, 1962.

organizational
(ilr\rpO> provided
the

of

structure

for

propulsion

the

system

the

carrying

that

a. single
of

in

this

1957 would

Novem‘ber

ment

have

Government

this

lent

contract

objective
Force

instance

would

and paxyment-- one possibility

make payments

covering

have

funding

and for

or reimbursements

principles

to -be used

of the

in

separate

elimination

each

required

the

Air

of

Force

Air

being

Force

in

the

of

AEK and Air

Force

of certain

Accomplish-

an agreement

between

the

the

AEC to

the
the

use of

cost
cost

of

contract
of

its

that

work

contracts

in

the

by

would

inherent

arrangements,

inconsistencies

and

exten-

aspects

contractual

AEC

reimbursement

single

dual-control

to hav-

mechanics

We believe

to the

a reduction

contractor.

to fund

contracts,

concept

well

for

(2)

arrangement

particularly

as (1)

to AEC--and

single-job

have resulted

the

of

Office

direction

organization

itself

such matters

the

advances

the

tech.nicaZL

effort

the

with

Air

in

the

project

and the

sion

of

Propulsion

\ -’

We believe

ing

Nuclear

out

as a joint

and AEC.

after

Aircraft

and in

provisions

of

the

contracts.
An even more desirable
for

one agency

and to fund

the

to budget,
entire

advantages

of this

economical

and desirable

it

would

separate
larly

the

to obtain

cost

type

eliminate
funding

alternative,

of arrangement
from

task

of

projects

opinion,

would

dual-control

this

be many.
point
aspects

by two Government
accumulating

would

costs

be

authorization,
of

an administrative
the

arrangements

our

congressional

of future

entirely

burdensome

in

nature.

The

-It

be

would

of view
inherent

agencies,
separately

since
in

particufor

billing

and budgeting

consistencies
ent

in

Government

gressional

purposes,

contractual

agencies

review

single-agency
the

tion--would

be based

cost

project.

of the

considered
that

by the

considered

poses

the

This

determination
the

would

of

the

necessary,

entire

would

be

and subcommittees

arrangement

of costs

project

Under

and appropria-

one time
if

con-

and determination

committees

request,

of

control.

at
funds,

two differ-

facilitate

authorization

on a consideration

costs

would

review

both

request--

initial

accounting

since

congressional

same congressional

the

It

certai.n,in

from

congressional

Supplemental

in a better

sistent

the

eliminate

resulting

involved.

and strengthen

budgetary

would

provisions

’ being

funding,

regarding

and it

for

would

result

management

be determined

pur-

on a con-

basis.

More liberal
terms in Air Force contract
placed
AEC in unfavorable
barpaining
position
and contributed
to delav in AZCfs initial
support
of indirect
cycle propulsion
svstem
AEC was in
a contract

with

P&W a contract
able
get

to the
such

about
cle

an unfavorable
P&W because

the Air

containing
contractor

terms

propulsion
The Air

certain
than

incorporated

a I+-month

delay

bargaining
Force

the

in AEC’s

that

agree

to.

AEC contract

initial

in negotiating

had previously

provisions

AEC would
in

position

support

awarded

were

more favor-

P&W’s attempts
contributed
of

the

to

to

to

indirect

cy-

system;
Force

awarded

to P&W in May 1951 for

a contract

cer-

a
tain
nuclear

work

required

energy

to provide

propulsion

and P&W recognized

that

a thorough

system,

At that

some AEC support

technical
time
would

evaluation
both

the

be necessary

Air

of a
Force
to

accomplish

this

work and therefore

P&Wwould request
p&w requested
fabrication

a collateral

UC for

a contract

to A&C, it

gave primary

program,
a logical

pointed

out that

taken with

at the proper

would include

fUP,l

of a facility

that,

required

in considering

in its

the work relating

no further

delay

should

in order

P&W pointed

parallel

fuel

because critical

experiments

physics

peculiar

problems

to fuel

this

elements

out further

request

was most ur-

element

to the ARP activities

should

be underse-

the design

fabrication

would be mandatory

P&W

an orderly

that

for

in the re-

judgment,

to preserve

1952

elamnt

to those problems

of which,

time

In February

sequence in the work was to be pursued.

quence in the work,
facility

that

from AEC.

an&design

consideration

the solution

gent if

that

P&W stated

experiments.

actor

contract

and development,

critical

agreed

of the

and development
if

certain

neutron

at P&W were to be

solved.
In March 1952, AEX Headquarters
tions

Office

to negotiate

sary to establish
fort

on

the feasibility

an aircraft

as a moderator

a contract

type of reactor
fluid.

AEC forwarded

at least

three

P&W forwarded

at least

two draft

sonnel
lack

involved
provisions,

of funds.

AEC executed

with

contract

utilizing

draft

related

a development
supercritical

proposals
to AEC.

ef-

water

195'3,

to P&W and
The principal

to fees,

patents,

of the work by F&W in event

In May 1953, 14 months after
P&W.

Opera-

P&W to cover work neces-

proposals

and termination

with

Chicago

Between May 1952 and January

in the negotiations

a contract

its

of undertaking

coolant

problems

requested

negotiations

began,

perof

The need for

AEX to actively

P&W was established
its

Chicago

participate

in the ANP program at

in March 1952 when AEC Headquarters

Operations

Office

to negotiate

The lack

of agreement

contract

between March 1952 and May 1953 apparently

reactor
for

development

on certain

an agreement

favorable
porated

in its

bargaining

containing
contract

an AEC contract
to be done for

certain

that

that

had already
provisions

received

that

the two agencies.

propulsion
a major

with

it

relationship

certain
system

deterrent

in

terms more
been incor-

ABC was in an
the contractor

an Air Force con-

were unacceptable

and (2) P&Wwas aware that
because of the close

delayed

had already

in negotiating

P&W.

in the proposed

In our opinion,

contract,

with

by AEC to negotiate

than those

position

(1) the contractor

cycle

we believe

was the effort

in the Air Force

because
tract

Further,

to the Government

unfavorable

provisions

work on the indirect

about 14 months.

reaching

major

a contract

requested

would likely

to AEC
receive

between the work

Fixed-fee
rates
allowed
under the Air
Mere about double
those --1_allowed
under
with
the
same
contractors
---The fixed-fee

rates

allowed

GE and P&W were

nearly

tracts

same contractors.

in

with

the

an unfavorable

previously
Air

agreed

Force

than

the

work

contractors

annual

basis.

interagency

were

Air

that

with

Contract
From

the

Air

Force

rates
were

with

had

for

the

much higher

negotibted

their

GE and P&W, usually

(adjusted

estimated

and the

costs)

AEC contracts

period

conon an

and the
since

Fixed fee
nocotiated

Fee base

incep-

Average
percent

Co.:

Force:
AF j3(038)-21102
XF 33(600)-38062

3-19-51
1-58

lo-

9-30-58
9-30-60

$12;,723,000
7 . 773,000

AEC :

6-29-51

RT(ll-11-171

6-30-60

7.14
7.17

$ 8,;;%,;0;
, ,.
14,414,OOO

7.15

6,067.300

3.35

27,667,00@
4.900,000

1,:50,000

6.33

12.567,000

2.059.000

6.32

'201,496,000-

Pratt

contracts

to AEC.

continuations

Contract
Electric

project

separately

bases

Force

fixed-fee

and AEC have

The fee

Air

because

acceptable

fixed
fees under the Air Force
.
Q-on are summarized
as follows:

General

the

rates
allowed
under the AEC con-’
We believe
that AEC was placed

to pay the

Force

and contract

the

position

that

tracts

under

bargaining

on the

rates

The Air

double

Force contracts
AN.2 contracts

l&,234,000

9+ Whitney:
Air

AEC:

Force:
AF 33(038)-27341
0
- 40518
t
AF 33('00)

la-15-57a

12-15-60

~ii:~::;;

XT(ll-l)-229

5-21-53

Total

Air

Total

AXC

65J95,OOO

6-30-60

Force

Total
aBetween 10-15-57,
xith P&x.

the Air

Force

did

? Ci%l
--4--L-

000

6.30

4.55

234,063,OOO

X,473,000

7.04

24?,02Q,OOO

,9. og ,000

3.67

45!&L?92.,
and 12-l-59,

2 @9.000

r&o

$2JTJi1,000
_
---=?=

not have an operating

contract

5.31

Although
were about
the

Air

the

Force

fee

same? the
(7.04

one of the

fee

percent)

previously

By memorandum
opment,

Research

matter,

stated:

Force

rate

the

involved

in
to

AEC work

average

by
rate

records
the

the

that

negotiated

show

negotiation

amount

of

of fixed

was comparable

to the

the

Devel-

Force.

September

& Development,

the

The negotiation

to by the Air

dated

fee

double

GE and P&W related
for

and ARC contracts

of fixed

was about

problems

a fee
agreed

Air

percent):,

with

P&W wanted

of the

average

principal

the AEC contracts
fee.

bases

by AEC (3.67

negotiated
that

the

12,

Air

l962,

Force,

in

Deputy

for

commenting

on this

“Relative
to the fee difference
between the Air
Force and the AK,
the ANP contracts
were negotiated
by
both
in conformance
with established
contractual
policies
and criteria,
Air Force fees were within
the
boundaries
allowed
by the Armed Services
Procurement
Regulations
O They compared favorably
to those allowed
other
contractors
for research
and development
programs
of comparable
complexity,”
agencies

Since

a single

contract

accounting

9 budgetary,

eliminate

the

expedite
ture

lack

contract

to

each

of uniformity
with

of this

the

na.ture,

each contractor

gram.

Furthermore,

control

9 each agency

should

sional

committee

both

in

the

contractual

agencies,

with
the

of the

we believe

early-in

strengthen
the

and
in

fu-

a single
the

pro-

congressional

cognizant

desirability

the

project;

that,

of awarding

be considered
to

simplify

provisions;

feasibility

that,
explore,

should

aspects

contractors,

should

we believe

for

contractor

and administrative

negotiations

projects

to

congresof having

one

of the

agencies

joint-agency

justify

and subscqucnt'ly

servation
dual

the

entire

cost

of

projects.

By memorandum dated
velopment,

fund

Research
on the

agency

hol:rever,

randum

stated

8 Development,
-'

advantages

research

sized,

September

that

lqk?,

Air

Force,

of a single

and development
this

12,

be done

the

early

in

for
The Air

the

for

concurred

contract
program.

Ucputy

in

Deour

an integratec
Force

program.

empha

The memo-

:

If*** The exploration
of advantages
to be gained by
a single
contraci
in an existing
environment
of a ‘going
well
established
and
based
upon
dual
conprogram? ’
tracts 7 involves
many more considerations
of balancing
pros and cons than those which exist
in the early
stages
of a program.
When the ANPO was operational
as a joint
AF/AEC
contract
approach
management office
in 1958, the single
the administrative
and
was considered
a At that time,
technical
disadvantages
forecast
as accruing
from a
changeover
were evaluated
as outweighing
the administrative
advantages.
“Some of the

forecast

disadvantages

t.rere:

1. The necessity
of renegotiating
contracts
in an
area where the contracting
agency management was
not familiar
with the technical
content
of the
work to be done.
2. A disruption
of the technical
from program redocumentation
project
managers.

effort
by the

resulting
technical

3. A time-consuming

recast
of financial
reports,
controls
and accounts
into
the contracting
agency
format.
This involved
the AEC program being on a
fiscal
year cost basis and the Air Force program
being on a contract
year obligation
authority
basis.

4.

Some buildup
of the
the agency managing
quired.

administrative
the contract

ob

manpower of
would be re-

in the ANP pro5. In the development phase existing
gram, it appeared that the AEC would necessarily
Then at
be the single contracting
agency by law.
a point in a flight
test program, after Prototype
test, the Air Force would become the contracting
This
agency on subsequent propulsion
systems,
change of contractual
coverage was one of the
single contract
con~erns.~'
By letter
commenting

dated November ys 1962,

on this

matter

the General

Manager,

ABC, in

stated*

"I agree with the views expressed in the report that
where two government agencies are involved
in the same
project,
a single contract
with the same contractor
helps
and administrative
the budgetary $ accounting,
to simplify
As I stated in my reply to your
aspects of the project0
feasible
and economreport on the All4 project,
wherever
ical,
AEC will make every effort
(as it did with NASA on
the NERVA portion
of the Rover Program) to arrange for
single contracting
in future
jointly
funded projects
where a firm will be performing
similar
work for each of
the agencies.
I do not believe that it is desirable,
as
the report Proposes, for one agency to justify
and subsequently
fund the entire
cost of joint agency projects
since it places that agency in the position
of justifying
to Congress a segment of a program for which another
agency is responsible.
In my view, adequate Congressional
review and control
is assured if Congress is advised
fully
by each agency, at the time funds are being reextent of particiquested, of the nature and anticipated
pation by the other agency,
This is the present practice of AEC.ll
A report

of the Joint

.held on the AMP program
program was a research
wish to consider
and responsibility
was well
fort

equipped

through

Pa 166.1

Committee

in July

1959 stated

and development

the desirability
for

the conduct

to carry

the flight

on Atomic

that,

effort,

of placing

since

the ANP

the Congress might
Primary

auLhority

of the RNP program in AEC which

the program

feasibility

Energy on hearings

forward

as a development

ar,d demonstration

stage,

ef(See

FREQUEMTPROGRAMRlWIErPlSBY TEMPORARYGROUPS
AND DELAY IN ESTABLISHING PERMAi#NT GROUP
Our review

disclosed

that

(1) frequent

reviews

of the ANP pro-

(2) the reviews were based on
groups,
\
to the contractors'
slants and briefings
and discus-

gram were made by temporary
brief

visits

sions

in Washington,

be found
tended,

among the review
generally,

advice

and (3) little

continuity

groups.

to evaluate

Since these reviews

results

accomplished

to top management on direction

permanent

review

sentatives

with

group comprised

and effective

the joint

project

of effort,

of appropriate

some continuity

efficient

in membership

were in-

and to provide

it

appears

that

a

DOD and AEC repre-

in membership would have been more

and would have been more in keeping

concept

could

with

under which the ANP program was carried

out.
During

the course

of our review,

views had been made by various
review

group established

tablished

to review

broad aspects

it

the entire

ANP program with

ture

appeared

groups7
views.

that

since
hazards,

1955.

at least
Except

14 re-

for

one

the groups were es-

of the ANP program,

the mission
respect

that

of the groups

and in most
was to review

to past accomplishments

and fu-

objectives.
The following

ports

groups

to evaluate

instances,

we noted

table

the approximate
issued,

shows the identity
dates the reviews

and the time intervals

of the 14 review
were completed

between reports

or the re-

on the re-

Review

group

Review group, consisting
of the R%D
Technical
Advisory Panel on Atomic
Energy and members of the steering
group of the R&D Technical
Advisory
Panel on Aeronautics
Ad Hoc Committee on Aircraft
Nuclear
Propulsion
of the Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board to the Chief
of Staff,
Air Force
Ad Hoc Group, appointed by a steering
by the Technical
gro*p) represented
Advisory Panel on Aeronautics,
the
Technical
Advisory Panel on Atomic
Energy, and the Aeronautical
R&D
Facilities
Coordinating
Committee
Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board
Nuclear Panel on Aircraft
Nuclear
Propulsion
Program
Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board
Ad Hoc Group,.appointed
by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense,Research and Engineering
Review group, appointed by the Commander, Air Research and Development
Command
Ad Hoc Panel of General Officers,
appointed by the Assistant
Deputy
Chief of Staff,
Development, Air
Force
Ad Hoc Committee on ANP Hazards,
appointed by Deputy Secretary of
Defense
Department of Defense Ad Hoe Panel on
Manned Nuclear Aircraft,
appointed
by Deputy Secretary of Defense
Review group, Mr. E. V. Murphree of
the AEC General Advisory
Committee, Chairman
ANP Ad Hoc Committee of the Air
Force Scientific
Advisory Board
to the Chief of Staff,
Air Force
Department of Defense AD Hoc Group
on the ANP program
Ad iioc Committee of the Air Force
Scientific
Advisory Board to the
Chief of Staff,
Air Force

Approximate
date review
comyletsd or
report issued

Time interval between
reports
(months)

Apro 1955
Jme 1955

I.955

11

Oct. 1956
Jan. 1957

3
3

Apr. 1957

1

1957

1

June 1957

6

Dec. 1957

2

Feb. 1958

15

IJaY 1959

2

1959

6

Jan. 1960

6

Nov.

May

July

July

19&l

Of the 14 review

body of the Air
The reviews

its

Washington.

and future

on information

vario<s

plants

The review

on current

the Technical

group that
formation

issued

during

Advisory
its

obtained

locations,

issued

tire

ANP program,

technical

ANP program,

its

report

trip

Laboratory

1 day each

with

various

of this

objectives

to the problem,

The group that

issued

review

the contractors'

and to advise
a report

tion,

about

The group that

various

This group was to review
issued

a report

in February

the en-

of the

as to the future

in June 1957 spent a
Reactor

Testing

2 days a.t P&W and the Oak Ridge National

ment agencies.

a total

and Government

and the soundness

of about 3 days at GE and the r\Jational

with

1957 spent

was to examine into

total

and about 11 days in briefings

on in-

and met for

contractors

review

meeting

The review

in April

and Lockheed

195'5

findings

and at a l-day

a review

in

in April

for

and did not visit

completed

vis-

and discussions

in June 1955 based its

as to its

approaches

and ad-

were based on brief

an inspection

one day each at GE, P&W, Convair,

The objective

review

of the program based its

in Washington

The group that

agencies.

of the Scien-

Panel on Atomic Energy.

report

of 5 days in Washington

groups

group that
prospects

received

program

and on briefings

to GE and the Oak Ridge National
with

5 were Panels

Force.

madebythe

to the contractors1

7 were Air Force,

above,

Board which rls the permanent

Advisory

visory

discussed

Of the 7 Air Force,

6 DOD, and 1 AEC.
tific

groups

Laboratory,

contractors

the entire

Sta-

and Govern-

ANP program.

1958 based its

findings

on studies

.of previous

study

ceived

at a l-day

Force,

and AEC and a l-day

of this

review

meeting

with
visit

ing all

important

contractors

re-

of the Navy, Air

each to GE and P&W. The objective
concerning

The group th<t

about a week in receiving

and on information

representatives

was to submit views

of the ANP program.
spent

group reports

issued

the status

its

briefings

report

in July

and visiting

and Government

sites

and plans
1959

and inspectand laboratories

engaged in ANP matters.
The July

1959

nent technical

advisory

view and advice
stated

that

should

the field

Seven of the nine

superficiality
review

view showed the membership

the July
visory

of the groups.

With respect

to the other

1960 ANP Ad Hoc Committee

Board to the Chief

of Staff,

benefit

available
We noted

to be decontacts.
for

that

served

two groups--the

our rein five

on more than
July

1959

of the Air Force Scientific
Air Force--about

bers of the July 1960 group had previously

and

and investigating

of such brief

group reports

re-

from the harassment

for

only 1 of the 28 members of the groups

one group*

periodic

of the program

committees

was too complicated

of a perma-

for

be shielded

by new temporary

from the inevitable

groups

responsibility

to the Air Force on the conduct

reviews

because

rived

board with

the contractors

of continuous
bodies

group recommended the establishment

served

half

and
Ad-

the mem-

on the July

1959

group.
We do not believe
plex

research

that

and development

effective
program,

reviews

can be made of a com-

such as the A.NPprogram,

by

temporary

groups,

most exclusively
group,

tinuity

at frequent

intervals,

of members who have not served

I-t appears

comprised

appointed

that

of appropriate
in membership,

a single

review

with

group for

DOD and AEC representatives
would have been more efficient

and would have been more in keeping

with

under which the ANP program was carried

the joint

a previous

the ANP program,
with

some con-

and effective
project

concept

of De-

out0

dated

October

3, 1962, the Deputy Secretary

in commenting

on this

matter,

By letter
fense,

and composed al-

stated:

If*** The suggestion
that a permanent review group
would have been better than many temporary groups had been
anticipated
at leas-t a year prior to termination
of the
project,
when the Director
of Defense Research and Engineering appointed
such a group under the chairmanship
of
the Assistant
Secretary
of the Air Force for Research and
Development
with membership from the joint
Aircraft
Nuclear Propu I. sion Office,
the Navy and his own staff,
all
of whom had been closely
connected with the program for
many years.
Reports from this group played an important
part in the final
decision
to cancel the plxlject
in
March, 1941."

UNNECESSARY
COSTS INCURREDBY AEC FOR
CONTINUEDPROCESSINGOF YTTRIUM OXIDE
Our review
about $517,000

disclosed
by extending

processing

of high-purity

production

capability.

standby

condition

contractor

that

AEC incurred

for

a T-month period

yttrium-oxide
Placing

the production

negotiate

costs

a contract

in order

would have accomplished

was willing.to

unnecessary

of
for

to maintain
facility

the

the

in a

the same purpose,

to keep the plant

and the

in standby

condition.
in 1956 when the ANP program was geared to the Weapon

Early

System 125-A objective,
ment of yttrium
ide (oxide)

AEC initiated

metal

is-one

required

The two grades

lurgical

(met grade)

met grade oxide

less

oxide,

severe

of oxide.

and the remaining

contract,

in October

process
during
firm

fixed

reprocessed
$785,000,

price

oxide under
including

this

into

AEC paid for

modification

$?32,OOO for

had expired,

Chemical

10, 1958, through

a pound.

the large-scale

for

would re-

high-purity
May 9, 1959,

oxide
at a

15,146 pounds of

a total

the amortization

Corporation
to the MCC

the contractor

met grade oxide

from October

for

for

oxide.

A modification
that

ox-

requirements

high-purity

the Michigan

Yttrium

and metal-

1958 one contract

1958, provided

of $51.81

for

two contracts

terminated.

the Government-owned
the period

into

with

(MCC) had been partially

the quality

than those

procure-

in the production

are high-purity

with

By October

contract

products

of oxide

In May 1956, AECentered
procurement

the GE-ANP program.

of the intermediate

of the metal.
grade

for

a crash program for

of about

of MCC's

production

equipment.

Production

ended and the contract

was terminated

From our review
mine the reason
oxide,

for

of the records
upgrading

and we requested

erations

Office,

formation.

under

By letter

actually

in May 1959,
it was not feasible

the met grade oxide

the Manager,

by letter

the MCC contract

Lockland

dated April

dated June 7, 1960,

to high-purity

Aircraft

5, 1960,

to deter-

Reactors

to furnish

Op-

this

in-

the Manager replied

that:

"During the fall of 1958, the GE-ANPD program was not
definitized
insofar
as the fuel elements and moderator
materials
%Tere concerned.
Moreover, GE was still
attempting to use the Yttrium metal which had been delivered,
whereas the Yttrium producers , particularly
in the metal
production
phase, were still
attempting
to produce a purer
material.
In view of these circumstances,
it was felt
that since the projected
requirements
for this material
positively
did not discontinue
the use of Yttrium,
it was
better
to have the Michigan Chemical Corporation
up-grade
the metallurgical
grade oxide to reactor
grade oxide
rather than terminate
them in October 1958 and destroy
the Yttrium production
capabilities.
Thus, it was considered in the best interest
of the Government to keep the
capability
alive for approximately
an additional
six to
eight months until
it could positively
be ascertained
that we no longer required
production
of Yttrium in any
form.
In summary, therefore,
the up-grading
of the oxide
which deferred
the termination
of the Michigan contract
was our best judgment at that time."
After

MCC delivered

had-expired
oxide

in October

apparently

the next
provement

tion
after

facility

of the finished
production

of the met*>L.

in aboui,

product

was initiated.

the contract

of high-purity

to meet GE's requirements

was in st

be obtained

and after

quantities

assuming no significant

of the purity

could

oxide

1958, sufficient

were available

25 months,

the production
product

the remaining

increase

MCC informed

ly condition

about

in the imus that

the first

months and that

could be obtained

for

finished

full

in about

when

produc6

months

It

appears

les's $232,000

therefore
for

production

7 months while

yttrium.

had informed
standby

condition,

put the plant
in standby,

however,

were incurred

On the basis

tracted

to maintain

a total

cost

cost

Effective

the MCC plant

capability

contract
plant

June 30,

on a standby

written

notice

cilities

ready

from AEC.

not used.

In July

fense Mobilization
not be required
Services

Administration

intact
less

for

the plant

7 months at

than the cost of

same purpose.

into

a l-year

and maintain

to resume production

upgraded

the

on 60 days'

planned

Office

AEC had determined
future

programs

(GSA) had determined

the Government and approved
September 1961 that 3 in light

fa-

bidder.

by MCC from met grade,

AEC advised'the

('OCDM)that
for

to

On September 26, 1960, the production

oxide,
1961,

to maintain

$359800 to place

were sold to MCC as the highest
The high-purity

in

to $12,000

1.959, AEX and MCC entered

basis,

MCC

AEC could have con-

or $517,000

under which MCC received

on the need

18, 1957? during

of $10,000

annually

the

of

to keep the plant

estimate,

the method chosen by AEC to achieve

a period

of MCC's contract,

of this

of about $36,000,

for

on October

termination

and $41,300

by AEC in order

intact

MCC would negotiate

in standby

have had to

was to be reached

that

at an estimated

($785,000

AEC would otherwise

decision

of the partial
AEC that

of about $553,000

capability

a firm

We noted,

the negotiation

that

of the contract)

to keep MCC1s oxide

for

costs

amortization

pay at termination

about

that

the sale thereof,
of the statutory

of Civil
that

and that
it

was

and De-

yttrium

would

the General'

to be surplus

to

OCDMadvi.sed AEC in
authorities

under

2

there

which OCDMoperated,
for

the retention

merce advised

did not appear

the present

of yttrium

to private

Department

of Commerce that

for

the present

the situation
peared
It

essed into

would withhold

any sales

would appreciate

that

the reason

sales
the

of yttrium

Commerce's reviewing
if

the market

condition

and would have-avoided

that

the met grade oxide

oxide was to keep the production

(See p. 81 for

in a standby

for

ap-

it.

high-purity

of MCC intact.
ity

it

it

of Com-

1962, AEC advised

In April

in about a year, or sooner

again

appears

time was not suitable

purchasers,

but that

to warrant

In March 1962 the Department

of yttrium.

AEC that

to be any justification

AEC's position.)

capability

Placing

would have achieved

the unnecessary

was proc-

the facil-

the same objective

expenditures

of about

$517,000.
DELAY IN AGREEINGON INDEMNITY PROVISION
OF THE,AEC CONTRACTWITH GE MAY HAVE RESULTED IN
A DELAY IN REACTORDEVELOPMENTWORK
Our review

disclosed

that

on an indemnity

provision

in the contract

lays

significant

in certain

inefficient
could

use of certain

be reached

delayed

in AEC's and GE's agreeing
may have resulted

areas of reactor
contractor

on the indemnity

development

personnel.

issue,

critical

Until

in deand in the

agreement

experiments

were

about 18 months.

AEC executed
agreement

nity

a delay

had been reached

provision.

about July

a letter

Agreement

contract

with

on certain

issues,

on the provision

1954 when a definitive

GE in June 1951, before

contract

including

an indem-

was not reached
was executed.

until
During

GE insisted

the negotiations,
ited

indemnity

loss

or expense or for

nection

with

tected
unit

provision

liability

testing

ity

and liabilities

of accidents

in con-

nuclear

AEC negotiators

propulsion
pointed

out,

(1) the scope of the work did not include

of an airborne

those in any other

parties

any

GE wanted to be pro-

a; airborne

area.

an unlimagainst

of GE to third

the contract.
.

did occur would be carried
hazards

contain

GE would be indemnified

should

that

things,

the contract

any liability

in some inhabited

among other
flight

that

the work under

from all
fall

that

reactor

and that

on by other

of ground
AEC development

involving

when it

than GE personnel,

testing

(2) the

were no different

contracts,

inhabited

such testing

from

and (3) the possibil-

areas would be extremely

re-

mote.

In about December 1952 GE employees
prepared

to manufacture

experiments.

fuel

fissionable

material

In September 1953,

of agreement

on indemnity

one of the major

deterrents

They stated

that,

also

pending

a so.lution

testing

of fuel

experiments

Testing

occurring
AiTP

project.

Reactor

local

elements

AEC officials

stated

of t'ne indemnity
in existing

because of the remote possibility
They stated

further

that

could
that

not be
the lack

that was then

on critical

problem,

reactors,
Reactor

GE would

on the ANP project.

to the delays

at the National

out critical

in a problem

to the progress

and were

problems,

and the fuel

had resulted

in addition

riments

rials

needed to carry

However , because of the indemnity

not accept
made.

elements

had been trained

delays

in

the

such as the Mate-

Testing

Station,

of liability

these delays

expe-

also

were

under GE's
resulted

in situations
of funds

which adversely

in that

for

subject
forts

indemnity

only effect
GE's activities
Materials

of funds
Local

such funds.

that

the inclusion
was that

Testing

Reactor

work on critical

experiments

1953 that

October

by reason

or process

the quantities

an unlimited

that

of the fact

was required

provision

definitive

time.

The Attorney

General

misconduct

ernment's

should,

GE, however,
to

did not contain
stated

in

affected

necessary

an unlimited
before

AEC could

for

agree to

1954,

In February

under

recommended that

indemnity

pro-

consideration

at

the unlimited

in-

contain

AEC revised

the recommendationof

use,

indemnity.

an unlimited

contract

liability.

the

material

which would be an exception

assuming unlimited

1954 to incorporate

material

at the very least,

clause

had on

GE would not handle,

in a contract.

to approve

the

utilizing

AEC officials

tkiat

without

the proposed

willful

that

by GE.

of fissionable

of fissionable

for

provision

experiments

Local

best ef-

provision

because the contract

provision.

the President

demnity

July

quantities

approval

indemnity

AEC requested
vision

of the indemnity

program activities

Presidential

stated

the GE program had been and was being

significantly

many of its

AEC officials

at NRTS were started

sufficient

indemnity

work could

and AEC would use its

the long-delayed

would not accept

an unlimited

this

This clause, in effect,
contract.
-'
atotnic hazards, but payment would be

against

to the availability
to obtain

to perform

utilization

In September 1953, an indemnity

effectively.

was added to the letter

provided

the economical

people who were hired

not be utilized
clause

affected

a bad faith

or

to the Govthe request

the Attorney

in

General.

The President
tract

approved

containing

the President,
critical

in

the unlimited

month

in

delay

initiating

about

were

necessary

the

development

of

By letter

dated

commenting

had been

July

the

in

resolving

resulted

trained

1954.

There

by

with

and were
1952,

the

been carried

indemnity

in

certain

was about

experiments

We understand

have

the

in delays

on critical

in December

and should

on this

as approved

and GE proceeded

development.
work

experiments
until

may have

of reactor

GE employees

on critical

IL9$-t,

-I
delays

that

manner

areas

started

in July

provision,

con-

.

was indication
a timely

The definitive

request.

indemnity

was executed

significant

though

revised

experiments.
There

issue

the

because,

prepared

out

such

al-

to proceed

experiments
that

an 18-

were

not

experiments

concurrently

with

reactor.

November
matter,

9, 1962,

the

General

Manager,

AEC, in

stated:

If*** As the report
indicates,
GE initially
requested
an unlimited
indemnity
covering
&
risks,
both nuclear
and non-nuclear.
The AEC considered
such a request
to be
unreasonable
and could not recommend that the President
approve
such an arrangement.
The indemnity
provision,
as
final1.y
tlegotiated,
contained
broad coverage
in the area
of nuclear
risks
only.
While the protracted
negotiations
resulted
in a delay
in the conduct
of certain
experiments,
it is our view that,
under the circumstances,
the delay
was unavoidable.
ff
We do not
1954)
of

consider

to resolve

important

a matter

experiments

that
that

taking

3 years

culminated

constituted

timely

(June
in delays
action.

1951
in

to July
the

conduct

UNECONOMICAL PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTING PRACTICES
IN THE CONSTH‘CTCTIONOF THE
CONNECTICUT AIRCRAFT J’XJCLEAR ENGINE LABORATORY
Certain
were

uneconomical

employed

celerate

by the

Corps

construction

Laboratory
needed

the

because

the

demands

of the

Corps

of Engineers

provided

tiating

substantial

contract

with

firms

the

work

already
covered

was almost
resulting
ing

have

been avoided

tive

proposals

services
the

or

designed
Engineers,
2ulsion
Air

taken

successive

At the

Force

$42 million

and built,

system

turn

contractor

able

that

allowances

total-

subcontractor
We believe

that
could

obtained

competi-

required

one of

for

allowances
(1)

the

to eliminate

by nego-

sub-subcontracted,

and profit

provide

The

modifications

and the

of Engineers
to

work

one instance

sub-subcontractor,

Corps

program.

competition--

and profit

overhead

steps

of the
.under

P&W’s use
under

and AEC.
in

overhead

Engine

the

construction
tiers

involved

subcontracting.

request

for

such

firms

the

contract

and in

prime

had the

from
(2)

of

of

of

to ac-

to be

125-A

in

negotiated

by the

portion

expected

segments

We noted

Army,

I\luclear

modifications--without

contract.

the

done principally

substantial

in

to

AircrTlft

Weapon System

subcontracted

$237,000

practices

States

were

large

by substantial

entirely

United

facilities

for

in a-pyramiding

over

work

under

and contracting

of Engineers,
.
the ConneGticut

of

(CANEL)

to meet

procurement

Air

con-tracts

The Corps
with

the

CANEL facilities

administered

in developing

research

connection

Force,

an aircraft

and development
of Engineers
the

by the

Corps

nuclear

contracts
incurred

construction

were

of

costs

of

prowith

the

of about

CANEL, including

a

of $1.8 million

charges
tration,

by the

supervision,

Corps

and inspection

of Engineers
of the

for

design

its

adminis-

and construction

work.
An accelerated
necessary
because

to meet the
of the

high

priority

the Air

Force.

criteria

late

sign

entered

into

1956 for

of CANEL.

gust

and October

the Corps

been constructed

the

construction

Air

Force

1955

for

ordered

125-A

of the de-

the

were awarded

de-

in Au-

the deferment

19579 CANEL had

in May and August

on a lfcrash"

Force

in April

providing

contracts

the

Air

between

completion

of Engineers

contract

Until

by the

the Weapon System

After

construction

1955.

proposed

established

developing

(See p. 133.)

Initial

CANEL was considered

to the ANP program

an architect-engineer

sign

of certain

given

in 1954,

for

-'
dates

occupancy

1955 and December

March
for

constructionprogram

basis.

Corps of Engineers
provided
for
entire
portions
of the construction
work
without
obtaining
competitive
proposals
The Corps
in

awarding

occupancy

dates,

proposals

posals.

with

the Corps

contracts

the

at the

facility
time

of Engineers

providing

for

only

the

competitive
to meet the

1956 to September

of Engineers

solicited

group

of contractors

firms

submitting

of instances,

a particular

been completed

Instead,

December

a selected

contracts

for

from

the Corps

In a number

cations

sult,

ranging

from

not use formal

contracts.

facilities,

fixed-price

did

construction

the various
tive

of Engineers

however,
or general
proposals

entered
portions

were

into

plans

area

Force

1957 for
competi-

lowest

solicited.

planned

pro-

and specifi-

of work

fixed-price

of the

Air

and negotiated
the

the

bidding

had not
As a re-

construction
facilities,

88

the remaining

Subsequently,
provided

for

under

after

negotiations

tracts

and with

contract

portions

substantial

modifications

solely

the firms

with

only occasional
This matter

work.

Agency in an audit

gotiations

with

the firms

limited

already

because the Corps of Engineers

it

time to obtain

desirable

facility

tractors

competitive

The following
contracts

under

contractor

by negotiated

10-26-55
4-13-56
4-23-56

DA-19-016-4719

8-17-56

Central power plant
Shop laboratory
Roads and outside
utilities
Heat exchanger laboratory

modifications
ranging

W,381,000.

These modifications

the original

contracts

tion
ing

specifications,
9

and electrical

electrical

distribution

there

Ne-

and/or

was insuf-

(2) considered
for

an entire

the Government
between prime

would

con-

and covered

included

six

certain

$

218,000
667,000

4,153,400
257,447
large

considerably
major

Net
contract
modif ications
927,025
l&7,721

2,8759472
478,289
to

expanded the scope of

portions

systems and the construction

$

change orders,

in amounts from $166,000

such as the installation

system,

to which

Amount of
original
contract

DA-19-016-4206
DA-19-016-4523
DA-19-016-4536

over $4 million,

10, 1958.

modifications.

Facility
or
area of work

totaling

that

shows the extent

Date of
contract

contract

States

were undertaken

that

Contract
number

The-above

by the United

responsible

problems

the sub-

between contractors.

tabulation

were increased

for

contract

proposals

in coordination

or in disputes

con-

competition

area of work in order

not become involved

awarded the basic

(1) determined

to make a single

or general

contracts,

dated October

report,

work were

to existing

also. was disclosed

Army Audit

ficient

of the construction

of the construc-

of heating,

ventilat-

of the outside
89

riJe believe
orders

that

the use of negotiated

to fixed-price

economical

construction

method for

contracts

providing

for

However,

are an appropriate

or economical

of construction

fication

far

minor

or change

is a customary

and

changes to existing

we do not believe

and specifications.

portions

modifications

method for

that

plans

change orders

providing

for

work when the scope and cost

exceed the scope and cost of the basic

major

of the modi-

contract.

Pyramiding of overhead and profit
allowances
under negotiated
contract
modifications
The Corps of Engineers

systems-- costing

cal distribution
ing substanti.711
work,

modifications
was almost

however,

subcontracted,-

resulting

lowances4otalin.g
subcontractor

for

Company provided

the CANEL outside

about

entirely

$1,8 million--by

contract
for

work costing

price

of $4,153,400.

$2,7 million

to other

Davison

Company which provided

oil

building:;

pier,

at a cost

subcontracted
Inc.,

for

a river

the necessary

$365,548.

specifications

pump house,

of about

for

electrical

the outside

a subcontract
for

Davison

outside

Lane subcon-

firms.

Included
with

the

the construction

and certain

$645,000.

Subsequently,

and the

of roads and certain

work was work under

a fuel

al-

the Lane Construction

in the subcontracted
Construction

sub-

by the sub-subcontractor.

the construction
fixed

The

and profit

to the prime contractor

(No. 't536) with

about

negotiat-

and in turn

of overhead

work done principally

electri-

prime contract.

subcontracted

in a pyramiding

at a negotiated

tracted

for

to an existing

over $237,000

The original

utilities

provided

of

miscellaneous
in turn

sub-

work to John J. Reilly,
upon completion

electrical

distribution

of the plans
system,

and

the Corps of Engineers
stantial

contract

was aware that

provided

for

modifications

this

work by negotiating

solely

with

the work was to be almost

I,:lne althoug'h

entirely

subthe Corps

undertaken

by a

sub-subcontractor

and was considerably
beyond -the scope of the
.
work included
in Lane's original
contract.
Further,

electrical

the time of the initial
outside

electrical

negotiations

distribution

ready had prime contracts
for

other

projects

in whole or in part

ship,

construction

for

tem, which cost
modifications

sive

for

the Lane-Davison-Reilly

under a subcontract

On these modifications

electrical

job costs1

of which all
to other

to Davison.

Davison's

Lane received

sys-

The two largest

subcontracts

Reilly,

contract,

distribution

Lane's

$1.4. million,

for
except

firms,'almost
costs

(exclu-

by the two modifications

of which about
with

Davison

relation-

$1.8 million.

the work covered

were about $1.3 million,
costs

under

of which was subcontracted
of overhead)

to Lane% original

of the outside

costs

with

al-

at CAKEL.

were about

$2,300 represented

$5.5 million

about $1.6 million.

the two modifications

all

about

the Government about

totaled

of the

the Corps of Engineers

50 modifications

involving

the construction

system,

totaling

construction

There were about

for

at

$1.2 million

represented

the electrical

contractor.

overhead

and profit

allowances

1Job costs represent
all costs except (1) indirect
construction
costs (i.e.,
supervision
and engineering),
(2) operating
costs
(3) general adminbonuses and project
office
salaries),and
( i.e.,
istrative
costs w’nic’n cannot be assigned directly
to a specific
modification.

of

about

$154,200

Reilly,

and Davison

about

$53,100

a.pplicable

subcontracted
tions

the

We noted

that,on

tiated

head

contrast,

the

where
that

where

two tiers
any benefits

with

the

costs

cations

under

outside

electrical
about

ance

applicable

vison

distribution

$163,000

and Reilly

to work

and about

entirely

subcontracted,

prime

relating
system

the

over-

on the

of

the

work.

overhead
the

involved.

sub-

work

In

and profit

Lane

contract

We do not.believe

in

effect,

two

primarily

necessarily

commensurate

applicable

arrangement,

to all

to construction
totaled

Lane I s overhead

prime

performed

a contractual

about

modifiof

$237,000,

and profit

and sub-subcontracted
represented

with

was involved

cost

on such

nego-

million,

contractors

under

were

$74,000

work.

$2.5

electrical

subcontracted

15’ per-

about

maintaining,

represented

about

totaling

allowances

Lane contract

modif ica-

of Engineers

were

involved

and profit

the

the

I.#-percent

sub-subcontractor

The overhead

which

for

the work

and sub-subcontracted

and Davison

from

providing

increased

$213,300--or

estimated

subcontracting

to

two largest

subcontracting

of about

derived

by an electrical

of

of

Corps

to the

of the

by Lane

of

for

almost

one tier

equivalent

the

about

where

paid

9 percent

w&s received

contractors

work

allowance

work
about

markup

for

and profit

averaged

under

modifications,

allowances

applicable

subcontracted

and

by Reilly.

allowances
\

contracts

by Davison

and profit

performed

totaled

the

other

contractors

contracted

and profit

of

substantial

prime

to work

Lane contract
amount

performed

overhead

and sub-subcontrac-&d

to the
of

to work

received

overhead

Thus,

cent

applicable

Davison’s

the
of
allowto Da-

overhead

and

profit

allowances

applicable

to

Lane had received

the

the

Mark

sub-subcontracted

to

Reilly.
Although
other

portions

Lane would
the

of

have

outside

not

costing

basis

appear

to

prime

the

specialize

was apparently

aware

providing

for

work

electrical

9 therefore,

lieve

overhead

that

and profit

subcontractor
could

have

been avoided

had the
from

Corps

firms

able

struction

services

or

(2)

at

the

involved

in

the

successive

tiers

since

the

Corps

had concurrent

to

least

ha.ve been

arrangements

for

the

the

prime

in

contractor

and

sub-subcontractor

provide

(1)
the

steps

contracts

of

We be-

$237,000

obtained
required

to eliminate

subcontracting,

prime

9 Lane
Corps

of Engineers

taken

se-

and the

of

by the

to

under-

subcontracting.

portion

done

of

electrical

Furthermore

prior

accruing

that

was a large

of work

Lane’s

belteve

construction

should

type

a substantial

principally

proposals

million,

by successive

work

competitive

this

certain

The outside

proposals.

of

allowances

for

for

contractor

in

Engineers

contractor

$1.8

of competitive

for

we do not

system.

about

that

contract

work,

-’

distribution

system,

on the

uti.lity

had to be the

9 and we believe

lected
did

outside

electrical

distribution
taking

the

basic

conone of

particularly

with

both

Lane and

Davison.
By memorandum
Secretary

of

the

stated

that

tified

by the

work

been

the

dated

Army (Logistics)
methods

urgency

awarded

September

of

in

contracting

of the

as the

6,

result

project
of

1962,

the

commenting
employed
and that,

competition,

Deputy

Assistant

on this

matter

at

CANEL were

had the
the

follow-on

completion

jus-

dates

essential

to

spect

to the

pyramiding

of

the

side

electrical
with

and profit

program
of

Lane,

to

supplement

the

with

under

he stated
in

the

and that

that
of

With

on the

construction

that

in

contract

first

of

negotiating

of

outoverhead

supplemental
the

to Davison

pyramiding

re-

for

pyramiding

the

was allowed

the

been met.

the

the

award

but

Lane no markup

have

and profit

system

Lane contract

by Reilly

not

overhead

was recognized

agreement

would

distribution

utilities

formed

the

for

overhead

second
work

per-

and profit

was

eliminated.
Our review
miding

of

plemental

overhead

allowed

allowance

to the

gotiated

for

markup

to

formed

by Reilly.

distributed

prime

Davison,

the

to the

did

by Reilly

contractor

allow

but

allowed

and profit

allowance

negotiated

for

work

this

to the

were

almost

markup

to Davison

prime

of

about

contractor

to be done by Davison.

and

profit
ne-

a 15’-percent
the

amounts

modification

to

by the

amount

for

second

spe-

allowance

total

of about

the

sup-

of Engineers

overhead

on the

pyra-

second

to be performed

(Lane)

equivalent

the

modification

and profit

modification

the

a specific
the

Corps

a lo-percent

contractors

Under

first

and subcontractor

various

not

work

equivalent

contractor

negotiated.,

the

and (2)

Under

the

that

on the

the

overhead

for

or the

prime

Under

a s-percent

(Reilly)

showed

eliminated

contract,

(Davison)

sub-subcontractor

Corps

(modification).

(1)

subcontractor

records

was not

to Lane f s original

cifically

amounts

contractorfs

and profit

agreement

($698,000)

the

of the

work

subsequently

identical

to

(3895,000)
on work

In the

total

the

the

performed

a 13-percent
on the

per-

overhead
amount

subsequent

distribution
tion,
the

to

Reilly,
amount

by the

contractor

about

the
first

same markups

the

profit

allowance
the

in the
for

the

had been

to

prime

modification

essen-

allowed

the

work

and a lo-percent
contractor

shown as neand sub-

overhead
for

than

contractor

specifically

(Davison)
(Reilly)

the

second

less

subcontractor

amount

prime

modifica-

$3,000

and the
the

a s-percent

subcontractor

sub-subcontractor

It

that

the

second

about

Corps

the

under

(i.e.,

by the

paid

by the

received

the

received

As a result,

modification
to

under

$26,700 -. more than

Corps.

actually

lowance

contractors

sub-subcontractor

received

gotiated

the

the

various

shown as negotiated

(Davison)

tially

the

(Lane)

under

and profit

al-

to be performed
overhead

on the

and

total

amount

whether,

as

subcontractor.
appears,

first

therefore,

modification,

subcontractor

higher-than-normal
subsequently

to make little
a specific

or whether,
markup

passes

is

a portion

markup

as in

provided
of the

difference

to

the
the

markup

is

explicitly

second
prime
to

the

provided

modification,
contractor
subcontractor.

a
who

The formal

monthly

from GE during
meaningful
lated

detailed

reports

basis.

taken to correct
The Air

year.

forth

ties
year.

this

period
costs

During

evaluation
incurred

the funding

by GE for
costs

GE submitted

fiscal

level

of this

costs

for

monthly

Air Force and AEC costs,
and actual

a meaningful

projects.

could

not be re-

GE with

on a
was

program guidance

and program objectives
guidance,

GE submitted

administrative

the coming

annual

program

the planned

reports
cost budget

set-

for

work to be done during

monthly

reports
detni.led

evaluation

showed estimated

work classes;

example,

administrative

administrative

did not provide

program proposals

GE's monthly

major

activi-

the coming
showing actual
report

showir-g

AEC costs.

cost budget

for

not be made from

1959 and 1960 action

years

and a monthly

The program proposals,
AEC monthly

out by GE.

because they were not reported

to the Air Force and AEC containing

the budgeted

carried

collld

AEC's actual

Force and AEC furnished

and estimated

to permit

being

these deficiencies.

On the basis

proposals

projects

monthly

to the estimated

comparable

ting

experimental

of the costs

during

F~thermore,

the l.1.r Force and AEC obtained

1956, -' 1957, and 1958 did not contain
cost data because the costs could not be re-

an effective

the formal

that

years

to the various

As a result,

lated

fiscal

report:;

shield
reports

costs

reports,
sufficient

of costs.

and the
detail

GE's annual

by broad AEC and Air

development

Force

and turbomachinery.

and AEC's monthly

cost budget

reports

showed A.ECVs actual

and development,

fuel

fabrication--none
work

classes.

ries

which

of which

generally

posals

O The cost

monthly

reports,

applicable

major

timated
the

specific

ally,

on a product

reporting
This

class

that

costs

Transfer

Reactor

projects,

compared

The product

reported

work under

and

actual

and es-

classification

on a comparable
was applicable

one product

1959, AEC issued

classifications

revision

and

basis.

Gener -

to several

was spread

the

Air

for

fiscal

years

for

a more detailed
by work

down to

for

Changes
Force

a revision

which

provided

each month.

mating

than

not

of

to by GE as a llproductStf

reports

basis.

and

products

over

several

classes.
In June

sis

cost

tYe gro-

of detail

Such specific

9 are referred

one work

and ) conversely,
work

Heat

costs

>;ork under

degree

example,

GE prepared

were

the

projects;

system.

in

the
catego-

proposals

evaluation

thereof

classes

annual

provide

for

in

breakdown

detailed

that

work

not

the

to

reported

an adequately

and XMA propulsion

subdivisions

We noted

for

did

were

class

shown in

and reactor

be related

costs

the work

categorees

categories--research

operations,

specifically

actual

therefore,

to

Experiments

could

Force

main

test

followed

needed

in four

fabrication,

The Air

information

costs

1960 and 1961,

classes.

show estimated

The costs
of

in

in
the

specific

1,

and

1959.

on a product
procedure

GE work
this

by products
of the

budget

July

the

In general,

breakdown

costs

formal

and reporting

made also

and AEC costs

cost

its

became effective

budgeting
were

to

for

program
system

or objectives

Froducts
segments

were
of

also

baesti-

proposal
provided
rather
broken

each product*

Although

the projects

were reviewed
we believe

under AECls normal procedures,
tail

cost data should

monthly

reports

in detail
that

have been required

during

fiscal

every

6 months

more meaningful

de-

from GE in the formal

1956, 1957, and 1958.

years

OTKERDEFICIENCIES IN OPERATIONSUNDERCONTRACT
WITH THE GENERALELECTRIC COMPANY
Cur review

of the activities

ciencies

in property

internal

audits

disclosed
Air

also

management and a need for

performed
that

by the Air

at the time of our review.

ciencies

during

1. Ineffective
effective

plant,

equipment

items

of unlocated

after

it

or misplaced.
noted certain
accountability--(a)
subcontractors

equipment

by the fact

(a) most of the

without

to determine

that

the physlcal

controls,

to locate

auditors

had

to ineffective

was sometimes furnished

adequate

in-

they were missing

the GE internal

contributed

ac-

the number and

and (c) GE did not try

been determined

that

at the

on the equipment

many months after

to our review

property

that

designated

had been completed,

deficiencies

had

did not maintain

Government-owned

items until

Prior

action

A summary of the defi-

accountability--GE

(b) GE was unable

had finally

corrective

follows.

at the locations

records,

counts

for

as evidenced

was not

countability

ventory

equipment

accountability

Evendale

value

our review

had been commented on in

however,

not been taken
noted

in the

to the AEC and

deficiencies
reports;

improvement

were charged

Certain
audit

ineffi-

Our review

costs

AEC internal

certain

Force and AEC.

unallowable

Force contracts.

previous

of GE disclosed

property

to vendors

(b) procedures

for

the

and

movement of property
not adhered
for

use and was loaned

GE departments
GE's records
worth

and those

and (c) Government property

to,

personal

were inadequate

without

also

provision-for

showed that

it

of Government-owned

was loaned

were

to employees

to other

companies

return.

As of May 31, 1960,

was accountable
equipment

in existence

for

for

about

and other

$22 million

use in the ANP program

at

Evendale.
2. Physical
one complete
plant

inventories

physical

inventory

from the inception

(from 1951 to January
September 1957.
tory

on hand it

units

items within

from commercial

AEC-financed

in the ANP program
inventory

showed that

the general

units

outside
plant

stores

in

inven-

storerooms--the

various

had accumulated

general

op-

stores

in excess of needs.

for

use at its

items were available
stock

was taken

about $5'63,000.

purchases --GE purchased

sources

only

at the Evendale

The physical

of stores

at the Evendale
their

these

1960).

had taken

stores

the end of May 1960 totaled

4. Uneconomical

though

of general

of GE's participation

GE's records

3. &cumulation
erating

not taken regularly--GE

located

materials

and supplies

Idaho Test Station,

at equal

in the central

or

less

stores

even

cost from the
warehouse

near the

Idaho Test Station.
5. Deficiencies
did not maintain
cial

stores

dures for
deficient.

in accountability
records

inventories
issuing,

for

certain

inventories--GE

showing the cost of spare parts
at the Idaho Test Station,

receiving,

and inventorying

and spe-

and the proce-

of these

items

were

6.

Divided

internal

responsibility
divided
the

for

between

Internal

coverage

audits

AEC internal
controls

(c)

and-(d)

individual
Evendale

and the

correct

practice

costs

costs
Force

for

the

at

of

and comprehensive

find-

as long

as 4 years,

lack

financial

of

at

locations

AEC instructions

at Evendale
automotive
of issuing

audit

various

following

and at

liability

the

GE did

value,
not

in

Idaho

insurance

an excessive

a low dollar

Station.

records

that

all

costs
were

on the

Government

did

1951 and

Air

and AEC internal

the

scope

on internal

on (a)
stored

having

Test

As a result,
fell

combined

was

number
both

take

of

at

prompt

action

deficiencies,

charged

contracts.

9.

bills

GE’s

costs --between

including

taken

need for

excessive

Accounting

Department

the

orders

Department

effective

some instances

on property

Idaho

these

not

material

GE’s

purchase

for

had commented

depreciation

coverage,

Air

and in

(b)

Propulsion

audit

at Evendale.

years,

plant,

Station,

such

provide

action

stores-type

for

computing

the

not

internal

and AEC, and the

corrective

auditors

the Evendale

able

Force

did

several

8.

Nuclear

of GE’s ANP activities

ings--for

to

responsibility--the

GE1 s Aircraft

the Air

7. Prompt

Test

audit

audit

transportation

not

segregate
GE’s Aircraft

1960,

to

the
Force

of

of

and AEC.

auditors

Force

unallowable

burden

contracts,

out

years
this

utilized--certain

Government-owned

terms

and disallowing

several

had pointed
not

Propulsion

by the

finding
For

and unallow-

Nuclear

the AEC and Air

specifically

services

allowable

the

deficiency.
commercial

property

were

of

audited

by a commercial

service

was available

brought

this

matter

cials,

they

directed

audit

service

eral

Accounting

suspend

clad

until

after

amount
December
were

Improper

For
contract

mitments
year

for

1960.

been followed
tractor

for

example,

ABC, Air

that

in

we

offi-

commercial
to

take

the

for

computing

fixed

certain

contract

operation

work,

Gen-

believe
the

fixed

the

work.

planned
that
fee

we discussed

and contractor

such

but

similar

it

was not

1958 over
the

fee--the

the

work

in

that

Air

that
the

$640,000

in

Force

was based

end of
fixed

such
fees

pedur-

of outstanding

to be done until
a procedure
earned

deficiencies

officials.

an un-

situations.

at

was not

the

of

procedures

to $9 mill,ion

was not

action

Office

November

periods

commitments
about

timely

GE terminated

of

that

Force,

not

the

recurrence

work

review

the

Propulsion

the

1959 applicable

our

of

1959, ANPO initiated

year

because

nuclear

concern

GE was paid

We do not

the

to cancel

outstanding

had completed
During

ate

fee

did

Nuclear

on ceramics

method

After

Force

bills

--GE

to

deep

In January

on estimated

riods.

project

1958

to prevent

the use

same audit

Office.

of AEC and Air

The Aircraft
July

the

Accounting

transportation

relating

spent

GE a fixed

partly

work

though

audit.

suspending

GE in

intended

paid

the

for

reactor.

1958..

11.

ing

in

effort

General

attention

ANPO expressed

of

even

GE to disc,ontinue

Office

advised

service

the

to the

certain

ceramic

(AWO)

from

and to forward

10. Delay
to

audit

com-

contract

should
until

with

have
the

con-

appropri-

They generally

agreed

with,

our

findings.

cials,

we noted

that

rected

or plans

had been made to

After

a number

of

our

discussions

with

the

deficiencies

were

take

corrective

action.

these
being

officor-

OTHER DEFICIENCIES
IN OPERATIONS
UNDER CONTRACT WITH PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Our review
financial

of

the

activities

and quantity

tories,

and a lack

nancial

reports

commented

on in

controls

of formal

AEC internal

summary

of the

deficiencZes

it

had operated

an AEC contract

materials

and-supplies

$4.5

not

of materials

and under

million.

the

taken

under
since

inventory

at

After

we brought

1958.

ords
readily

review.

A

to the

since

1951

in

of the

errors

the

July

attention

inventory
errors

of the

1957,

was about
errors

the

take

July

value

1958,

of certain
that

not

about

contract

errors

and extent

accountabilitv

and supplies

3.

cor-

of
bal-

continued

to

had been

reduced,

Inadequate

counting

AEC found

incidence

31,

these

as of December

terials

fi.-

however,

did

until

and substantial

ances

2.

of our

Force

July

AEC made a review

substantially

the

had been

The estimated

AEC officials,

the

the

inven-

support

regularly--P&W

1953.

numerous

however,

time

an Air

local

exist;

to

reports;

and supplies

We noted

1957 inventory.

at

and supplies

deficiencies

audit

in

follows.

inventories

inventory

even though

been taken

weakness

records

Certain

previous
had not

materials

accounting

by P&W.

action

physical

over

prepared

rective

1, Physic&

of P&W disclosed

inventories

for

inventories--the

was not

shown in

value
the

formal

of maac-

records.
Stock

cards

records

were

accessible

accessible

located
to

in
all

the

to warehouse
central

warehouse

stores
employees.

employees--stock
warehouse

rec-

and were

4.

Improper

handling

rials

and supplies,

for.

Moreover,

receiving

although

the

were

for

could

prenumbered,

many requisitions

not

not

signed

mate-

be accounted

by the

employees

stock.

5.. Absence

of written

have written

procedures

inventories,

nor

ceipt,

of requisitions--requisitions

for

storage,

procedures

for

or instructions
the

inventories:-P&W
relating

warehousing

functions

or recordkeeping

issuance,

to

did

the

relating
of materials

not’

taking

of

to

re-

the

and sup-

plies.
6. Accumulation
terials

of

and supplies

items

that

stated

were

that

partially

change

accumulation

of
the

to

the

records
informal

to

sheets

8. Prompt
ings--for
mented

on (a)

the

excess

of foreseeable

lack

program.

subsidiary
reports,

years

the

need for

not

taken

AEC internal
certain

formal

but

for

not

ledgers,

and memorandum-type
action

did

was
that

from

a

a specific

maintain
or other

instead

AEC

but

resulted

research

records--P&W

many

items

control

material

ma-

needs.

and obsolete

of financial

excess

included

and development

financial

corrective

several

31, 1958,

research

ledger,
the

inventories--the

at July

of the

accounting

support

work

the

from

general

and obsolete

of excessive

to a basic

7. Inadequate
posted

bulk

program

of reactor

rently

or in

attributable

in

type

inventory

obsolete

the

accumulation

excessive

used

a curformal
many

records.
on internal
audit

reports

accounting

audit

find-

had comrecords,

(b)

the lack

of written

procedures

and (c)

the absence

of financial

Prompt action,

however,

relating

to the inventory

controls

function,

over inventories.

had not been taken

to correct

these defi-

ciencies.
During

our review

ate contractor
Aircraft
ings,

officials

Reactors
After

we discussed
and with

Area Office,

our discussions

made to take corrective
We advised
Office

had been taken
have complete

appropri-'

agreed with

officials,

were being

our find-

we noted

corrected

or plans

that
had been

action.

the Manager,

Lockland

(LAROO), of our findings

LAROO replied

ties

who generally
these

with

of the AEC Hartford

officials

with

a number of the deficiencies

the deficiencies

in a letter

on September 6, 1960,
on certain

deficiencies

responsibility

for

under the AKP program.

Aircraft

that

Reactors
dated July

further
but stated

the administration

LAROO stated

Operations

further,

22, 1960.

corrective
that

action

AEC did not

of P&W activiin part:

"The Pratt & Whitney organization,
as you know,
and has been primarily
devoted to production
of
craft engines and accordingly
does the majority
total business with the Department of Defense.
contractor
should be and is, in fact,
thoroughly
in the matter of operating
under DOD administrative
dures.

is now
air-

of its
Thus, the
versed
proce-

"Therefore,
when P&WA [P&W] was requested to perform research work on the ANP Program for the U.S. Air Force in
May of 1951, the applicable
procedures required-by
the
DOD had already been made known to P&WA, and this DOD influence was carried
over to the USAF operating
contract
which became effective
in May 1951.
In early years,
P&WA's work on the ANP Program was confined
solely to the
USAF cost-type
operating
contract,
and in contract
years
1951, 1952 and 1953 the following
amounts were expended
respectively:
$0.3, $1.0 and $1.9 million
- or accumulatively
through contract
year 1953, $3.2 million.
It was

not until
May 1953 that the REC contract
became effective
and the AEC, in Fiscal Year 1953 expended only $13,000.
This ini'luence
on the part of the DOD remained until
October 1957 when the original
USAF operxtl.ng contract
was
terminated.
"1 would also like to point out that P&WA is not an integrated contractor
since they use their own funds to finance operations.
Accordingly,
they are not necessarily
required
in all cases to follow the procedures
which the
Commission has prescribed
for its integrated
contractorss
We do, however, consider them as an integrated
contractor
for many purposes on an administrative
basis and have
made significant
accomplishments
in this respect."

SCOPE OF REVXWWe examined
relating
jor

into

to the

engaged

amination

of

and other

pertinent

Department

the

major

program,,

reports,

of Defense,

activities

of

Our review
contracts,

which

were

Air

Force,

the

were

by ANPO personnel.
review

incomplete

the

included

the

ma-

an ex-

negotiation

made available

under
staff

from
to the

cials

advised
files

the

files,

to us by

Navy7 AEC, ANPO ) and

work.

Without

files,

we could
matter

us that

the

such
program

any compelling

reason

ination

files

the

the

for

to us after

informed

that

examination

and that

of

data

our

subject

because

made available

We were

was to remove

vance

ever,

the

documents

ANPO files

ANP program

the

in

selected

and procedures

contractors.

Certain

removed

policies,

and into

correspondence,

the

this

organization,

ANP program

contractors

viewed

the

did

not

as well

not

were

had been
doing

necessary

so,

pertain

of

the

establish

audit.

aforementioned

the

as data

knowledge

of our

files

that

to
that

the

of
manned

represented

specific

data
it

Subsequently,

for

canceled,

and in
not

our

AEC offi-

review.
the

consider

thus

had rele-

had been restored

available

we did

re-

purpose

whether

data

being

How-

absence
our

to

of

reexam-

or practicable.’

‘Since
April
1962, it has been AEC’s written
policy
that,
where
documents
are removed from official
files
prior
to review
by GAO,
a listing
shall
be prepared
and an appropriate
explanation
of the
reasons
for withdrawing
each document shall
be incorporated
therein.
At the same time 9 AX! noted that
the President
of the
United
States
has reserved
to himself
the authority
to invoke
executive
privilege
and tltat n<) GAO recluest
wi 11 be declined
on ths
basis of executive
privilege
unkss
a de teramination
to assert
privilege
has been made by the President.

We discussed

matters

AEC, Navy, and contractor
basis,

tests,

and determining

consideration

was given

Force and AEC internal

Maryland,

was conducted

and at the sites

craft

Electric

necticut;
Fort Worth,
Corporation,
Oak Ridge,
Idaho Falls,

Texas;

at ANPO Headquarters,

Nuclear

Division

Propulsion

Marietta,
Idaho;

Ohio;

Aircraft

of our

by the Air

Georgia;

and the Wright

of the GenAir-

Middletown,

Con-

Dynamics Corporation,
of the Lockheed Aircraft

the Oak Ridge National

the AEC National

Research and Development

engaged in the

& Whitney

Corporation,

Division

Germantown,

Department

the Pratt

of the General

the Georgia

Tennessee;

In per-

and extent

to the work performed

Force,

on a test

of the ANP program.

of the major contractors

of the United

Convair

Air

examined,

the nature

Company, Evendale,

Division

with

auditors.

ANP program-- the Aircraft
eral

We also

to the costs

our review

Our review

to our review

officials.

the data relating

forming

pertinent

Reactor

Testing

Air Development

Command, Dayton,

Ohio.

Laboratory,
Station,

Division,

Air
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APPIQIDIX I
ITISTORY OF
ETAKNED
ATRCRAFT MIJCLFARPROPULSIONPROGRAK
INTRODUCTION
This history
is organized mainly in a chronological
order and
shows the various periods during which the ANP program was on a
Cecause the program reorientations
generally
particular
objective.
contractor
under
had the most immediate impact on GE, the largest
considered
the activities
of GE in our
the program, we primarily
organization
of the history.
A major reorientation
required many months of consideration
and planning,
both by the Government and by the contractors,
from
the time that initial
consideration
was given to a program change
until
the reoriented
program was in full
operation
at the contractor level.
Moreover, the changeover of the contractors'
actual operations
was not an overnight
transition,
but rather a phasing out
of the old program and a phasing in of the new program.
Generally,
the dates identified
with the various periods were the approximate
dates when a decision was reached to reorient
the program.
We included in the history
only those events that we considered to be the most important
on the basis of the material
available, together with other pertinent
information
considered
necessary for an understanding
of the history.
FEASIBILITY

STUDIES--1946-Q

During this period (1946-51) the Air Force, with AEC support,
carried out studies on the feasibility
of using nuclear energy for
the propulsion
of aircraft.
Initiation

of feasibility

studies

The use of nuclear fuels for the propulsion
of aircraft
was
visualized
during World War II, but the matter was not pursued because of the urgent need for development of the atomic bomb.
After World War II, several industrial
firms selected
the
Fairchild
Engine and Airplane Corporation
(Fairchild)
to act as
manager of the industrial
firms'
efforts
in the aircraft
nuclear
propulsion
field.
In May 1946, the Army Air Force awarded Fairchild a contract
thereby starting
the Nuclear Energy for the Propulsion of Aircraft
(NEPA) project.
The purpose of the project
was
to explore the feasibility
of using nuclear energy as a means of
propelling
aircraft
of combat operational
usage.
During September
1946 the project
moved from New York City to Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
where it remained until
termination
in 1951.

APPENDIX I

Lexington

review

group

The Research and Development Board1 requested AEC in December
1947 to review all work in th>p field of nuclear power for aircraft
propulsion
and to establish
and carry out a single unified
program
with direct
participation
by the interested
Armed Forces and scAEC engaged the Massachusetts
Institute
of
lected contractors.
The
resultant
Lexington
Report,
isTechnology to make the review.
sued in September 1948, concluded that, although success could not
there was a strong probability
that some version
of
be guaranteed,
nuclear-powered
flight
could be achieved if adequate resources and
The report reccompetent manpower were put into the development.
ommended that, if it was decided as a national
policy
that the high
fissionable
material,
and
money
could
cost in technical
manpower,
be justified,
a strong development program on nuclear-powered
flight
should be undertaken.
AEC requested

decision

from DOD

In view of the Lexington Report, AEC in a letter
to the Military Liaison Committee in December 1948 requested a decision.
The
request concerned DOD's views on the military
worth of nuclearpowered aircraft
and the urgency with which DOD regarded the proposed development program.
In December 1950, AEC again requested a decision
partment of Defense.
AEC stated that such a decision
made as early as it was practicable
to do so.
Joint Chiefs of Staff
military
requirement

from the Deshould be

established

On March 13, 1951, AEC received a reply to its December 1948
and December 1950 inquiries
concerning
the level of effort
that
AEC was advised that the
could be justified
on the ANP program.
Joint Chiefs of Staff had determined that a military
requirement
existed for the construction
of an aircraft
nuclear power plant,
with priority
for its accomplishment
to be after any reactor
projects primarily
concerned with the production
of fissionable
materials.

1The Board was established
within thf: DOD by the National
Security
Act of 1947 (5 U.S,C. 171) to prepare a complete and integrated
program of research and development for military
purposes.
The
Board was abolished
and its furlctions
were vested in the Secretary
of Defense by Reorganization
Plan 6 of 195'3 (50 U.S.C. 402).
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Other

activities

between 19lt6 and 195'1.

In the fall of 1949, AEC initiated
work at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory
(ORNL) operated by the Union Carbide Nuclear Company to provide technical
support to existing
Air Force endeavors
in the field
of aircraft
nuclear propulsion.
In the summer of
1950, ORAL was given responsibility
for the Aircraft
Reactor Experiment (ARE) from which it was anticipated
valuable
experience
and other information
would be forthcoming
to support development
and construction
of an acceptable
aircraft
reactor.
In December 1950 the Research and Development
mended that the first
objective
of the ANP program
ment of a nuclear propulsion
system for installation
aircraft
by 1956 or 1957.

Board recombe the developin a subsonic

The feasibility
studies ended at Oak Ridge with the terminatlon of the Air Force contract
with Fairchild
in April 1951.
The
total cost of the IVEPAproject
was about $21 million.
The principal conclusion
resulting
from the project
was ttirit nuclear propulsion of aircraft
was technically
feasible.
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As feasibility
program

knoml

started

by the

Award

of ma jcr

studies
the Aircraft
award of Air

as

at

Oak Ridge were being phased out,
Nuclear
I-‘rop:~lsion
program was
Force and AEC contracts.

I

the

cq~tracts

The Air Force in February
1951 awarded Convair
a contract
POP
work rela%ing
to the modification
of a Convair
B-36 type of airplane,
and the Air Force and. AEC each awarded contracts
to GE in
for work on a propulsion
system,
March and June 1351, respectively,
By November 195'1, GE estimated
that i-t could deliver
the first
power plant
to Conv-air in about May 1956 at a cost of about
$188 million,
In February
1951, the Air Force awarded Lockheed a contract
-that provided
for design
of a series
of airframes
and certain
other
work.
The Air Force entered
into a contract
with P&i in May 1951
if P&W refor work related
to the supercritical
water reactor.
quested
AEC’ s support
in the ANP activities
at P&W in February
1952, but AEC did no-t award a contract
to P&W until
liiay 1953 because agreemcn-t could not be reached
on certain
terms in the contract.
Evaluation

of

sites

for

test

facili-ties

In February
1952 the Wright
Air Development
Center
(WADC) advised
the Air Research
and Development
Corarnand (ARDC> that sclectest base for the aircraft
nuclear
propulsion
proLion of a flight
gram had been under consideration
for some time and that a survey
had been made under the NEPA projectARDC was advised
also that,
at a meeting
in November 1951 between AEC and W.ADC representatives
9
it had been agreed that the AEC National
Reactor
Testing
Station
(NRTS) site and the Edwards Air Force base site would be evaluated
in a detailed
comparative
site
study to ascertain
-the suitability
of each f Light
test base.
ARDC was advised
further
that these
sites
were chosen on the basis
of the KEPA study and because they
provided
an access to a flight
corridor
suitable
for nuclear
flight
testing
D

1.
In this
type of propulsion
system,
heat is carried
from the reactor
by steam at supercritical
pressures
and temperatures,
Air
coming into the engine is heated by the steam and expanded through
a jet nozzle
to produce thrust*
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At the direction
of the Air Force, GE and Convair selected
a
contractor
to make a site study and master plan for a nuclearpowered aircraft
test facility,
including
an evaluation
of the two
proposed sites-- NRTS,Idaho, and the Edwards Air Force Base, California,
The contractor
received an Air Force contract
to do this
work and in January 1952 recommended that NRTS be selected
as the
GE engaged the same contractor
location
for the flight
test base.
to conduct a design basis study and to determine the most suitable
plot arrangement at NRTS for the ground test facilities.
FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION(X-6)
April 1952-May 1953

PROGRAM--

During this period (April
l952-May 1953) the major activity
was the X-6 program of which the major objective
was the flight
The X-6
testing
in late 1956 of an airplane
using nuclear power.
program included also the construction
of a shield test airplane
The convenwhich was to be flown by conventional
power sources.
tionally
powered aircraft
was a B-36H aircraft
modified to test an
The shield test airplane
was
airborne
test reactor and shield.‘
known also as the nuclear research airplane
and the nuclear test
The X-6 program was carried
out by GE and Convair.
airplane.
Air Force submits
to AEC

first

formal

program proposal

In April 1952 the Air Force submitted its first
formal program
proposal to AEC for consideration.
In summary, the principal
objective
of the proposal was -to cooperate with AEC in carrying
out a
program leading to flight
test of a nuclear propulsion
system in a
that
flying
test bed in the 1956-57 time period, with the condition
this target date was subject to change as technical
progress and
available
funds might dictate.
The proposal was prepared with the
help of AEC and certain
contractors
and was designed to be responsive to the recommendation.made
by the Research and Development
Board in December 1950.
(See p. 124.)
The proposal sought to fulfill
the military
requirement
established
by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff in :4arch 1951.
(See p. 123.)
In June 1952, AEC accepted
with reservations
the immediate objectives
of the ANP program.
AEC
stated that the initial
steps of the recommended program and general principles
of financing
the progra.m to meet these objectives
could be carried out with the understanding
that technical
progress
and availability
of funds might justify
changes from time to time.
Initiation
of major test site at the
AEC National Reactor Testing Station
During May 1952, AEC approved the use of a part of NRTS by the
Air Force as a flight
test base.
During the r'ollowing
month AEC
advised the Air Force of its decision
and stated that it was then
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proceeding with plans for construction
of a ground test facility
NRTS under the assumption that it would later be integrated
with
the flight
test facility
under mutually agreeable c0nditions.l

a

The Air Force and AEC agreed that the Air Force would be responsible
for financing
and operating
the flight
test facilities
and that AEC would be responsible
for financing
and operating
the
ground test facilities.
Major

cutback

in ANP program

During April and May 1953, a major cutback in the ANP program
occurred.
Major events leading up to the cutback included
(1) the
recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board* in March 1953 that the ANP program be cut back by
50 percent on grounds that activities
were unwarranted
by state
of
the art and the rate of progress,
(2) the request of the Executive
Office of the President
that the Secretary
of Defense, cooperating
with AEC, submit to the National
Security
Council not Later than
April 20, 195'3, a definitive
program for realizing
additional
reductions
in DOD expenditures
for fiscal
years 1954 and 1955 in connection wi4h selected areas of atomic energy operations,
one of
which was a stretch-out
or postponement of the atomic energy propulsion program 'for airplanes,
and (3) the decision
of the National
Security
Council in April 1953 to eliminate,
as not required
from
the viewpoint
of national
security,
the existing
program for aircraft nuclear propulsion.
With
cil,
the
fore the
on Atomic

reference
to the decision
of the National
Security
CounChairman of the Military
Liaison Committee testified
bnSubcommittee on Reactor Development of the Joint Committee
Energy in May 1953 that:
It***

the military
requirements
have not been cancelled.
The only action that occurred was the budget
disapproval
of specific
projects
in these areas, on the
general premise that the program as presented did not

'In December 1958, AEC decided that neither
NRTS nor any other AEC
installation
could be used as a flight
test base.
(See p. 168,)
2The Scientific
Advisory Board is a consultant
body which advises
the Chief of Staff,
United States Air Force, on scientific
matters
pertaining
to current
research and technological
developments
and
makes future plans in areas related
to the fulfillment
of the Air
Force mission, with a special view toward future aircraft
weaponss
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meet the standards which had been established
by the Secretary
[of Defense].
*** The March 1951 Joint Chiefs'
requirement
for a nuclear powered aircraft
is still
valid."
In May 3.953 the Director
of Research and Development, Deputy
Chief of Staff,
Development, USAF, advised the Air Research and Development Command that (1) after a recent DOD review of the ANP
program, all fund requests for ANP in the fiscal
year .1954 budget
had been eliminated,
(2) it would be necessary to reorient
the AlYP
program immediately
so that it could be continued
through fiscal
in previous years, and
year 1954 with unexpended funds appropriated
(3) the Air Force expenditures
in fiscal
year 19% should be
GE was advised that, in
planned at approximately
$9.6 million.
planning the revised program, about $6 million
of AEC funds and
about $3 million
of Air Force funds should be assumed to be available each year for fiscal
years 195% through 1956.
During April and Nay 1953s GE was advised of a minimum development program for the GE-ANP project.
By this time, GE had fabricated most of the major components of a reactor
intended for use in
a ground test power plant.
Further development of this reactor
was
canceled.
Between April and June 1953, the Air Force canceled all work
on the nuclear-powered
(x-6) airplane
at Convair
and work on the
shield test airplane
slowed dobm. Convair continued
its efforts
at
solving shielding,
radiation
damage, airborne
instrumentation,
and
ground handling
problems.
Most of the design, procurement,
and
fabrication
of a Ground Test Reactor,
in connection
with the X-6
program, had been completed by Convair in 1952. A full-scale
nose
mock-up of the shield test airplane
was built
in 1952.
rially

It

appears that the cutback in the ANP program did not mateaffect
the work underway at P&W, OR>JL, and Lockheed.
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APPLIED RESEARCH.ANnCOMPOXENTDEVELOPMENT-May 1953-November 1954
The effect
of the reorientation
of the program in 1953 was the
postponement to an undetermined
time of ground and flight
testing
The
ANP
program
at GE
of an aircraft
nuclear propulsion
system.
was redirected
primarily
toward applied research and component development of an advanced direct
cycle reactor
concept based upon a
new configuration
and a more promising type of fuel elements.
Initial

active

participation

by the Navy

In May 1953 the Navy awarded study contracts
to seaplane
builders
and to reactor consultants
so that the significance
of developments in nuclear power for naval aircraft
design could be asactive effort
in the ANP program,
sessed.
This was Navy's first
although it had kept informed on the status of the program through
liaison
officers
and conferences
and had also transferred
$1.5 million to the Air Force in connection
with the NEPA project
which had
been carried out at Oak Ridge between 1946 and 1951.
In August 1953 the Navy advised AEC of its in';:erest in low reactor power for a subsonic seaplane and stated that its current
program was limited
to securing sufficient
data and analyses for
determining
further
scope and o3jectives
of a naval ANP program.
Air Force cited
nuclear-powered
The Air

urgent need for
aircraft

Force informed

AEC in December 1953 that:

Ii*** There is a highest priority
requirement
for an intercontinental
bomber capable of delivering,
with acceptable attrition
rates, any of our nuclear weapons on any
target from bases within our continental
limits.
Recent
studies performed by the Office for Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion indicate
that a nuclear propeller
aircraft
possibly can be built which may meet this requirement
by as
early as 1960, providing
the Air Force and the Atomic
Energy Commission place sufficient
priority
on the solution of the difficult
R&D [research
and development]
problems involved.'!
The Air Force urged AEC to take such steps as it deemed appropriate
to expedite the experimental
work upon which the development of
this means of aircraft
propulsion
might be based.
AEC replied
in February 1954 that it would, within the limits
of its resources and such funds as might be made available
within
over-all
program priorities,
continue to explore ways and means of
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meeting
requirements
for the ANP program as these requirements
became knobm in their
joint
and complimentary
programs
within
DOD.
The Air Force Counoill
in April
1954 unanimously
agreed that
the
Air Force pos%tion
on AMP must be that (1) there was an urgent
military
requirement
for the achievement
of an aircraft
nuclear
propulsion
operational
capability
at the earliest
possible
date and
(2) the Air I?orce would fully
support
development
programs
to
achieve
this
capability.
Work at P&W redirected
Because of the promising
as, t:c:cts of the circulating-fuel
reactor,z
work on the supercritical
water reactor3
at P&W was termiThe decision
for termination
followed
an analnated in June 195%.
ysis made by P&N, at the request
of the Air Force in March 195'3s
comparing
Che supercritical
water reactor
with the circulating-fuel
reactor
under study at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.
Sh0rtl.y
before
termination
of the work on the supercritical
water reactor
7 P&W1s primary
effort
had been devoted
to the
circulating-fuel
reactor a In July 195%, P&W assigned
employees
to
ORAL on a 1aan basis for work on the Aircraft
Reactor
Test (ART)
The ART was a GO-megawatt
circulating-fuel
reactor,
program.
Sixty
megawat.ts was about -the power required
for a;1 investigation
which had to be solved
and for discloof the engineering
problems
sure of the operating
characteristics
to be expected
of the higher
powered reactors
required
for high-altitude
supersonic
strategic
bombers.
Other activities
during
May 1953-November
19m

period

The Aircraft
Reactor
Experiment
at ORNL was operated
successfully
in Movember 1954.
The experiment
was completed
within
9 days
and represented
the first
known extraction
of power from a nuclear
reactor
at temperatures
in the range required
by turbojet
engines;
the results
represented
an important
achievement
in the development

'Advisory

body

to the

Air

Force

Chief

of

Staff.

21n the circulatfng-fuel
reactor,
heat from the reactor
is carried
to the engines
by a liquid
metal where the heat is transmitted
to
the air through
radiators.
The reactor
fuel
is in the form of a
liquid-metal
flu.oride
which circulates
through
the reactor,
Additlonal
thrust
may be obtained
by burning
chemical
fuel
Sn the engine*
3For

definition,

see footnote,

pS 125.,

I
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of nuclear
propulsion
systems for aircraft.
The total
cost of the
including
facilities
and equipment,
Aircraft
Reactor
Experiment,
was about $4 million.
The Ground Test Reactor
at Convair
had been placed
in operation and achieved
criticality--first
nuclear
chain reaction.
Convair had also designed
and built
another
reactor
known as the AirThis reactor
was similar
to the Ground
craft
Shield
Test Reactor.
Test Reactor
except
that it was designed
to operate
while
airborne.
The Aircraft
Shield
Test Reactor
was first
operated
on the ground
during
November 195%.
its

GE operated
first
critical

two engines
experiment.

on a common heat

source

and performed
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WEAPONSYSTEM1125-A PROGR@I-1956
November 19%December
The major objective
during this period was to fulfill
an official requirement
established
by the Air Force for a nuclear-powered
airplane
with supersonic
capability
for use in a weapon system.
Reorientation
The Air Force and AEC wrote to GE in November 1954, stating
that the objective
and priority
of the ANP program had been changed
in that there was considered to be an urgent need for an aircraft
nuclear propulsion
system which would increase the capability
of
the Air Force Strategic
Air Command to perform missions requiring
extended range or extreme endurance.
GE was requested to submit a
program leading to early experience
with reactors
suitable
for aircraft propulsion
through the ground prototype
stage.
Under the reoriented
program, GE decided that development of
the solid moderated reactor
should be given a high priority,
rather
than to develop simultaneously
both the solid and liquid
moderated
reactors.
Work on the liquid
moderated reactor was limited.
GE
stated that it recognized
that the engine used in the tests at the
AEC National Reactor Testing Station was not suitable
for flight
operations
and-that
an extensive
development effort
would be needed
to develop an engine needed for subsonic flight,
During this period of the Weapon System 125-A program
the Air
Force awarded Convair and Lockheed contracts
covering
stud!es and
investigations
for a nuclear-powered
strategic
bombardment weapon
system.
P&W continued work on'the circulating-fuel
reactor for the indirect
cycle,
to investigate
In November 1955, P&Wwas authorized
of using a solid-fuel
reactor
as a back-up effort
the feasibility
to the primary effort
which was concerned with the circulatingfuel reactor concept.

1 A weapon system comprises the equipment,
skills,
and techniques,
the composite of which forms an instrument
of combat.
The complete weapon system includes
all related
equipment, material,
services,
and personnel required
solely for the operation
of the
air vehicle,
or other major element of the system, so t‘nat the instrument of combat becomes a self-sufficient
unit of striking
polqer in its intended environment.
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Air Force established
requirement
for nuclear-powered
airplane
During March 1955 the Air Force issued General Operational
Repiloted
bomquirement?
(GOR) No. 81 to provide a nuclear-powered,
bardment weapon system (WS-125-A) capable of delivering
nuclear munitions
against any target in the world.
The primary mission for
this weapon system would be taking off from bases deep within the
continental
United States, proceeding
by circuitous
routes to a
target located anywhere in the world, bombing the target,
and reagain using circuitous
routes,
if
turning
to the base of departure,
desirable.
The GOR stated,
with reference
to speed, that (1)
cruise speed should not be less than Mach 0.9 unless significant
increases
in performance in the combat zone were to be attained
and
(2) maximum possible
supersonic
dash speed in the combat zone was
desired.
The GOR, with reference
to availability
stated that this
weapon system would be required
in opera-tional
un I ts during 1963.
Review group
received
A review group* in DOD, 'on the basis of information
during a 2-day trip to GE and the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory
and
during a meeting of the Technical
Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy
in March 1955, concluded that:
"Since the review of this project
about nine months
ago, sufficient
progress has been made that the objective
of achieving
practical
and useful flight
of a military
plane powered by nuclear energy, probably augmented by
chemical fuel during parts of the mission,
seems more
probable of attainment."

1For the Air Force, a GOR is a statement of the operational
characteristics
required
of a piece of equipment or a weapon system in
order that such a piece of equipment or such a system may be worthy of application
to one or more of the missions assigned to the
Air Force.
It is the basis for the expenditure
of funds and effort on a development program.
2Consisted of the R&D Technical
Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy and
the steering
group of the F&D Technical
Advisory Panel on Aeronautics.
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Navy established
requirement
for nuclear-powered
seaplane
In February 1955 the Navy issued Operational
Requirement1
No. CA-01503 for the development of multipurpose
land- and seabased aircraft
systems capable of attack,
reconnaissance,
and mining in all conditions
of weather against heavily
defended enemy sea
In April 1955 the Navy issued Development Characand land areas.
teristic
No. CA-01503-3 which provided the avenues of approach toFeatures,
ward the fulfillment
of the Operational
Requirement.
and capabilities
were established
in the Developcharacteristics,
ment Characteristic
as guides for the development of nuclearpowered seaplanes of high subsonic capability
for long-range
atThe system was to be considand reconnaissance.
tack, minelaying,
ered a complete weapon system.
The primary function
of the system
would be to attack on naval shore targets,
warships,
and shipping
with conventional
and special weapons.
The secondary function
F;ould be for purposes of mining and of forward-area
reconnaissance.
The Development Characteristic
stated that completion
of a prototype for evaluation
no later than 1961 was desired.
After an instruction
from the Secretary
of Navy in May 1955
that a vigorous program should be developed and pursued for the nuclear propulsion
of naval aircraft,
the Navy engaged several contractors
to make studies in relation
to the Developaent Characteristic
of April 1955.
Prospects

during

mid-1955

the ANP proIn June 1955, AEC and DOD agreed to accelerate
of testing
a prototype
propulsion
plant
gram, with the objective
about 1959.

in

The Ad Hoc Committee on Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
of the Air
Advisory Board,2 in a report issued in June 1955,
Force Scientific
stated that it believed that the technical
objectives
were in the
main attainable
although some relaxation
in the details
of the Air
Force General Operational
Requirement No. 81 would almost certainly

1For the Navy,
an operational
requirement
constitutes
the official
statement by the Chief of Naval Operations addressed to a lead Or
action bureau which outlines
in broad terms the operational
performance which should be attained
in a specific
weapon or support
system
to solve,
wholly or in part, an operational
problem stated
or implied in a system concept.
in operational
requirement
is derived from approved system concepts in the long-range
research and
development plan or from the demonstrated needs of the fleet.
2
For explanation,
see footnote
2, p. 127.

The Committee stated also.that
the proposed short debe required.
velopment period was highly desirable
and should be kept a:: an objective
but that it would be unrealistic
to rely on the actual
availability
of a nuclear-powered
Strategic
Air Command capability
that, in view of the planned
in 1964. The Committee stated further
overlapping
and dovetailing
of the various phases of development,
it seemed likely
that the proposed time scale might not actually
be
The Committee expressed
met, perhaps by as much as 3 to 5 years.
doubt whether the pIi:lnned schedules could be met for developing
the
reactor,
engine, and airframe
and pointed out that the time allowed
for flight
development probably was inadequate.
Construction
initiated
on the Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine Laboratory
To accommodate the ANP activities
at P&W in the accelerated
program, construction
of the Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine
Laboratory
(CANEL), Air Force Plant No. 62, was started
about September 1955.
Over 1,000 acres near Middletown,
Connecticut,
were
The total
cost of the facilities,
inacquired for the CANEL site.
cluding land, buildings,
and equipment, at June 30, 1961, was about
$68,000,000.
About $42,000,000
of those costs were incurred
by the
United States Army, Corps of Engineers,
acting as hhe construction
The remaining costs of about $26,000,000
agency for the Air Force.
were incurred
by'P&W under an Air Force contract
for additional
equipment and facilities
and under the AEC operating
contract.
Certain uneconomical
procurement and contracting
were adopted by the Corps of Engineers to accelerate
of the construction
of CANEL. (See pp. 87 to 95.)
Work initiated

on solid-fuel

practices
the completion

reactor

ABC authorized
P&W in November 195'5 to investigate
the feasibility
of using a solid-fuel
reactor1
as a back-up to the primary
effort
which was concerned with the circulating-fuel
reactor2
conThe
investigation
was
cept.
to be conducted in such a manner as to
minimize interruption
alld/or delay in any work pertinent
to the
work on a circulating-fuel
reactor.

1The solid-fuel
ploys a liquid
the air in the
clear fuel is
elements.
2For definition,

reactor,
as in the circulating-fuel
re-actor, emmetal which circulates
and transfers
its heat to
engine.
However, in the solid-fuel
reactor the nucontained in the reactor itself
in the form of solid
see footnote

2 p. 130.
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GE established

target

dates

In September 1955, GE established
target dates for the completion .of major program steps and advanced the engine development
The target dates called for the start of ground protoschedule.
type tests during the 6 months ended March 1959, the start of
flight
testing
during the 6 months ended December 1960, and the
production
of militarily
useful pbwer plants in'July
1963.
Prospects
that:

as of September 1955

In September 1955, AEC advised

the Military

Liaison

Committee

"We suggest that the GE and P&Wprojects
with their
variations
provide no more than the minimum acceptable
assurance of producing
a satisfactory
powerplant
for the nuclear powered strategic
bomber scheduled to become operational
in 1964."
TeaminP of propulsion
system
and airframe contractors
with
with

During October 1955, the two airframe
contractors
were teamed
the two propulsion
system contractors.
Convair was teamed
GE, and Lockheed was teamed with P&W.

Department of Defense disapproved
proposal by the Navy
During late 1955' and early 1956, a proposal by the Mavy for a
power plant development by a third contractor
was under considerato the
tion by DSD. This proposal for development was in addition
Air Force development efforts
at GE and P&W. In reply to a letter
in November 1955 from DOD on the subject of a third approach, AEC
advised DOD in March 1956 that AEC believed
it appropriate
to postpone discussions
on a third approach until
it could be determined
whether the Navy's requirement
for an aircraft
reactor could be met
from the existing
program without adversely
affecting
strategic
bomber power plant development.
At the request of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (F&D), a
group1 reviewed a proposal of a contractor
to develop an aircraft
nuclear power plant package.
In March 1956, the review group

1Steering
Group of the Technical Advisory Panel on Aeronautics,
with representation
Zrom the Technic;11 Advisory Panel on Atomic
Energy and the Aeronautical
'-'esearch and Development Facilities
Coordinating
Committee.
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recommended that the contractor's
proposal not be approved since it
was believed that separate development of a third engine-reactor
system was not justified
and that the Navy's attack seaplane requirement be assured of continued adequate support from the two existing
nuclear propulsion
projects.

The Assistant
in March 1956 that
the review group.
ing eliminated
the
the Navy
missions,
studies which would
power source.

Secretary
of Defense (R&D) advised the Navy
he was in agreement with the recommendations
of
The Chief of Naval Operations
stated that, havprospects
of a power plant tailored
for naval
found it necessary to continue aircraft
design
permit utilization
of the Weapon System 125-A

In July 1956, DOD impounded $7.4 million
of Navy ANP funds until such time as re.si.ew and reorientation
of the ANP program could
be accomplished.
Construction

of Georgia

Nuclear

Laboratory

initiated--

of a nuclear reIn August 1956 Lockheed began construction
known as the Georgia Nuclear Labcratory
(GNL),
search facility,
Air Force Plant No. 67. The facility,
however,
was reduced from
to a $14 million
facility
after the wS-125-A program
a $28 million
was canceled in December 1956.
Lockheed purchased and donated at
no cost to the Government about 10,000 acres near Dawsonville,
Georgia, for the facility.
The facility
was used for irradiating
and testing
aircraft
components and subsystems in the radiation
environment
anticipated
for nuclear-powered
aircraft
under operational
conditions.
P-respects

during

mid-l-

The Air Force Chief of Staff advised the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy that he believed
that there was a strong requirement
for nuclear-powered
aircraft
and expressed interest
in achieving
nuclear flight
at the earliest
practicable
date.
The Office of
Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion
advised the Joint Committee that the
ground test of a propulsion
system was possible
in about 1959 and
the first
flight
in about 1960.
GE estimated
that about $2.5 billion would be required
for a program leading to and including
delivery
of 120 nuclear power plants for the first
wing of 30 aircraft by 1964.
Department of Defense withdrew
impoundage of Navy funds

order

for

In December 1956 DOD advised the Navy that it had withdrawn
the impoundage order of July 1956 and that the funds could be
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requested through normal channels. 1 DOD stated that a review had
been made and that the present Navy studies were considered
a valANP program.
uable import to the over-all
Expansion of facilities
AEC National Reactor

at the
Testinp Station

The testing
facilities
at the AEC National
Reactor Testing
Station
(NRTS) were expanded during the time of the Weapon System
125-A program.
Construction
of a Flight Engine Test (FET) facility
at NRTS was authorized
in July 1955, and design of the FET facility
Construction
of the facility
started
was initiated
in March.1956.
in September 1957 and was essentially
completed by July 1959 at a
cost of about $8 million.,
but the facility
was not used.
Construction of ground test facilities
at. NRTS for the use of P&W was authorized
in May 1955.
Design work bn the facility
continued after
cancellation
of the weapon system program, but construction
was
never initiated.
The total
cost of the design work was about
$885,000,
Between February and August 1956, design work on a runway and related
facilities
at T\JRTSwas completed at a cost of about
$462,000, but the facilities
were not constructed.
Designs of
other facilities
at NRTS were also initiated
during the time that
the Weapon System 125-A program was in effect,
but the designs were
never used.
(See ppe 39 to 53d
.

Budgetary and technical
during late 19%

considerations

The Air Force Scientific
Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion

Advisory Board Nuclear Panel on USAF
Program stated in October 1956 that:

I'*** While the present state of the reactor
art is
encouraging,
it does not conclusively
demonstrate
that a
***
useful vehicle
can be built.
%

I

%

*

*

"We understand
that serious consideration
is being
given to decreasing
the size of the budget, primarily
by
eliminating
some of the long lead-time
items in the present plan.
This action would, of course, postpone the time
at which vehicles
could be available.
As we further
understand it, no reduction
in reactor effort
or other
efforts
essential
to determination
of the feasibility
of
d
1

Accordingly,
the Navy requ ested funds at various times during 1957
but received nothing until
after the Navy presented study plans
for the Princess program in '%cember 1957.
(See p a 148 and 149.)
Early in 1958 DOD released $_1.2 million
of the $7. t: million
for
this purpose.
38
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the project
is contemplated,
ment with such a redllction.

We are,
***

therefore,

in agree-

"We feel that the present plan is too strongly
orioperational
aircraft
at an early
ented towards achieving
expen>e of insufficient
emphasis on
date, at the possible
This leads to tight
research and development aspects.
insufficient
backup of vital
items, such as
scheduling,
and
to
rigidity
in long-range
the reactor development,
***'I
planning.
The Assistan-t Secretary of Defense, Engineering,
to the Secretary of Defense in October 1956 that:

recommended

1. The scope of the nuclear-powered
supersonic
aircraft
system be changed to that of a research program, oriented
to
realize
the radical
improvement necessar.y to make a
nuclear-propelled
aircraft
system which was a major advance
over a chemically
powered aircraft
system.
2. All phases auxiliary
bility
be deferred,
ties.

of reactor feasito the demonstration
i.e.,
engines and unessential
facili-

3. As the success of the above research activities
warranted,
system studies and engineering
feasibility
determinations
be made to establish
whrzther a nuclear-powered
aircraft
would be a major advance over a chemically
powered aircraft.
4. Further development of a nuclear-powered
aircraft
for service use be‘ deferred until
research,
component development,
feasibility,
and system studies all indicated
concurrence
that nuclear propulsion
should be employed.
In December 1955 the Assistant
Secretary of Defense,
and Development, advised the Secretary
of Defense that:

Research

"For some time there has been a growing concern from
both technical
and fiscal. aspects that the A1JPprogram
*'g* It appears now that
must be substantially
reoriented.
the probability
of attaining
the high performance desired
in the 12511 [Weapon System], in the *+';)c
originally
established time period is almost nil.
"*Y* In view of both budget and manpower limitations
for research and development,
the program for accomplishing a nuclear powered aircraft
should be examined critically.
Accordingl.y,
this Office has been conducting
rcviews of the ABP programs of both the klavy and Air Force.
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"It is presently
concluded that neither
the Navy nor
In their
stead I proAir Force program is acceptable.
pose an alternate
program having the immediate objective
of providing
the technical
feasibility
of nuclear propulThe ultimate
nature of the Weapon System to which
siono
is applied should be determined
this type of propulsion
on the specific
requirements
and aircraft
capabilities
available
at the time the propulsion
system has been
This reoriented
ANP program should therefore
proven.
take the following
general form:
"a. The principal
effort
of the program for the next
several years should be directed
to develop and prove the
reactor-engine
propulsion
system.
"b. Efforts
on airframe.s should be restricted
to general feasibility
studies-until
the above has been accomat which time work on a prototype
aircraft
should
plished,
be initiated.
"c. A vigorous program should be conducted to obtain
basic i.nI.=ormation on shielding
problems and the effects
of radiation."
Cancellation

of t&

Weapon System 125-A program

After a meeting of officials
in DOD and the Bureau of the
Budget with the President
of the United States in December 1956,
the Weapon System 125-A program was canceled.
In referring
to the
the Chief, ANPO, stated in July 1959 that:
cancellation,
"Turning now to those mission areas which appear
economically
justifiable,
in 1955, general operational
requirements No. 81 was promulgated by the Air Force.
'I't~is
requirement
called for a nuclear-powered
strategic
system
in which the vehicle would cruise at subsonic speeds on
nuclear power alone, but would be capable of a highaltitude
supersonic
dash by augmenting the nuclear thrust
with chemical fuels
A program to meet this requirement
was initiated
in weapon systems 125-A.
Wnen detailed
design of reactors
meeting these requirements
were underway,
certain
limitations
in the physical
properties
of available materials
were encountered which resulted
in an unacceptable reduction
in predicted
system performance.
To
be more specific,
the predicted
dash radius became loss
than desired and predicted
aircraft
weights became greater
than desired.
These limitations
indicated
the need for
further
basic materials
development (structural,
Mel element, and moderator materials)
before reactors
meeting the
criteria
of general operation
requirement
No. 81 could be
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produced.
It appeared, therefore,
a full weapon system development
quirement until
further
advances
be achieved."

ill advised to continue
program to meet this rein the reactor
art could

GE was informed in a joint letter
from the Air Force and AEC
in February 1957 that the Air Force forecast
performance
of the GE
nuclear propulsion
system did not provide sufficient
promise to
justify
a continued weapon system program leading toward its use in
the cruise-dash-cruise
mission.
GE was informed also that the Air
Force was not prepared at that time to sponsor a weapon system per.mitting
reduced propulsion
system performance
objectives.
During the time that the Weapon System 125-A program was in
force, GE set up and checked out a complete mock-up of the reactor
G also started
a series of Heat Transfer
Reactor
control
system.
!T
Experiments
(BTRE) at the AEC National
Reactor Testing Station.
Initial
criticality-first
nuclear chain reactor--in
HTRE No. 1 had
been achieved in November 1955, and during January 1956 the engine
in HTRE No. 1 was operated on heat supplied exclusively
from the
reactor.
GE also essentially
completed the preliminary
design
study on an engine for the Weapon System 125-A program.
Studies by GE during this period on different
reactor-engine
configurations
for the power plant for the weapon system airplane
led to the conclusion
that the one-reactor,
two-engine
package offered .the best propulsion
combination
of good thrust-to-weight
ratio and features
which could be developed adequately
with maximum
certainty.
The official
designation
XMA-1 was established
for the
initial
power plant.
The engines for the XMA-1 were designated
the
x-211.
The propulsion
system for one airplane
was to consist
of
two XMA power plants.
Toward the end of this period,
XKA power
plant development was continuing
with analytical
and experimental
evaluation
of the performance of various power plant components.
Convair essentially
completed the nuclear test airplane
(formerly called the shield test airplane,
see pa 128).
The first
flight
of the airplane
when the Aircraft
Shield Test Reactor (see
p. 131) went critical
was made in September 1955, and the first
airborne
experiments
were made the following
February.2

1The HTRE test assembly consists
engines, together
with auxiliary
2The nuclear test airplane
flight
flight
No. 47 in March 1957.

of a reactor
systems.
test

connected

to turbojet

program was completed

with
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EXPERIMENTALDEVELOPMENTPROGRAM--NOFLIGHT
OBJKTIVES--January
1957-March 1957
The period following
the cancellation
of the WS-125-A program
The ANP program was reappears to have been one of uncertainty.
oriented
to an experimental
development program, but long-term
objectives
were lacking.
Reorientation
No flight
objectives
were established
for the reoriented
Work
on
both
the
indirect
and
direct
cycle propulsion
gram.
tems continued,
but emphasis was placed on the latter.

prosys-

The direct
cycle was reoriented
toward developing
a propulsion
system on an extended time schedule with increased
emphasis on
The program, as in
higher performance and engineering
refinements.
the past, consisted
of the development of materials
and components
and a series of reactor experiments.
The X-211 engine development
was to be an experimental
turbojet
development capable of supporting requirements
of the reactor development program, and no plans
were made to carry the engine to production
qualifications.
The work of: P&W and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
on the
indirect
cycle was reoriented
toward developing,
on a del.ayed time
schedule,
an aircraft
reactor
of higher performance
than could be
achieved by “across-the-board”
application
of Aircraft
Reactor Test
technology.
(See p. 130.)
At the request of the Air Force and AEC, P&W completed preliminary studies of indirect
cycle power plant characteristics
required to substantially
improve performance of nuclear-powered
weapon systems over that performance offere,d by the current
power
plant designs.
P&W stated that it immediately
became apparent in
the course of these studies that any significant
improvement would
require a reduction
in weight of the power plant,
which dictated
a
single reactor
system.
To attain
this reduction,
P&W terminated
work on the twin reactor
concep t in the beginning
of 1957. Work
had been initiated
on this concept in mid-1956 when technical
difficulties
concerning
reactor structural
material
were encountered
with the single reactor concept.
AEC gave P&W freedom in determining
the relative
emphasis on
research and component development as between the circulating-fuel
and solid-fuel
reactor
concepts, with the immediate objective
of
selecting
one of these concepts for initial
reactor
construction
and operation.
However, fabrication
of a reactor was not authorized by AEC.
Early in 1957, P&W initiated
investigations
performance single reactor
turbojet
power plants

of highfor use in a

cruise-dash
bomber and in an all-nuclear
studies
included
both circulating-fuel
General

support

work

at

the

supersonic
and solid-fuel

Oak Ridge

National

These
bomber.
reactors.
Laboratory

con-

tinued.
The Air Force advised
Convair
duce their
efforts
to weapon system
radiation
effects
research.
Review

and Lockheed
to immediately
design
studies
and general

re-

group

The Air Force Scientific
Advisory
Board reviewed
the ANP program in January
1957 and recommended
less emphasis
on e!lgine
and
airframe
development
and more emphasis
on reactor
research
and development.
Program

guidance

During February
1957 the Research and Development
Subcommittee
of the Joint
Congressional
Committee
on Atomic Energy advised
the
Secretary
of the Air Force that the Committee
believed
it important to give the program a definite
objective
to aim for,
a sense
of organized
planning
beyond fiscal
year 1958, and a more effective
administrative
organization
to lend impetus
to the entire
effort.
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EXPERIMENTALDEVELOPMENTPROGRAM--FLIGHT
OBJECTIVES--April 1957-February
1958
The program was essentially
an experimental
development
gram but was not fully
geared toward flight
objectives
until
the end of the period.
Establishment

o:f flight

pronear

objectives

Flight
objectives
were mentioned in April 1957 when the Air
Force replied
to the February 1957 letter
from the Research and Development Subcommittee of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
In
summary, the Air Force stated that:
1. The basic objective
in the ANP program was the achievement
of an initial
operational
capability
with nuclear-powered
strategic
bombers during the period 1966 to 1969.
2. Ground test of a prototype
direct
would occur in 1962 and that first
powered flight
was then visualized
1963 or in 1964.
3. Ground test of a prototype
was tentatively
estimated

cycle propulsion
system
experimental
nuclearas occurring
late in

indirect
cycle propulsion
for 1963 or 1964.

system

In May 1957 a joint AEC-Air Force letter
gave GE guidance pertaining
to the objectives
as outlined
to the Subcommittee and
stated that, until
the program was formally
approved, AEC activities should be guided by the comments in the letter
but that, with
regard to the Air Force activities,
the comments were intended as
guidance for preparation
of the GE contract
continuation
proposal
for the contract
year commencing October 1, 1957.
GE submitted
various program proposals,
but it was not until
November 1957 that
one was found to be acceptable
at which time the Air Force portion
of the program was reoriented
toward flight
objectives.
(See pp.
54 to 57.1
Various

review

groups

The Littlewood
Group1 issued a report in April 1957 on its
view of the ANP program.
The report,
in part, stated that:

re-

"The aircraft
nuclear propulsion
program has been
and continues
to be one of the most technically
complex
and expensive research and development efforts
of the

1Ad Hoc Study Group appointed by the Assistant
(R&D) to review the AFP program.

Secretary

of Defense
P&i
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The Group’s
investigation
has
Department
of Defense,
shown instances
of needless
duplication
and lack of firm
decision
and direction
in the program.
It is apparent
that
there must be strong
coordinated
supervision
and
continuous
examination
of efforts
undertaken
and results
achieved.
Therefore,
the Group recommends the prompt establishment
of over-all
direction
within
the Office
of
the Secretary
of Defense for the control
and coordination
of the entire
ANP program,
The direction
should
assure
that full
consideration
is given to the AMP requirements
of both the Navy and Air Force.
“The potential
advantages
of inherently
unlimited
range and endurance
of nuclear-powered
aircraft
justify
a substantial
ANP research
and development
program
covflight.
Howering
all related
phases of nuclear-powered
ever,
the technical
problems
involved
in the development
of an ANP supersonic
strategic
aircraft
delivery
system
are of such magnitude
that it appears most unwise to plan
on the availability
of such a system for operational
use
by any specific
date.”
The report
stated
further
that:
(1) the development
of a subsonic
nuclear
aircraft,should
be the immediate
objective
of the ADJP program, (2) there was adequate
justification
for continuing
both the
directand indirect-cycle
approaches
to the ANP program but that
at that time substantially
greater
emphasis
should be placed
on the
direct-cycle
approach,
(3) in view of -the known contamination
hazards, ANP test runways should not be constructed
at NRTS, Edwards
Air Force Base, or similar
active
bases,
(4) the facilities
planned
or sought for research
on radiation
effects
and shielding
appeared
to be considerably
in excess of the needs of the proposed
ANP program, and (5) the Nuclear
Aircraft
Research
Facility
at Convair
should be held to current
capacity
and capabilities
and the Georgia
Nuclear
Laboratory
at Lockheed
should be discontinued
unless
considerations
other
than the ANP program dictated
its
continuation,
concluded
in Ma.y 1957, in phrt,
that
(1)
The Canterbury
Board’
a nuclear-powered
aircraft
within
the present
state
of the art,
could not be built
to meet the Air Force General
Operational
Requirement
(GOR) No. 81 (see pa 133) and (2) a low-level
allsubsonic
weapon system was more feasible
than a weapon system with
The Board’ recommended,
a high altitude
supersonic
dash capability.
among other things,
that the ANP program be assigned
a stable
program status
for the next 4 or 5 years with major emphasis
on reactors 0

1A board of officers
Command, Air Force,

by the Air Research
and Development
appoint+
to evaluate
the nuclear
aircraft
program.
B45
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that the Generr;l
OperaIn June 1957 the Mills
Panel1 reported
within
the
tional
Requirement
for ANP (GOR No. 81) was not possible
present
state
of the art and should
be rewritten
to reflect
more
The Panel recommended,
among other
things,
realistic
objectives.
that GOR No. 81 be modified
to provide
for a nuclear-powered
flight
in a suitable
test
aircraft
as the immediate
objective
and that the
reactor
program be so oriented
as to permit
the early
fabrication
and flight
testing
of a prototype
propulsion
plant
by 1962 or 1963,
with the direct
cycle being considered
for the first
nuclear
flight.
Cutback

of

indirect

cycle

work

the disDerring October
1957, the Air Force and AEC considered
position
of the P&W program as part of the over-all
ANP program.
the AEC work at P&W and the Oak Ridge National
LaboraAs a result,
tory was reduced
and the Air Force operating
contract
at P&W was
terminated.
emphasis
on the indirect
During
the preceding
several
years,
cycle had been given to the circulating-fuel
reactor,
with
the primary development
effort
centered
on the Aircraft
Reactor
Test at
In June 195'7, P&W recommended
the Oak Ridge IYational
Laboratory.
that,
if funding-limitations
dictate
that one of the reactor
development programs
be eliminated,
no further
support
be given
to a
circulating-fuel
reactor.
P&W stated
that,
based on advances
in
materials
and coolants
technology,
the results
of design
and performance
studies
indicated
the potential
performance
of the solidfuel
reactor
propulsion
systems to be superior
to potential
performance
of circulating-fuel
reactor
propulsion
systems.
After
considering
the relative
merits
of the two reactor
concepts,
AEC
canceled
work an the circulating-fuel
reactor
in October
1957 and
the P&W-ORNL relationship
was terminated.
AEC stated
that the primary
consideration
in making a reactor
selection
in October
1957 was that the funding
level
would not support more than one development
effort
on the indirect
cycle
proAEC stated
further
that it recognized
that a calculated
risk
gram.
was involved
regardless
of which reactor
concept
was selected
but
that the solid-fuel
reactor
exhibited
certain
important
advantages
over the circulating-fuel
reactor
and therefore
the solid-fuel
reactor was the only one of the two reactors
that offered
a potential
at that
time for possible
supersonic
flight
on nuclear
power alone.

1 Ad Hoc Panel of General
Officers
Chief of Staff,
Development,
Air
program.

appointed
by the
Force,
to review

Assistant
the entire

Deputy
ANP
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All

work on the Aircraft
Reactor Test was canceled in October
and
1957. Design, shop drawings, and much of the component testing
fabrication
of the ART had been completed at the time of cancellation.
All outside contract
work on the facility
in which the ART
The ART was placed in standby
was to operate had been completed.
condition
pending a determination
of its usability
for other purAn Engineering
Test Unit (ETU), the nonnuclear
prototype
poses.
This work was also
of the ART, was being fabricated
and assembled.
terminated.
About $48 million
was spent on the circulating-fuel
This inreactor by P&W and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
cluded operating
costs of about $16.7 million
for the ART and ETU
and about $1.6 million
for the ART facility.
Between August and October 19579 the Air Force withdrew its
to provide for
support of the work at P&W. The Air Force continued
capital
improvements and abnormal maintenance costs, and AEC provided for normal maintenance and operating
costs of CANEL. ANPO
advised us that the Air Force contract
termination
was due to engine availability
in other non-ANP work at P&W and that the only
Air Force work on the ANP program required
at P&W at that time to
keep pace with the AEC reactor work was on radiator
development
which by agreement between the two agencies was carried
on by AEC.
In October 1957, P&Wmoved the AMP activities
to the newly constructed
Connecticut
Aircraft
r\Tuclear Engine Laboratory
facilities,
After work on
JSational Laboratory
the ANP work at GE
sheilding,
materials
reactor components
of aircraft.

the ART and ETU was terminated,
the Oak Ridge
generally
directed
its efforts
in support of
and P&W. The major fields
of effort
were
research and development,
and investigation
of
and of systems designed for nuclear propulsion

The AEC contract
with P&W that was to expire on September 30,
1957, was tixtended for 3 months--to
December 31, 1957--and AEC authorized
a limited
amount of researfzh and experimentation
on the
solid-fuel
reactor.
On December 13, 1957, the Director
of the AEC
Division
of Reactor Development requested the AEC General Manager
to approve an extension of the P&W contract,
stating,
in part,
that:
"Recognizing
that the circumstances
which have made
it necessary to defer a positive
decision
on the Pratt 8~
Whitney program and contract
for the past several months
have had a decidedly
adverse effect on contractor
progress and morale , your early action in approving this contract extension will be appreciated."
In December 1957, the AEC-P&W contract
work .on the solid-fuel
reactor was extended

for the continuation
of
through September 1960.
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Congressional

Subcommittee

appeals

In October 195'7 the Research
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
ident of the United States to lend
support to the ANP program. 1 The

to the President
and Development Subcommittee,
made a direct
appeal to the Presthe necessary initiative
and
Subcommittee stated that:

"Recent events including
the launching
of an earth
satellite
by the Soviet Union have lent urgency to the
longstanding
need for the United States to develop a
flying
capability
in the field
of nuclear-propelled
aircraft.
***
"Speaking frankly,
Mr. President,
the ANP program
since its inception
has suffered
from a lack of incentive and initiative
on the part of those who have been
charged with the responsibility
of conducting
the proby the lack of any
gram. It has also been characterized
including
target dates for
well-defined
future objective,
completion,
and has not had the kind of well-coordinated
and centralized
direction
which is necessary for the successful achievement of such an extremely difficult
research and development task."
Review group on ANP hazards
In November 1957, an Ad Hoc Committee on ANP hazards was appointed by the Deputy Secretary of Defense, in agreement with AEC,
to provide "advice and guidance on the hazards to be anticipated
in
the operation
of nuclear-powered
aircraft
and the measures to be
taken in the public interest
in relation
thereto."
The Committeels
in part, that during inireport,
issued in December 1957, stated,
tial phases of development and testing
in time of peace there
should be no nuclear-powered
flights
over the continental
United
States with the reactor
in a condition
which would allow the escape
of a significant
amount of fission
products in the event of a
crash.
The report stated further
that nuclear-powered
flights
should be conducted over the ocean and, therefore,
that a coastal
or island base with appropriate
exclusion
area was considered necessary.
Navy proposed

"Princess"

propram

In December 1957 the Navy proposed a program for developing
a
turboprop
propulsion
system for installation
in a British
"Princess" flying
boat to meet the national
objective
of early nuclear

'For

the President's

reply

in March 1958, see p. 152 and 153*
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was most
flight
o The Navy proposal
The Air Force stated
that it was not
Navy’s requirements
for an aircraft
appropriate
for the Air Force to do
Air Force pointed
out to the Deputy

unacceptable
to the Air Force,
in a position
to question
the
of this
type,
nor would it be
of the
so; but the Secretary
Secretary
of Defense
that:

“The first
point
the Air Force desires
to raise
is
one of timing,
The turboprop
propulsion
system proposed
by the Navy is at the present
time a preliminary
paper
study only.
While the Air Force would not propose
to
question
the ability
of the contractor,
in due course,
to
produce
such a propulsion
system,
the system has not
reached
a hardware
state
of development
as has the turbojet system,
While the Navy has referred
to the lower reactor
power as reflecting
an easier
and earlier
developthe reactor
they propose merely
requires
a
ment program,
fewer number of fuel passages within
the reactor.
The
problems
of materials,
heat transfer,
power distribution,
mechanical
integrity
and controls
are of
power density,
the same order of magnitude
as those confronting
the turbojet
system,
The problem
of controls
in the turboprop
system is considerably
more difficult
and complex than
the turbojet
system and has not ye-t been engineered
even
on a preliminary
basis.
Finally,
no test
stand or test
facility
exists
for a nuclear
turboprop
propulsion
system
test.”
The Secretary
of the Air Force stated
also that a portion
of the
technical
problems
cited
could be reduced
in magnitude
by retaining
large
core size while
operating
at considerably
reduced
power but
that there would be additional
radiation
problems
involved
in the
The
Secretary
stated
further
that
it
was
the
Air
Navy approach.
Force’s
firm
conclusion
that the only way the turboprop
propulsion
system could possibly
be brought
into being in advance of the turbojet
propulsion
system was to curtail
or stop the development
on
the turbojet
propulsion
system since the Navy contemplated
utilizing the same contractor
(GE).
The Air Force Secretary
stated
that the Air Force interposed
no objection
to the Navy proposal
provided
the Navy funded its own
program and employed a separate
propulsion
system contractor,
such
as P&W, or utilized
GE capability
on a nonpriority
basis without
interference
with the GE turbojet
development,
To finance
additional
released
$3.2 million
of
(See ppO 137 and 138.)

studies
of the
the $7.4 million

ifPrincess”
programs,
DOD
t.hat had been withheld,

Air Force recommended accelerated
program leading
to early
flight
Deputy

In December
Secretary

1957 the Secretary
of Defense

that:

of the

Air

Force

advised

the
I.49
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"The Air Force urges that the Department of Defense
strongly
recommend to the President
that approval be
given to accelerate
the Air Force ANP Program leading to
early nuclear flight
in a KC-135 or similar
type aircraft
using the XMA turbojet
propulsion
system to:
(a) Meet
the Air Force requirements,
(b) to achieve the national
objective
of early nuclear flight."
The Secretary
also stated that the Air Force had not defined
explicitly
the military
characteristics
of the manned bombardment
as
to
whether
it
would
be
high altitude
supersonic,
weapon system,
subsonic low-level
bombardment, or missile-launching
aircraft,
nor
did the Air Force believe it expedient
to do so until
the performand weight characteristics
of a nuclear propulsion
ante, shield,
The Secretary
stated that
system could be more accurately
defined.
it was mandatory, however, that the Air Force nuclear propulsion
system employ turbojet
machinery for high subsonic speed and supersonic potential
for maximum flexibility
in the selection
and operation of a manned strategic
bombardment weapon system.
Accelerated

propram under

consideration

In January 1958, DOD advised the Research and Development Subcommittee, Joint ,Committee on Atomic Energy, that consideration
was
being given to an accelerated
program aimed at the early development of a nuclear aircraft.
Shortly thereafter,
the Subcommittee
was advised that DOD was awaiting
a review of an advisory
committee
Jr., Special Assistant
to the
appointed by Dr. James R. Killian,
President, 1 before submitting
recommendations
to the President
and
that no action would be taken until
completion
of the review.
Air Force cites

urgent

need for

ANP plane

Early in February 1958 the Air Force advised DOD that the Air
Force had a firm requirement
for a high-performance
nuclear turbojet system and that such a system could also satisfy
the Navy's
The Air Force
attack seaplane requirement.
long-range,
high-speed,
strongly
recommended that the nuclear turbojet
system development
proceed immediately
on an accelerated
basis to provide an early
flight
demonstration
and that the Air Force develop a new, subsonic
experimental
nuclear-powered
aircraft.

l&e. Killian
appointed Dr. Robert F. Bather as chairman of this
The group was later reconstituted
as
committee in January 1958.
the Department of Defense Ad Hoc Panel on Manned Nuclear Aircraft.
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Review group disfavored

accelerated

program

Late in February 1958, the DOD Ad Hoc Panel on Manned Nuclear
Aircraft
submitted its views concerning
the status and plans for
The Panel agreed with the Canterbury Board (see
the ANP program.
p. 145) that within the present state of the art a nuclear-powered
aircraft
could not be built
to meet the Air Force General Operain part, that accomtional Requirement No. 81. They concluded,
plishment of the proposed accelerated
Air Force program.schedule
for first
experimental
flight
in January 1962 using the direct
cycle was very doubtful
and recommended that major efforts
be dihigh-temperature
reactor
suitrected toward developing
a reliable,
They recommended also that neither
the Air Force
able for flying.
nor the Navy accelerated
program for early flight
be implemented
at that time.
Accelerated

program disapproved

After a meeting with DOD and AEC officials,
the President
of
the United States decided in February 1958 that an accelerated
flight
program would detract
from the goal of achieving
militarily
useful aircraft
and disapproved
early flight
proposals.
Other activities
during period
(April 1957-February
19 58)
The major effort
of GE during this period was on developing
the XMA power plant and on conducting
HTRE tests1 at the AEC National
Reactor Testing Station.
Experimental
and analytical
eval .uations of the design and performance of components for the first
prototype
of the power plant were made by GE.
Early in 195'8, GE made an evaluation
of a direct
cycle
nuclear-turbojet
propulsion
system proposed in a book published
in
tha Soviet Union.
The evaluation
disclosed
that the data appeared
to be realistic
and self-consistent
but that there was no evidence
indicating
thatthe Soviet power plant was actually
under development,
Also early in 1958, the first
chemical test operation
of the
engine (X-211) was performed.
During July and August 1957, HTRE No. 2 experiments were conducted.
HTRE No. 2 further
substantiated
HTRE No. 1 experiment results and permitted
the testing
as inserts
of full-sizEY
advanced
fuel elements, moderators,
and structural
componentso
At the end of this period P&Wwas continuing
its efforts
on
the solid-fuel
reactor.
The ultimate
objective
of the work was the
engineering
design and development of reactors
suitable
for use in
an advanced aircraft
propulsion
system.
1For definition,

see footnote

1, p., 141,
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DEVELOPMENTPROGRAM--FLIGHT OBJECTIVE
IN MILITARILY USEFUL AIRCRAFT-March 1958-October
1958
c

The major difference
in the objective
the objective
during the preceding period
nation of a subsonic aLr(:r:tI‘t.

during this period and
appeared to be the desig-

Reorientation
The policy of t..he !'r.esident of' the United States, with respect
to developing
the 111ic:kar 11Lane, was summarized by ANPO in March
1958 as follows:
the AW pi'ogram is the early
"The
achievement (If an operntiot18!t military
aircraft
as opposed to an *larly nuclear
t'llght demonstration
having no
military
utility.
Notwithstanding
the importance of both
of these objectives,
they were believed
to be conflicting
in that the latter
course would divert
effort
from attacking fundamental
problems that must be solved in achieving
a militarily
important
aircraft.
Since the r\eed for a
high priority
military
aircraft
was considered
to override the significance
of a nuclear flight
demonstration,
the program will continue to go forward as rapidly
as it
effectively
can, placing major emphasis on basic problem
areas such as materials
and reactor
development which
must be resolved in achieving
an operational
capability.
Developments in the program will be followed
very closely
in order to capitalize
to the greatest
possible
extent
on progress as it is achieved."
oiJ,jective

of

ANPO advised GE in March 1958 that the program objectives
were
defined as the earliest
possible
achievement of a prototype
pronulsion system for application
to a low-level
subsonic mission.
The
fundamental
steps or milestones
toward achieving
this objective
were further
defined as the early nuclear ground testing
of the
first
XMA propulsion
system followed
as closely
as possible
by the
initiation
of flight
development testing
of the XMA system.
In
July 1958, GE presented its revised program to AWO and the reoriented program got underway.
The President

replied

to congressional

subcommittee

-

In March 1958 the President
replied
to the appeal made in October 1957 by the Research and Development Subcommittee,
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
(See p. 148.)
The President,
in addition
to expressing
his current policy with respect to the development of
the nuclear-powered
aircraft,
stated that:
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You also stressed
the need for well-defined
future
The development
objectives
and completion
target
dates.
of a nuclear
propelled
aircraft
capable
of military
missions has always been the prime goal of this
program.
This objective
is clearly
understood
by all engaged on
the project.
Because the program requires
development
of new materials
and techniques
beyond the present
state
of knowledge 3 the specifying
of dates for completion
of
these endeavors
must be somewhat arbitrary
and therefore
may be unrealistic.
IV
Navy participation

.

at P&W

The Navy awarded a study contract
to P&W in April
1958 for
the preparation
of reports
on preliminary
power plant
characteristics
of several
nuclear
propulsion
systems and on the suitability
of specific
aircraft
nuclear.propulsion
systems for application
to
The
contract
authorized
P&W
to
use
the
Connectmilitary
missions.
icut
Aircraft
Nuclear
Engine Laboratory
for this work on a nocharge-for-use
basis.
Strategic

Air

Command proposed

In June 1958 the Strategic
requirement
for a Continuously
Level Weapon System (CAMAL),
Competition
for development
to meet CAMAL reauirements

CAMAL
Air Command proposed
Airborne
Missile-Launcher
(See p. 155.)

an operational
and Low-

of system

to both
During August 1958 the Air Force awarded contracts
After
performing
the
work
outlined
in the
Convair
and Lockheed.
were expected
to propose
to the Air
contracts
7 the contractors
Force a development
program for two aircraft
together
with
the
technical
management approaches,
known solutions
9 and procedu.res
considered
necessary
to accomplish
the ANP development
objectives
These development
aircraft
through
2 years of nuclear
flight
test.
were to be prototype
vehicles
of an airborne
alert,
missilepenetration
weapon system (CAMXL) for
launcher 9 and low altitude
After
the
the Strategic
Air Command in the 1965-75 time period,
Air Force evaluation
of the proposals,
one contractor
was to be selected
for developing
a system to meet the CAMAL requirement.
In
October
1958, Headquarters,
United
States
Air Force established
a
requirement
for the CAMAL mission.
(See p. 155.1
The contractors
completed
their
the following
month presented
their
The Air Force did not announce that

work about October
1958 and
briefings
to the Air Force.
Convair
was the winner
of the
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(See pa 1.58.)
Convair
received
a
competition
until
March
1959.
ign
of
a
nuclear-powered
contract
to work wi th GE on ;tn i tlitial
dc::;
1.t did not receive
approval
for
the airbomber
prototype;
however,
The CAMAL praogram was phased
out in
plane
development
program.
July
195’9 when the ANP program
reverted
to a research
and ,development program.
Secretarv
of Defense
di.d
the ‘iPr ince s s I’ Program

not

support

The Navy conducted
detailed
studies
of the “Princess”
program,
under
contracts
with
GE, P&W, Convair,
Saunders
Roe, and the Martin
Company,
during
the time
the ANP program
was di.rected
toward
the
1958 the Navy reafdevelopment
of a subsonic
ai.rplane
e In October
firmed
its
position
on the “Princess”
program
(see pp. 148 and 149)
and advised
the Secretary
of Defense
that
recent
studies
confirmed
the feasibility
and desirabil.ity
of utilizing
the “Princess”
seaplane
for
the purpose
of an initial
development
aircraft
effort.
The Navy considered
an early
flight
aircraft
development
program
essential
in achieving
long-range
ANP objectives
and proposed
that
a program
of this
type
be initiated
immediately.
The Navy estirnated
that
the program
could
be completed
through
nuclear
flight
test
over
a period
of 5 years
and that
the total
cclst would
be
about
$200 million,
including
AEC costs
of about
$75 million.
Since
of Defense
“Princessfl
Other
(March

no formal
apparently
program.

activities
1958-October

reply
did

was received
not support

by
the

the
Navy

Navy,
the Secretary
proposal
for
the

during
p eriod
1958)

During
this
period
GE continued
and on the HTRE tests
Q1 In support
conducted
shielding
materials
tests
techniques
for
integrated
aircraft

work
on the ;CMA power
plant
of GE’s activities,
Convair
and developed
more adequate
shield
system
design.

Low power
testing
This
HTRE, unlike
the
configuration
as would

3 started
during
this
period.
HTREs,
employed
a horizontal
for
flight
purposes.

of HTRR No.
two previous
be required

During
this
period,
F&W continued
studies
of power
plants
for
supersonic
bombers.
A critical
experiment
designed
ta define
the
nuclear
characteristics
of a lo-megawatt
solid-fuel
reactor
(lithium cooled)
was performed
in October
1958.
Investigation
continued on design
and testing
of other
components
external
to the reactor.

1

For

definition,

see

footnote

1,

p.

11{1.

I
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limitations
precluded parallel
major testing
and large-scale
hardware developing
of more than one type of advance core, and the metallic
core could be ground tested earlier
than the ceramic core.
During the period when the.ANP program was geared to a development effort
for CAMAL, P&W continued
its studies of nuclear power
plants for supersonic
bombers and studies were made on power plants
for a low-level
missile.
Power plant and missile
studies were expanded to include the application
of these power plants to a high
subsonic speed, low-level
bomber and missile
launcher.
Air

Force requested

funds for

expanded program

The Air Force submitted its fiscal
year 1960 budget program to
DOD in October 1958. A total of $146.7 million
was requested to
support an expanded ANP development program leading to nuclear
flight
testing,
consisting
of $101.5 million
for expanding the propulsion effort
to include flight
qualification
of the direct
cycle
XMA power plant and $45.2 million
for initiating
development and
fabrication
of two experimental
flight
test airplanes
and initiating a reactor test facility
at the Connecticut
Aircraft
>ticlear Engine Laboratory.
Department

of Defense disapproved

expanded program

After DOD reviewed the budget between October 1 and November 27, 1958, program expansion to include flight
testing
was disapproved and program objectives
were restricted
to reactor development with enough turbomachinery
and other support work consistent
with such objectives.
The funding level for the Air Force was established
at $75 million
for fiscal
year 1960.
Status

of program early

in 1959

In January 1959 representatives
of DOD, Air Force, Navy, and
AEC testified
on the status of the ANF program before the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy.
The Committee was informed that both
the Air Force and the Navy had established
requirements
for
nuclear-propelled
aircraft.
Representatives
of both Air Force and
AEC stated that their agencies recommended increases
in their 1960
funds for a flight
program but the recommendations
were not approved.
The Chief, ANPO, estimated that budget cutbacks would result in a delay of about 1 year in achieving
a ground test prototype and confirmed that no decision
had yet been taken on a flying
program.
The Secretary
January 1959 that,
the indirect
cycle
comparison with the

of the Navy advised the Secretary of Defense in
in recognition
of the long-range
potential
of
system and its relative
development status in
direct
cycle system, the Wavy was willing
and
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ready to concentrate
its current ANP efforts
on a joint AK-Navy
nuclear propulsion
system development program with P&W at the Connecticut
Aircraft
8uclear Engine Laboratory.
The Secretary of the
iVavy stated further
that arrangements had been made with P&W to implement the initial
phase of this program in 1959 and that the Navy
was prepared to provide necessary fiscal
support.
Joint

Committee on Atomic

Energy criticized

After a series of hearings in
search and Development Subcommittee
Atomic Energy, 1 the Joint Committee
February 1959 regarding
holdups in
a greater level of support for the
mented that:
"The results
of
concerned, both from
security
and from the
America's scientific

program

executive
session by the Reof the Joint Committee on
released certain
information
in
the ANP program and the need for
ANP program.
The committee com-

these hearings have left us gravely
the point 0," view of our national
standpoint
of world confidence
in
capabilities.

"After twelve long years of effort,
during which
time substantial
technical
progress has been made by our
hardworking
scientists
and engineers in the field,
we
find this almost incredible
situation:
"1. The program still
has no firm set of objectives looking toward the development of a nuclear
propelled
aircraft;
"2. No decision has been made regarding
actual
nuclear flight
and no target dates have been set for
such flight;

"3e Recommendations of the project
director
as
to funding levels required
to get the job done have
been virtually
ignored;
%. It is authoritatively
estimated that cuts
in proposed funding levels for the program in Fiscal
1960 will delay the achievement of a ground test prototype for an additional
year and will thereby delay
achievement of nuclear flight
for at least that period of time;

1Witnesses at the hearing included the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
the Secretary of the Air Force, the Secretary of the Navy, Members
of the Atomic Energy Commist.on, and the Chief, ANPO.
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"5. Administrative
indecision
at high levels
and inter-service
rivalries
have plagued the program
from the start and have rendered a great disservice
to the nation;
"6. No less than seven advisory
committees have
been set up in the past decade to review the program,
including
the so-called
Killian
Committee, and yet
the contractors
in the field still
have no clear
guidance as to where they stand or where the program
is going;
"7. The annual expenditure
of $150 million
for
the ANP program as a holding operation
to avoid difficult
technical
and administrative
decisions
which
must be made to lend clearcut
direction
to the program is a completely
indefensible
use of the taxpayers' money;
"8. The Air Force and the Navy, after due consideration
by their expert military
advisers,
have
established
firm requirements
for nuclear propelled
aircraft.
The Air Force and AEC both recommended an
increase in their own fiscal
1960 budgets for the
program to back up these requirements,
but, have been
turned down."
Convair

won design

competition

As a resultofdesign
competition
between Convair and Lockheed,
initiated
under contracts
awarded in August 195'8 (see pp. 153 and
ls),
the Air Force in March 1959 announced the selection
of
Convair.
Convair was to work with GE in the initial
design of a
nuclear-powered
bomber prototype.
The selection
did not imply immediate implementation
of an airframe fabrication
program nor did
it imply approval of the development airplane
program.
Lockheed was to continue limited
design work on a nuclearpowered airplane
and to operate the Georgia Nuclear Laboratory
for
radiation
effects
experiments
in support of the over-all
nuclear
propulsion
program.,
Navy initiated
development work
on indirect
cycle propulsion
system
In March 1959 the 1Javy informed the Air Force that the Navy
was contemplating
sup;:orting
an aircraft
nuclear propulsion
component development program with P&W, but that performance of the proposed program was subject to Air Force approval of the use of the
Connecticut
Aircraft
?.Juclear Engine Laboratory
facility.
Accordingly,
the Navy requested approval for the use of the facility
in

153
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The Air Force replied
in March
carrying
out its proposed program.
1959 that it would be impractical
to comment either
affirmatively
or negatively
to the request but that it would give the matter
prompt constructive
consideration.
The Air Force pointed out that
research accomplishments
of P&W had progressed more rapidly
than
anticipated
and stated that it was currently
reviewing
the impact
The Air Force pointed out also that
of the accelerated
progress.
the terms of its facilities
contract
with P&W restricted
utilization of the CANEL site and facility
to that for which the facility
was established
and that other usage was to be authorized
only to
the extent that there would be no interference
with the basic objectives
of the facility.

.

In March 195'9) DOD advised AEC that it had approved Navy's direct participation
in developing
an indirect
cycle system for turboprop application,
subject to such arrangements as were necessary
to insure resolution
of any conflicting
interests
which might arise
in the joint use of governmental
and contractor
facilities
and to
insure maximum efficiency
in the utilization
of funds and personnel.
However, DOD advised the Air Force and the Navy during April
1959 that implementation
of the initial
phase of the Navy program
through application
of fiscal
year 195'9 funds had been held up
pending determination
of the feasibility
of the joint use of the
Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine Laboratory
facilities
in the
prosecution
of Air Force and Navy programs, which appeared to have
basically
different
objectives.
ANPO stated that there was a difference between the Navy and Air Force indirect
cycle requirements
in that the Navy low performance reactor would use sodium, while
the Air Force requirements
called for higher performance based on a
system.
ANPO stated further
that these two
lithium
heat transfer
different
subsystems would require
different
development programs
and test facilities,
necessitating
program and facility
capability
review prior to agreement on the acceptability
of conducting
both
programs at CANEL. DOD stated in April 1959 that it was infeasible
to establish
at that time
a.firm program extending
through experimental reactor and prototype
propulsion
plant development because
such a course of action would require a change in the basic ANP objective
approved by the President
of the United States.
DOD stated
further
that a decision had not been reached, from the standpoint
of public safety,
as to the feasibility
of constructing
either
an
experimental
or a prototype
reactor at the Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine Laboratory
nor had formal AEC agreement to undertake
the development of either reactor been obtained.
Pending a resolution of the above matters,
DOD requested that, in order for the
first
phase of the Navy program to be initiated
without delay, the
Air Force and Navy cooperate in developing
plans and making suitable arrangements for the proposed use of the facility.
ANPO agreed in June 1959 to make the Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine Laboratory
available
to P&W for development work of
the Navy, provided that, amont other things,
priority
would be
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given to development work of interest
to the Air Force.
A lithiumcooled reactor experiment was considered by ANPO as the initial
reactor development step leading toward the Air Force objectives.
ANPO stated that, should DOD and AEC approve development of an intermediate
power indirect
cycle propulsion
system of Naval application, this would be considered as contributory
to the present highperformance objective
of the Air Force, provided a lithium-cooled
reactor was utilized.
In June 1959 the Navy amended the study contract
that had been
awarded to P&W in April 1958. The purpose of the Navy study contract as amended was to carry on generalized
development of those
propulsion
components external
to the reactor
shield assembly in
parallel
with the AEC-supported development of the reactor.
Prospects

for

direct

cycle

propulsion

system

In April 1959 GE stated that studies indicated
that the basic
Studies by
XMA-1 power plant was suitable
for the CAMAL mission.
both Convair and Lockheed on the CAMAL airplane
based on design objectives
for the XMA-1Cl power plant indicated
the possibility
of
after
the
airplane
GE proposed that,
attaining
such an airplane.
had been checked out on chemical power plants,
the XMA-lA2 would
first
be tested,
to be followed by testing
of the XMA-1C power
plant.
that:

On June 19, 1959, the General

Advisory

Committee3

reported

1Expected to use an advance fuel element of iron-chrome-aluminum
or
a ceramic material.
The turbine inlet temperature
was expected to
be 17000 F., p reducing about 42,000 pounds of thrust at static
sea
level conditions.
*Planned to operate with nichrome fuel elements at a turbine
inlet
temperature of about 1500° F, producing about 26,000 pounds of
thrust at static
sea level conditions.
As a consequence of a program reorientation
in July 1959, work on the XMA-1A powerplant
was
canceled in August 1959.
3Established
by the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 as amen&ed(42U S.C.
2036), composed of nine members appointed f&m civilian
life &J
the President of the United States to advise the AEC on scien Fific
and tec'hnical
matters relating
to materials,
production,
and -research and development.
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"The work by General Electric
has now reached the
point where it appears likely
that fuel elements can be
developed which will be capable of making the performance
of the direct
cycle reactor high enough to be useful
for
propulsion
of military
aircraft.
"If the Department of Defense is in favor of proceeding with this system, then the Reactor Subcommittee
recommends that the necessary steps be taken to develop
the XMA powerplants
by General Electric
and these steps
include provision
for flight
testing
and demonstration
of
these propulsion
systems as proposed by General Electric
and Convair."
Guidance

from Joint

Chiefs

of Staff

DOD received guidance from the Joint Chiefs of Staff on
June 197 1959.
The Deputy Secretary of Defense summarized the
guidance as follows:
"Briefly
stated,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed
their conviction
that there is considerable
military
potential
in the nuclear-powered
aircraft
and that early
achievement of the capability
for nuclear flight
would be
in the national
interest.
They stated,
however, that
they were unable at this time to establish
a military
requirement for nuclear-powered
aircraft
or to define the
specific
weapons system for which it would be used.
With
respect to the future course of the development program
the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised that the present program should be extended to include flight
test as soon as
technically
feasible.
The test vehicle
selected
should
be capable of testing
any of the engines that may be developed and the program should enable the application
of
advances of reactor
technology
as they occur."
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R&D PROGRAMWITH PRIMARY EMPHASIS ON
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
REACTORS--July 195%March

1961

the ANP program was on an R&D
During this final period,
The
effort,
with primary emphasis on high-performance
reactors.
work on the direct
and indirect
cycles was directed
toward major
At the conclusion
reactor experiments
in the 1962-63 time period.
one of the cycles was expected to be selected
of these experiments,
for further
development and to be continued
through a flight-test
phase.
Reorientation

initiated

of Defense, Research
On July 7, 1959, the Director
neering (DDR~~), 1 advised AEC that DDR&Ehad completed
ANPO's proposal for expanding the ANP program to include
flight
of the direct
cycle XMA-1 power plant and of the
DDR&E's
proposals
to augment the indirect
cycle work.
were as follows:

and Engia review of
early
various
conclusions

"1. In general;

(a> There should be no specific
ration

at this

time,

and

flight

program

prepa-

(b) The indirect

cycle work should probably be expanded to a greater extent than heretofore
proposed.

lf2. In particular;

we should

(1) Emphasize the development of only such reactors
(including
other critical
components such as heat
exchangers,
shields,
etc.) as would be suitable
for heating air to high enough temperatures
to
give useful military
performance.
This should
hold for both the DAC (direct
air cycle) and IDC
(indirect
cycle) versions.
(2) Continue the development of only such turbo machinery as may be necessary to establish
the feasibility
of nuclear propelled
aircraft.

lThe principal
adviser and staff assistant
to the Secretary
of Defense in the functional
fields
of scientific
and technical
matters; basic and applied research;
research,
development,
test, and
evaluation
of weapons, weapons systems, and defense material;
and
design and engineering
for suitability,
producibility,
reliabiland malrtrials
conservation,
ity, maintainability,
He supervises
all research andengineering
activities
in the Department of Defense.
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(3) Defer plans

for

flight

until:

a. One of the advanced power plants is established
as
definitely
feasible
and potentially
useful,
and
b. Until a flight
program can be instituted
without
seriously
interfering
with the development of one
of the advanced reactors.
We believe that an
early flight
program at this time will seriously
impede progress in functional
reactor problems and
may delay the final accomplishment
of a useful nuclear airplane."
The DDR&Ealso requested the Air Force, with Navy participation, to work out with AEC a plan to implement the program along
the lines indicated
above.
On July 7, 1959, DDR&E forwarded its conclusions
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary
of the Air Force,
Liaison
of the Navy, and the Chairman of the Military
and stated that:

to the Deputy
the Secretary
Committee1

"In our opinion,
no possible
(within
reason) ANP development program can lead to an operational
capability
which the military
could depend on for important
and useful missions before approximately
1970. Since no one can
foreseewhatthe
military
situation
will be at that time,
it is not possible
to describe in any detail
what ANP
will be used for, although a number of disparate
possibilities,
including
CAMAL, logistics,
and ASW or AEW/C
surveillance,
have been proposed.
Similarly
it is not
possible
to 'prove'
as is sometimes attempted,
by means
of cost effectiveness
studies based on present requirements, that ANP is not useful,
A recent paper of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, dated 19 June 195'9, solidly
supports this view, and states that while no definite
military requirement
can be stated at this time, the continued development of ANP is considered
as very important
and potentially
very useful.
*

*

*

*

*

"It is our view that during most of the last 13 years
and the expenditure
of most of the $900 million,
the ANP
program has been characterized
by attempts to find short

1For explanation,

see footnote

1, p. 59.
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cuts to early flight
and by brute force and expensive apThus we find that only a relaproaches to the problem.
tively
very small fraction
of the funds and energies applied to this program has gone into trying
to develop a
reactor with a potentially
high performance.
Most of the
resources have been applied to attempts to develop materials which could 'fly soonest';
to develop turbine mamany of which would only be
chinery;
to build facilities,
needed in support of a flight
program; to conduct experiments on the radiation
resistance
of tires,
oils,
insulation, electronic
components, etc; and to develop new components for use in the unique environment which would be
encountered
only in the divided-shield
situation
as found
in CAYAL and the old WS-l25A.
As a result
of this approach to the problem we are still
at least four years
away from achieving
flight
with a reactor-engine
combination *** which can just barely fly.
We regard the ANT0
proposal as being nothing more than an extension
of the
***'I
past philosophy
into the future.
P&W initiated

reactor

development

nropram

The program reorientation
did not significantly
change the direction
of the effort
on the indirect
cycle program, but increased
emphasis was to be pla.ced on that program.
AEC authorized
P&W to
high-power,
high-temperainitiate
in October 1959 an experimental
ture reactor program utilizing
a solid-fuel
(lithium
cooled) reactor to be operated at the Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine Laboratory facilities.
1 Plans were to operate this reactor
at full
temperature
but at lower power (10 mw) as a component test leading
to a subsequent integrated
fuel power test of a propulsion
system.
That reactor program was under consideration,
however, prior to the
program reorientation
and was rejustified
under the reoriented
program. Construction
of the reactor was intended to determine the
feasibility
of developing
high-temperature
reactors
(lithium
cooled) for application
to a variety
of possible
nuclear propulsion
systems.
The reactor experiment was scheduled for the first
part
of 1963.
This was the first
reactor
to be built
and operated by
P&W after it began work on the ANP program in 1951, although it had
participated
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
in the Aircraft
Reactor Test that was canceled in October 1957.

lIn November 1959, AEC decided to conduct this reactor
experiment
at the AEC National Reactor Testing Station instead of the Connecticut
Aircraft
Nuclear Engine Laboratory.
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Review
flight

group recommended
i.nitiation
test pro,c:ram and permanent

of
review

proup

Air Force Scientific
Advisory
The ANP Ad Hoc Committee,
Soard,l
issued
a report
on July 17, 1959, based on a review
of the
AKP program during
June 1959.
The committee
recommended
the initiation
of a study of a test-bed
aircraft
for flight
test purposes
compatible
with the direct
and indirect
cycle
systems.
The committee pointed
out that the earliest
flight
test could be made in
about 1yGk by using
the direct
cycle
system,
with marginal
nuclear
The committee
pointed
out also that the ANP
flight
performance.
program management might benefit
from the services
of a permanent
“Technical
Advisory
.Doard” with responsibi.lity
for periodic
review
and advice
to the Air Force on the conduct
of the program.
The
committee
stated
that the contractors
should be shield.ed.
from the
I
zarassment
of continual
reviews
3y new temporary
committees
and investigating
bodies
and that the field
was too complicated
for benefit
to be c’,erived from the inevitable
superficiality
of such brief
COZ-lt2CtS.

P:~-olic
hearings
on the dRP program were held for the first
time by ti,a xesearch
and Development
Subcommittee
of the Joint
Comon July 23, 1959.
sittee
on Atomic Energy
T’hese hearings
culmiT.atez 11 years of consideration
and discussion
of the ANP program
.PTT
the
Joint
Committee
in
closed
hearings.
During
these years
the
JJ
U’0X-L
CorimS.ttee lent
its active
in recognisupport
to this project
potential
of nuclear
energy for aircraft
propulsi0z-L of the vital
slon.
major
point
of
controversy
during
the
hearings
was
the
A
zAuesticn of so-called
early
flight
e ?roponents
of the early
flight
concept
pointed
out that historically
aviation
development
has occurrea
on a step-by-step
‘oasis and that,
to begin with,
prototype
i
aircraft
are always limited-performance
ve’nicles.
Advociting
this
approach
were the Chief,
AKPO, the Chief
of Staff
of the Air Force,
the Chairman
of AEC: the General
Advisory
Committee ,2 and the General Electric
Company.
Those opposing
the early
flight
concept
were principally
the Deputy Secretar
of Defense and the Director
of Defense Research
and Engineering.
3 The Deputy Secretary
of Defense , in referring
to conclusions
of a study by the DOD Weapons

1For

explanation,

see footnote

2, p.

127.

2For

explanation,

see footnote

3, p.

160.

3For explanation,

see footnote,

p.

162.
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Systems Evaluation
Group, stated that nuclear-propelled
aircraft
did not offer a substantial
margin of improvement over chemically
He added that propulsion
systems constructed
of
fueled aircraft.
materials
that were essentially
at hand at that time would fall
DDR&$expressed
short of chemically
fueled systems of competitors.
the view that an aircraft
with a propulsion
system utilizing
available materials
could not be a militarily
useful vehicle
and the
particular
power plant involved would have little
or no growth potential.
The Assistant
Secretary
of the Air Force for Material
stated that budgetary considerations
had played a substantial
role
in the decision not to proceed with a flight
program at this time
and that consideration
of the availability
of funds from the 1961
budget also influenced
this decision.
The Joint Committee stated
that it was in the national
interest
to achieve nuclear flight
as
early as possible,
not only to meet stated military
requirements,
but also to provide a boost to world confidence
in America's
scientific
capabilities.
The Joint Committee stated also that it was
clear from the hearings and the history
of the ANP project
since
its inception
that there had been a lack of concrete objectives
and
target dates either for a ground test prototype
propulsion
system
or for early flight.
The Joint Committee pointed out the need for
concrete objectives
and firm target dates and a need to strengthen
program direction.
With respect to a possible
alternative,
the
Joint Committee stated:
*'In view of statements by Department of Defense representatives
that there is at present no general operating requirement
by the Defense Establishment
for a nuclearpropelled
aircraft,
and that the program, as it is presently constituted,
is basically
a research and development
effort,
the Congress may wish to consider the desirability
of placing primary authority
and responsibility
for the
conduct of the ANP program in the Atomic Energy Commission, which is well equipped to carry the program forward
as a development effort
through the flight
feasibility
and demonstration
stage.
Present cooperation
with the
Defense Department would be continued,
under such an arrangement, but the primary emphasis of the program would
be upon the development of a ground test prototype
propulsion
system and the flight
testing
of such a propulsion system in an experimental
aircraft.
Such an approach
in the committekls
opinion should prove out the feasibility of nuclear flight
and would provide the basis-for
a
judgment by the Defense Department on firm military
requirements for a nuclear-propelled
aircraft.I'
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Department of Defense provided interim
guidance
to Air Force and Navy and suggested establishment
of review group
the Air Force and the Navy
On August 13, 1959, DDR&Eprovided
with interim
guidance for the ANP-program and proposed establishan ANP Ad Hoc Advisory Group for the purpose
ing, at the DOD level,
of refining
the interim guidance, establishing
long-term
objectives
DDR&cEof the program status.
of the program, and advising
DDR&E
stated that, until
further
refinement
of the objectives
of the ANP
program could be made, the objectives
of both the direct
cycle and
the indirect
cycle programs should be to develop a power plant
which could be used (either
singly or in combination)
to fly a
plane similar
to the Convair model 54 design (later
designated
the
NX-2 airplane)
at a speed of between Mach 0.8 and 0.9 at an altitude of about 35,000 feet, which would have a potential
life
of
about 1,000 hours under these conditions.
The monies programed by
both the Air Force and the Navy were to be used for accomplishing
Inasmuch as the Air Force's and the Navy's obthese objectives.
the proposed Ad Hoc group
jectives
had not as yet been reconciled,
was to find some way to include the Navy's objective
of achieving
a
nuclear turboprop or turbofan power plant within the indirect
cycle
program but without creating
dual development efforts,
at least
during the next few years, in such matters as reactor power levels
and basic heat exchangers.
On September 9, 1959, DDR&E advised AEC that the Air Force and
the Navy had been furnished
with interim
guidance and that it would
be appreciated
if AEC would accept this as the initial
objective
of
the program.
No target dates were indicated.
JTeed for

the Georgia Nuclear

Laboratory

questioned

ANPO advised the Air Research and Development Command (ARDC)
on August 13, 1959, that, in view of current DOD guidance and the
disapproval
of a flight
development program for the immediate fuand the desirability
of continuing
to operate
ture, the necessity
the Georgia Nuclear Laboratory
(GNL) with manned ANP funds had been
reevaluated,
ARDC was advised by ANPO that it had been determined
that GNL could not be supported at previously
planned levels and
that, except for a complete check-out of the Radiation
Effects
Reactor at the lo-megawatt level,
subsequent support which could be
expected from the ANP program would be very minimal until
such time
as a full-scale
flight
development program was approved.
ANPO
stated that, if ARDC's internal
program coupled with those of other
Government agencies and/or industrial
efforts
was not sufficient
to
fund and to justify
continuation
of the GNL operation,
appropriate
action would be taken to terminate
the contract
and close the facility.
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AEC cited

plans

for

fiscal

year

1960

In a September
1959 letter
to DDR&E, Al33 summarized
the general status
of actions
toward resolution
and finalization
of the
ABC
stated
that
(1)
primary
efANP program for fiscal
year 1960.
forts
would be placed
on reactors
having
higher
performance
than
that indicated
for the XMA-1Al power plant,
(2) work on advanced
fuel
elements
and moderators
would be accelerated
with primary
emand (3) the direct
cycle
program would be rephasis
on ceramics,
oriented
toward the XMA-lC.l
A?Z,Cstated
further
that
the curcontaining
a
rently
planned
program at P&W for fiscal
year 1960,
lo-megawatt
experimental
reactor
as an initial
feasibility
step to
higher
power production
9 probably
should not be increased
to any
appreciable
degree.
AEC stated
also that it had taken note of
DDR&E’s memorandum of August 13, 195'9, to the Navy and the Air
Force and that the Commission
considered
that at that time a statement of some definitive
objective
was of great
importance.
Decision
Testing

of AEC concerninp
Station
as flight-test

the

AEC National
Reactor
base made known

In September
195’9, AEC informed
the Joint
Committee
on Atomic
Energy and DDR&E that
the AEC Commissioners
had unanimously
decided
that the AEC National
Reactor
Testing
Station
(NRTS) was not to be
The AEC Commissioners
had deused for an ANP flight-test
base,
NRTS nor any other AEC instalcided in December 1958 that neither
lation
was to be used for an ANP flight-test
site.
The September
1959 letter
to DDR&E was in reply
to a July 1957
request
from the Military
Liaison
Committee
(MLC) that a decision
should be made at an early
date concerning
the selection
of a location for a runway suitable
for testing
the initial
nuclear-powered
aircraft.
In the July 195'7 letter,
MLC stated
that
the Air ForceAEC agreement
of June 1952 provided
that flight-test
facilities
for
initial
nuclear
flight
testing
would be constructed
at NRTS.
The
letter
stated
also that congressional
authorization
had been obtained
for the flight-test
runway and that architectural
and engineering
work for the runway had been completed.
The letter
pointed
out that a decision
to locate
the facilities
at a site
other
than
NRTS would necessitate
further
studies,
would entail
an appreciable
additional
expenditure
of funds,
and would probably
delay
the date
upon which initial
nuclear
flight
testing
could be contemplated.
should

1

A review
group in April
1957 had stated that ANP test runways
not be constructed
at NRTS (see pp* l&and
l&s),
and another

For explanation
and 2, p. 160.

of XMA-IA

and XMA-1C power

plants,

see footnotes

1
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review group in December 1957 had stated that
base was considered
necessary for a flight-test
p. 148.)
Reorientation

of activities

at Convair

a costal
base.

or island
(See

and Lockheed

The Air Force interim guidance in September 1959 provided
that, because the redirection
of efforts
on the propulsion
systems
eliminated
the requirement
for initiation
of airframe
construction
for 1 or more years, (1) the current design effort
at Convair
should continue to review and refine
the design of the Convair
model 54 airplane
to be applicable
to both the direct
and indirect
(2) the nuclear support activities
at Convair
cycle power plants,
should be continued,
(3) Lockheed's design efforts
should be terminated at the completion
of the contract
period (September 30,
1959), and (4) the nuclear support contract of Lockheed should be
renewed for a period of only 6 months.
AEC requested

clarification

of program objectives

With reference
to DDR&E's interim
guidance of September 9,
167),
AEC
made
the
following
request of DDR&E in Octo1959 bee pber 1959:
'ITo assist us in our program planning,
clarification
is requested as to whether it is intended that each of
these programs develop separate power plants to satisfy
the singular
aircraft
performance
objective
or whether it
is intended that only one of these programs be extended
through the power plant development phase."
Status

of program in November 1959

During November 1959, AEC reviewed the ANP program to determine whether or not it was practicable
at that time to select a
single reactor approach in providing
a nuclear propulsion
system to
meet established
DOD requirements.
AEC decided that neither
the
direct
cycle nor the indirect
cycle had reached a stage of development where it could be preferentially
selected with any degree of
technical
confidence.
AEC summarized the status of the two cycles
as follows:
"Direct Cycle:
The direct
cycle program is assessed as
being ahead of the indirect
cycle in the engineering
of
components and reactor know-how.
Reactors have been operated and a broad component test program is in being.
Cycle simplicity
is of a prime consideration.
However,
the requirement
to achieve a minimum power plant weight
is countered by the requirement
for a large heat transfer
area resulting
in comparatively
large reactor dimensions
and consequent large shield dimensions and weight.
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"'Indirect
Cycle:
The indirect
cycle program is on a par
with the direct
cycle in the development of high temperaThe effiture materials
required
for reactor
operation,
ciencyofliquid
metal heat transfer
allows a smaller
core4 less shielding
weight, and a lower over-all
power
plant weight.
However, the reactor
coolant has never
been used in a reactor,
the structural
alloy is new and
still
under development,
the Contractor
has never built
and the neutron energy of the reor operated a reactor,
actor is in a relatively
unknown spectrum."
AEC stated that, in view of the technical
uncertainties
involved, both the direct
cycle and the indirect
cycle programs had
been oriented
toward the experimental
verification
of the critical
areas of uncertainty
and that, upon completion
of these reactor experiments in 1962 and 1963 together with the successful
accomplishment of concurrent
component tests, a cycle selection
could be made
with a greater degree of confidence,
Deljartment of Defense directed
the Navy
to terminate
development program
In December 1959, DOD reversed its position
of March 1959 (see
pa 159) and advised the Navy that it would not be to the best
terests
of the country to continue at that time with two parallel
development programs, one responsive
to NavTJ requirements
and one
responsive
to Air Force requirements.
DOD, therefore,
requested
the Navy to terminate
its development program at P&W as soon as
practicable
but advised the Navy to continue to study the ANP program, and the possible
Naval applications,
in order to be alert to
any technical
developments which might make it desirable
to reopen
the question of continued active development support by the Navy.1
in-

Air Force work resumed at P&W
In December 1959 the Air Force awarded P&W a new operating
contract
for design and performance studies of -power plants for application
to missile launching aircraft
with low-altitude
attack
capability.
The radiator
work funded by the AEC after the Air
Force work was terminated
in October 1957 was transferred
back
under the Air Force contract.

1In March 1960, the work under the Navy contract with P&W together
with corresponding
funds, was transferred
to the Air ForAe contract with P&W. This action ended Navy's active participation
in
the ANP program.
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Report of ANP Ad Hoc Advisory
of Department of Defense

Group

The Ad Hoc Group, proposed by DDR&E in August 1959
p. l-67),
issued its report about January 1960. Although
could not be located by DDR&E, a part of the report was
That
letter
to AEC from DDR&E, dated February 27, 1960.
the letter
relating
to the review group follows:
"On the question
group stated:

of propulsion

system selection,

(see
the report
quoted in a
part of
the

'As has been indicated,
there does not exist,
at the
basis for selection
of
present time, a sound technical
either
the direct
cycle or indirect
cycle power plant if
one desires to expect without risk a flight
date in the
mid-1960's.
Critical
problems can arise in either
case
which could have significant
effect
on the development of
the power plant.
On the other hand, there do not appear
to be fundamental
limitations
in either
case, which could
eliminate
the possibility
of ultimate
successful
accomplishment
of the desired goals.
Therefore,
assuming that
the achievement of manned nuclear flight
in a reasonably
early time period in an aircraft
possessing
an interesting
military
potential
is deemed important,
the best assurance can be provided by continuing,
for the present,
the
Both programs have been laid out with imdual approach.
Continuation
of the developportant milestones
flagged.
ments on the schedules suggested must be conditioned
on a
successful
attainment
of those milestones.
They can also
provide a basis for judgment as to whether, at some point
along the way, one or the other cycle should be eliminated.
However, there appears to be little
opportunity
to reach a complete engineering
basis for selection
prior
to the completion
of the advanced core test in the case
of the direct
cycle, and the operation
of the ten megawatt reactor
in the indirect
cycle case.
The total
funding allocated
to this program and the importance of the
achievement of the flight
goals must obviously
be conditioned by consideration
of priorities
in competition
with
other programs.
Ideally,
it is felt that both cycles
should be pursued until
after completion
of the critical
tests outlined
above, which should be achieved sometime
in 1962.
This would insure that the flight
date goal can
be anticipated
with high confidence.
If priorities
and
budgetary considerations
are such as to suggest that considerable
technical
risks might be acceptable,
it is of
course possible
to make a system selection
at any of the
milestones
along the way. At the present time, the Group
is of the opinion that the greater promise and utility
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rests
that

with the indirect
cycle power plant
this program
should be accelerated.’

“The

Group

also

made the

*

*

*

*

*

and believes

following

The performance
objectives
of
‘1.
should be established
as the initial
For the present
and until
program.
priately
defined
mileposts
dictate
opment of both the DC and IDC power
achievement
of this
objective
should

recommendations:

the interim
guidance
objective
of the ANP
the results
of approotherwise,
the develplants
towards
the
be continued.

‘2.
If all milestones
have been passed successfully,
a
decision
should be made no later
than early
1962 to continue
development
of only one system through
flight
test.
This decision
must be based upon an evaluation
of the
technical
potential
demonstrated
by each system at that
time.
As knowledge
and experience
in the techniques
of
‘3.
Aircraft
Nuclear
Propulsion
advance,
continuing
studies
should be made leading
to a definition
of militarily
and
economically
effective
weapon systems. f If
AEC received

clarification

of proFtram

guidance

On February
27, 1960, DDR&# answered AEC’s request
of October
1959 concerning
clarification
of plans for power plant
development.
(See p. 169.)
DDR&E stated
that its reply
to the October
1959 letter had been delayed
pending
a report
from an Ad Hoc Group formed
to make a more complete
study of AEP and to recommend future
The DDR&E stated
further
that:
courses
of action.
‘I*** our aim in the ANP program
should be to carry
developments
to
one, and only one, of the two power plant
the flight
stage in the mid-1960’s;
but to continue
with
both the direct
and indirect
cycle
approaches
toward a
relatively
high performance
plant
until
technical
progress-- or lack of progress-enables
us to make a selection.
*

*

*

*

*

‘I*** Continuation
of this program past 1962 will
involve construction
of a suitable
test aircraft
and the
provision
of an acceptable
base for test flights.
The
current
studies
on radioactive
fission
product
release
and other reactor
hazards
are expected
to provide
reasonable and timely
guidance
in selecting
a site
for the test
base. I1

.
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The basis of this decision was a report from the Ad Hoc Group.
(See pu. 171 and 172.)
ANPO advised us in April 1961 that it had
received no further
guidance from DDR&E during the remaining time
of the ANP program.
Georgia Nuclear

Laboratory

placed

in standby

status

The Air Force advised Lockheed to phase down the contract
from
the $3 million
annual level of April 1, 1960, to a standby annual
level of about $500,000 by October 1, 1960.
Lockheed was advised
also that a total of $$750,000 was available
for the phase-down operation
and a complete check-out of the reactor at 10 megawatts.
The Air Force authorized
Lockheed
beginning
to operate GNL at a reduced level of $b50,000 for
Initiation
of work on new direct
power plant configuration

.

October
1 year.

1, 1960,

cycle

GE and Convair completed a propulsion
system configuration
study in February 1960.
The purpose of the study was to establish
guidelines
for research and development work, and the study was
aimed at a detailed
reevaluation
of the XMA-1 two-engine propulsion
As a
system as opposed to a single-engine,
single-reactor
system.
result
of the study, GE recommended a single-engine
reactor
system
GE desigand submitted a program proposal for its development.
nated the new single-engine,
single-reactor
power plant as the
P140E.
On July 7, 1960, ANPO approved a program, essentially
based on
a GE proposal for developing
the P14-OE power plant.
The power
plant,
including
an Advanced Core Test (ACT) (a reactor/engine
test
in the integral,
in-line
configuration)
to operate in 1962, was the
primary objective
of the direct
cycle program.
The program included, for planning
urposes, a ground test power plant scheduled
to operate in mid-196 c and, pending selection
of the direct
cycle
for flight
test, a flight
test power plant scheduled for aircraft
installation
and flight
by mid-1965,
The P140E power plant concept
was under development at the time the ANP program was terminated
in
March 1961.
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Advanced Development
established
for the

I

Objective
ANP proPram

In November 1960, the Air Force established
Advanced DevelopGOR 81 and GOR 172.
The
ment Objective
(ADO)1 No. 20, superseding
ADO stated
that the objective
was3
q1A To develop
a manned nuclear
powered test
aircraft
with essentially
unlimited
endurance
independent
of
in-flight
refueling
which will
have the potential
of adding a new dimension
to the spectrum
of manned flight.
Due to the present
state-of-the-art,
the initial
system
will
be limited
to subsonic
performance,
however,
the ultimate
attainment
of supersonic
speeds on nuclear
heat
The aircraft
will
only is an objective
of the program.
be used to explore
the feasibility
and suitability
of nuclear
power for manned aircraft
by studying
(a) the performance
and handling
characteristics
of nuclear
aircraft,
(b) the problems
of carrying
personnel
and equipment for long flight
durations,
and (c) the problems
of
operations
and maintenance.
“B- To provide
a manned nuclear
powered aircraft
which can be used to investigate
the operational
problems
and the applications
of manned nuclear
powered aircraft
to various
military
missi0ns.l’
Other
(July

activities
1959-March

during
1961)

the

period

Between November 1960 and January
1961, GE completed
the last
In the tests
two turbojet
phase of testing
of HTRE No. 3 at NRTS.
engines
were started
and brought
up to .normal operating
range on
nuclear
power alone,
in contrast
to previous
HTRE experiments
where
engines were started
with chemical
fuel and, once they had obtained
the operating
range,
were transferred
to nuclear
power.
ward
rect

The major
effort
of Convair
during
design
of airdraft
compatible
with
cycle nuclear
power plant.

The budget of the United
States
for
June 309 1962, submitted
to the Congress

1

the period
was directed
toeither
the direct
or indithe fiscal
in January

year ended
1961, provided

An Advanced Development
Objective
describes
the general
characteristics
of a new effort
designed
to (1) fulfill
an anticipated
long-term
operational
requirement
beyond present
technical
capabilities
and/or
(2) exploit
<I, significant
technological
advancement with a potential
military
application,
P74
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for about one half
the funds that had been requested
for the preceding fiscal
year and stated
that the ANP project
could be carried
at a lower funding
level
than had been programed
in previous
years,
as work was to be continued
on one propulsion
system.
The budget
did not specify,
however,
whether
the direct
or indirect
cycle propulsion
system should continue.
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TERMINATION OF THE ANP PROGRAM--March
President
recommended
of the ANP program

the

I-961

termination
A-

transmitted
by the President
The message on national
security,
of the United
States
to the Congress
on March 28, l.961, recommended
The President
stated:
the termination
of the entire
ANP program.
have been devoted
!‘Nearly
15 years and about $1 billion
to the attempted
development
of a nuclear-powered
aira militarily
usecraft;
but the possibility
of achieving
ful aircraft
in the foreseeable
future
is still
very reThe January budget
already
recommended
a severe
mote*
curtailment
of this
project,
cutting
the level
of effort
in half
by limiting
the scope to only one of the two different
engines
under development,
although
not indicating
which one.
We believe
the time has come to reach a cleancut decision
in this matter0
Transferring
the entire
subject matter
to the Atomic Energy Commission
budget where
as a nondefense
research
item,
we propose
to
it belongs,
terminate
development
effort
on both approaches
on the
nuclear
powerplant
9 comprising
reactor
and engine,
and
on the airframe;
but to carry
forward
scientific
research
and development
in the fields
of high temperature
materials
and high performance
reactors,
which is related
to
AEC’s broad objet tives
in atomic
reactor
development
ineluding
some work at the present
plants,
making use of
their
scientific
teams m This will
save an additional
$35 million
in the Defense budget for fiscal
1962 below
the figure
previously
reduced
in January,
and will
avoid
a future
expenditure
of at least
$1 billion,
which would
have been necessary
to achieve
first
experimental
Plight.”
Contractors

notified

to

terminate

activities

On March 30s 1.961, AEX ad-vised GE and P&W that the ANP program was being terminated,
The contractors
were notified
that AEC
would not continue
any work, under
the contracts
directed
toward
developing
a nuclear-powered
aircraft
7 beyond the contract
expiration date of April
30, 1961.
GE was requested.
to stop all work
except work related
to basic high-temperature
materials
research.
P&W was requested
to stop all work except work relatedto hightemperature
materials
research
and development
work directly
necessary to carry
out a possible
lo-mega,watt
reactor
experiment
on d
relaxed
time schedule
with the prime objective
of advancing
nuclear
reactor
technology
in a broad application.
riel

On March 307 1961 7 Headquarters
) USAF, directed
the Air MateCommand to issue termination
notices
to GE, P&W, Convair,
and
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Lockheed.
shielding

AEC also notified
ORNL to terminate
work for the ANP program.

the radiation

At termination
of the ANP program, over 7,000 contractor
ployees were engaged in the ANP program.
The manpower levels
the various major contractors
were as follows:
General Electric
Co.
Pratt & Whitney
Convair
Lockheed
Oak Ridge National
Laboratory
Total
New research

emat

;70;::
75
206
2 1.3
..-22

employees

pro,yram initiated

After the termination
of the ANP program, all work oriented
toward actual aircraft
application
was canceled.
In April 1962,
AEC adopted a new research program for high-temperature
materials
and high-performance
reactors.
Some of the equipment and facilities previously
used in the ANP program and the services
of some of
the employees were utilized
in the new program.
AEC's budget for fiscal
year 1962 provided about (;19Y925,000
for the new research program, including
about $6,625,000
for hightemperature
materials
research--&
500sOO0 by GE, $970,000 by Pg+J,
and :$1,175,000 by ORNL--and about ~~13,300,OOO
i
for developing
a
high-performance
reactor
experiment by P&W.
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MANAGEMENT

STRUCTURE

OF

THE

MANNED
JANUARY

SECRETARY

OF DEFENSE

AIRCRAFT

NUCLEAR

PROPULSION

PROGRAM

I, 1961

c i-------

I

MILITARY

--

LIAISON
COMMITTEE

GENERAL

MANAGER

ASSISTANT
GENERAL
MANAGER
FOR RESEARCH
AND
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING

SECRETARY

CHIEF

OF THE

AIR

FORCE

OF STAFF
USAF

ASSISTANT
FOR AIRCRAFT

DIRECTOR
REACTORS

AIR FORCE

DEPUTY ClilEF OF STAFF
DEVELOPMENT

*,R

.

RESE*RC”

*Ii*

ASSISTANT
DEPUTY
FOR NUCLEAR

CHIEF OF STAFF
SYSTEMS

API-'ENL)lXIII

SCHEMATIC OF TWO-LOW,

LIQUID-METAL,

INDIRECT

CYCLE NUCLEAR PROPULSION SYSTEM

Ib4TE~;FM~IATE
EXCHANGER
I
TURB~PUMP

I

JET

REACT/OR
CORE

EPIGINE

II

PRIMARY
LiQUlD METAL
CIRCUlT

SECUM-DARY
LlQlJlD METAL
ClRClJlT

IN THE INDIRECT
CYCLE,
THE HEAT GENERATED
IN THE REACTOR
IS ABSORBED
BY A
LIQUID-METAL
COOLANT
FLOWING
THROUGH
THE REACTOR
CORE.
THE LIQUID-METAL
COOLANT
THEN FLOWS
THROUGH
AN INTERMEDIATE
HEAT
EXCHANGER
WHERE
THE HEAT IS
TRANSFERRED
TO A SECONDARY
LOOP.
THE HOT LIQUID
METAL
IS THEN PUMPED
TO THE
JET ENGINE.
THE JET ENGINE
CONTAINS
RADIATORS,
WHERE
THE HEAT IS GIVEN
UP BY
THE LIQUID
METAL
AND IMPARTED
TO THE AIRSTREAM
FLOWING
THROUGH
THE ENGINE.
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Mr. Arthur
L, Litke
Assistant
Director
General Accounting
Office
Washington 25, D, CD
Dear Mro Litke:
In accordance with your request of December 18, B%l.,
there is attached
a statement
which reflects
the major
key technical
accampfishmcnts
of the ANP Program.
This
statement
P believe
reflects
a fair summation of the
principal
contributions
of the ANP Program to reactor
technology.-/:

f-----y

Frank K, Pittman,
Director
Divfr;lqn
of igeactor Development
Attachment:
Accomplishments
of AMP Program
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APPENDIX VI

LIST OF POLICY-MAKING
AND OTHER INTERESTED PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS
AIRCRAFT NUCLEARPROPULSIONPROGRAM
Tenure of office
From
To
DEPARTMENTOF DEFENSE
SECRETARYOF DEFENSE:
James V. Forrestal
Louis Johnson
George Catlett
Marshall
Robert A. Lovett
Charles E. Wilson
Neil H. McElroy
Thomas S. Gates, Jr.
Robert S. McNamara

Mar.
Sept.
Sept.
Jan.
Oct.
Dec.
Jan.

DEPUTY SECRETARYOF DEFENSE:
Stephan T. Early*
Robert A. Lovett
William C. Foster
Roger M. Kyes
Robert B. Anderson
Reuben B. Robertson,
Jr.
Donald A. Quarles
Thomas S. Gates, Jr.
James H. Douglas
Roswell L. Gilpatric

Aug.
act.
Sept.
Feb.
May
Aug.
May
June
Dec.
Jan.

Sept

l

W-f,’

1950
1951
1953

Mar.
Sept.
Sept.
Jan.
Oct.

1949

19.50
1951

1953

i;;;
1961

Dec. g;;
1961
Jan,
Present

1949

Sept-

1?5O

1950

1951
1953
:g
:zs%
1959

1961

May
1959
Dec. 1959
Jan+ a961
Present

*Served as Under Secretary
of Defense from May 2, 1949 until
Auwas abolished,
and that of Deputy
gust 9, 1949, when that position
Secretary of Defense was established.
DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCHAND ENGINEERING,formerly
Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering):
Herbert F. York
Dec.
Harold Brown
May
(Posit ion created

under

terms of the Reorganization

1958

1961-

Apr.
1961
Present

Act of 1958.

LIST OF POLICY-MAKING
AND OTHER IT\TTERESTED
PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS
AIRCRAFT NUCLEARPROPULSIONPROGRAM(continued)
.

-.

Tenure of ofs$e
From
&

DEPARTMENTOF DEFENSE_(continued)
ASSISTANT SECRETARYOF DEFENSE (RESEARCH
AND ENGINEERING) formerly Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Research and Development) and Assistant
Secretary
of Defense
(Engineering):
Frank D, r‘fewbury
Paul Db Foote
.

5

Mar.

Se+

1957
1957

ASSISTANT SECRETARYOF DEFENSE (RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT)formerly
Chairman of
Research and Development Board:
Donald A. Quarles
Dr. Clifford
C. Furnas

Sept.
Dec.

1953
1955

Aug.
Feb.

i;;:

ASSISTANT SECRETARYOF DEFENSE (ENGINEERING) formerly
Chairman of Research and
Development Board:
Frank D. Newbury

Aug.

1953

Mar.

1957

Combined with Assistant
Secretary
of Defense (Research and Development) as Assistant
Secretary
of Defense {Research and Engineering).
This position
was originally
designated
Assistant
Secretary
of De. fense (Applications
Engineering).
CJ3Ai;MA;u;;

RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTBOARD:

K&l T. Compton
William Webster
Walter G. Whitman

Sept - J9J
Oct.
Mar D 1450
Aug. 1951

Oct.
Mar.
July
June

fx3smr~~~SECRETARY0~

DEFENSE (DEPUTY DIRECTOR,,DEFENSERESEARCHAND ENGINEERING):
John H. Rubel

(Position
e

created

in 1961)

May

196l.

Present

1948
19.50

1951

1.953
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LIST OF POT,ICY-MAKIIJG
AND OTHER INTERESTED PRINCIPATi OFFICIALS
AIRCRAFT NUCLEARFROPULSIONPROGRAM(continued)
-

Tenure of office
From
To

DEPARTMETTT
OF DEFENSE (continued)
CHAIRNANOF
General
Admiral
General
General

THE JOIMT CHIEFS OF STAFF:
Ornar N, Bradley,
USA
Arthur W. Radford, USN
Nathan F. Twining, USAF
Lyman L. Lemnitzer,
USA

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
act.

Aug. 1953
Aug. 1957
Sept. 1960
Present

DEPARTMENTOF THE AIR FORCE
SECRETARYOF TUE AIR FORCE:
W. Stuart Symington
Thomas K. Finletter
Harold E. Talbott
Donald A. Quarles
James H. Douglas
Dudley C. Sharp
Eugene 1.1. Zuckert

Sept.
Apr.
Feb.
Aug.
May
Dec.
Jan.

19q
1950
1953

CHIEF OF STAFF:
General Carl Spaatz
General Hoyt S. Vandenberg
General Nathan F. Twining
General Thomas D. White
General Curtis E. LeMay

Sept.
Apr.
June

1947
1948
1.953

June
JLily

31

1948
Apr.
June 1953
June 1957
June l961
Present

Jan.
July
Nov.
Apr.
July
Dec.

1950
1951
1951
1954
1958
1961

July
195'1
Nov. 1951
Apr.
1954
June 195'8
Nov. 1961
Present

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCHAND TECHNOLOGYformerly,
Deputy Chief of Staff,
Development:
Major General G. P. Saville
Major General D. L. Putt (Acting)
Lieutenant
General L. S. Craigie
Lieutenant
General D. I,. Putt
Lieutenant
General Roscoe C. Wilson
Lieutenant
General James Ferguson

:;;;
1959
1961

Apr.
1950
Jan.
1953
Aug.
Apr.
Kg,
Dec. 1959
Jan.
1961
Present

APPENDIX VI

LIST OF POLICY-MAKING
AND OTHER INTERESTED P'RINCIPAL OFFICIALS
AIRCRAFT NUCLEARPROPULSIONPROGRAM(continued)
Tenure of office
FPOITl
&
DEPARTMEDTT
OF THE AIR FORCE (continued)
ASSISTANT DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, R AND T
FUR :lTOMIC ENERGYformerly,
Assistant
DCS for Nuclear Systems; Aircraft
NLIclear Propulsion
Office (ANPU):
Major General Donald J. Keirn
Brigadier
General Irving L. Branch
Colonel Ola P. Thorne
COMMANDERS,
AIR FORCELOGISTIC COMMAND,
created April 1, 1961, formerly Air Materiel
Command:
Lieutenant
General Nathan F. Twining Acting
Lieutenant
General Nathan F. Twining
General. Joseph T. McNarney
Lieutenant
General Benjamin W. Chidlaw
General Edwin W. Rawlings
General Samuel E. Anderson
General William F. McKee
General Mark E. Bradley,
Jr.
COMMANDERS,
AIR FORCESYSTEMSCOMMAND
created April 1, 1967., formerly Air Research and Development Command:
Major General David M. Schlatter
Lieutenant
General Earle E. Partridge
Lieutenant
General Donald L. Putt
Lieutenant
General Thomas St Power
Major General J. W. Sessums, Jr.
Lieutenant
General S. E. Anderson
Major General JI W. Sessums, Jr,
General Bernard A. Schriever

IJOVe 19 57
Aug. 1959
July
1961

Aug. 1959
July
1961
Present

act 0
Sept.
Aug.
Mar,
Aug,
July

1947
1949
19 51
;;z?
1962

Sept. l-L:;
act.
Sept. 1949
Aug. 1951
Feb. 1959
Aug. 1961
July
1962
Present

Jan.
June
June
Apr.

1950
1951
1953
1954

June
June
Apr.
June

1951
1953
1954
1957

Mar
Ju1y. 3;
Apr*
1959
Present

DETARTMENTOF THE NAVY
SECRETARYOF THE NAVY:
James V. Forrestal
John L. Sullivan
Francis P. Matthews

Sept.
May
July

1951
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LIST OF POLICY-MAKING
AND OTHER INTERESTED PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS
AIRCRAFT NUCLEARPROPULSIONPROGRAM(continued)
Tenure of office
From
To
EEPARTMENTOF THE l\TAVY(continued)
SECRETARYOF THE NAVY (continued):
Dan A. Kimball
Robert B. Anderson
Charles S. Thomas
Thomas S. Gates, Jr.
William B. Franke
John B. Connally
Fred Korth

.
M3.y
Apr.
June
Jan.
Jan.

CHIEF, 3UREAU OF AERONAUTICSBureau dikestablished
December 1959, Bureau of f\Taval
Weapons, activated
January 1960, combined Bureau of Aeronautics
and Bureau
of Ordnance:
Rear Admiral Harold 0. Sallada
Rear Admiral Alfred M. Pride
Rear Admiral Thomas S. Combs
Rear Admiral Apollo Soucek
Rear Admiral James S. Russell
Rear Admiral Robert B. Dixon

June
May
Nay
June
Mar .
July

CHIEF, BUREAUOF NAVAL WEAPONS:
Rear Admiral P, D. Stroop

Dec.

g&Y

Jan.
May
Apr.
June

1-953

1945
1947
1951
1953
1955
1957

May
May
June
Feb.
July
Dec.

1947
1951
Ii953
1955

1959

Present

1953
1956
1961

act. 1956
Mar. 1961
Present

1946
1950
1-953
1958
1961

Feb.
June

1951
1953
:;g
1959
1961
1962

:;;;
1959

DEPARTMENTOF THE ARMY
CHIEF OF ENGINEERS:
Lieutenant
General
Lieutenant
General
Lieutenant
General

Samuel D. Sturgis
Emerson C. Itschner
W. K. Wilson, Jr.

Jan.
Oct.
May

ATOMIC ENERGYCOMMISSION
COM?4ISSIONCHAIRT4AN:
David E. Lilienthal
Dean E. Gordon
Lewis L. Strauss
John A. McCone
Glenn T. Seaborg

i'Jov.
July
July
July
Mar.

Present

1950
1953
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LIST OF POLICY-MAKING
AND OTHERINTERESTED PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS
i

AIRCRAFT NUCLEARPROPULSIONPROGRAM(continued)
Tenure of office
J&

FrOEl

ATOMIC ENERGYCOMMISSION(continued)
GENERALMANAGER:
Carroll
L. Wilson
Marion W. Boyer
Kenneth D. Nichols
Kenneth E. Fields
Paul F, Foster
A. R. Luedecke
I

s
I

L

Dec.
Nov m
Nov o
May
July
Dec.

DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF REACTORDEVELOPMENT:
Lawrence R. Hafstad
FebW. Kenneth Davis
Feb.
Frank K. Pittman
Oct.

1946
1950
1953
1955

1949
1955
1958

Feb. 1255
July
197%
Present

1950

Mar. 1951
Feb.
Nov e

Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR AIRCRAFT REACTORS:
Major General Donald J-. Reirn
Brigadier
General Irving Lo Branch

Nov o 1958
Nov o 1959

i;;:

MANAGER,LOCKLANDAIRCRAFT .REACTORSOPERATIONS OFFICE:
Harry Gorman
July
John L, Wilson
June
Apr.
Nova

1950

i;g

CHIEF, AIRCRAFT REACTORSBRANCH:
Robert M. William
R. L. Wassell
Major General Donald J. Keirn

MANAGER,&!UCAGO OPERATIONSOFFICE:
John J. Flaherty
Kenneth A. Dunbar

Aug.

June
July

1954
1957

1960
1961

Nov. 1957
Present
--

